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28 YEARS MARINEPOOL

Adrenaline, innovation and continuously pushing the limits along with the natural
elements are as much part of sailing as tradition, aesthetics and pure excitement.
Extremes attract – sailing and maritime clothing attract.
About the joy of sailing – or how to turn your hobby into your job which doesn’t
leave much time for sailing any longer. The brand was created by German sailors
Gerhard & Stefan Eberle and Robert Stark in 1991, true to their credo made by
‘’sailors for sailors’’. Ambitiously, the friends chose the globe for their logo, clearly
indicating their goal of building an international brand. The three guys from Munich
took up the challenge and what seemed tilting at windmills in early days turned
into a success story. The company and the Marinepool brand grew and went international.
The global success of Marinepool can be attributed to several factors. One e
 lement
are the three founders, who are totally different characters and complementing each
other at the same time. Different points of view and approaches focused on a
common goal are key to success. The support of countless friends, yacht clubs,
sailing federations and world class athletes from all over the world is another vital
part. Last but not least, the most important success factor is the Marinepool team.
Our staff that lives our spirit and who are the soul of Marinepool. Without their
commitment, loyalty and their drive Marinepool would not be where we are today.
However, the increasing demand for ‘’après-sailing clothing’’ as well as team and
corporate wear soon led to a full product range including technical fashion and lifestyle wear. Today, the extensive product portfolio represents the founder‘s original
purpose.
The brand is ranging from a new innovative dinghy collection to foul weather gear
offshore sailing clothing as well as to a impressive crew wear for grand prix racing and superyachts. Marinepool offers the perfect sailing gear for any sailing
activity – meeting the various demands. Additionally, Marinepool p
 roposes outdoor
products, technical fashionable clothing for sailing and other water sport activities,
as well as fashion collection for women, men and children with a unique maritime
style showing the typical Marinepool handwriting.
MARINEPOOL | DESIGN. TECHNOLOGY. PASSION.
Marinepool actively supports many high profile projects and campaigns and is the
official clothing supplier to world-class teams, events and event series in sailing
and power boating such as GC 32 Racing Tour, Oman Sail, Spindrift racing, SFS
Team as well as the national French Sailing Team (FFVoile) and Austria (ÖSV) and
last but not least, the world’s fastest racing yacht, the Maxi Trimaran, Spindrift 2.
Stefan Eberle, CEO
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Robert Stark, CEO
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RID OFFSHORE Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003790
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide/Cordura®, Membrane:
100% polyurethane
Features	A revolutionary design concept in sailing gear!
Reinforcement Integrated Design (RID) means reinforcement is integrated into the regular outshell fabric
already! RID uses thick and ultra-strong Cordura®
thread for exposed spots, equivalent the regular extra
reinforcement layer. The big advantage however is
reduced weight allover and improved breathability. In
combination with highly waterproof and breathbable
XPU 3+1 membrane the result is a heavy duty, high
performance offshore gear setting a new standard!
Jacket features: High offshore collar with adoptable
signal hood, fleece lining, spray protector. Double
placket, double cuffs, reflective safety elements,
spacious outer pockets. Sportive fit! Combine with Efficiency underwear and Stavanger midlayer program.
Special	Watercolumn 30000mm, MVTR 20000 g/m2/24h
Colours
palace blue I anthracite
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RID OFFSHORE Trousers Men

OCEAN
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By special weaving technology, the reinforcement is
woven into the fabric directly.
Extra strong Cordura® yarn is
used for exposed spots. This
means it is not necessary to put an extra layer reinforcement fabric to the
garment.
RID delivers several advantages:
• lighter gear
• breathability not reduced at reinforced area
• reduced seams
More performance. More comfort.

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
1003791
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide/Cordura®, Membrane:
100% polyurethane
Features	A revolutionary design concept in sailing gear!
Reinforcement Integrated Design (RID) means reinforcement is integrated into the regular outshell fabric
already! RID uses thick and ultra-strong Cordura®
thread for exposed spots, equivalent the regular extra
reinforcement layer. The big advantage however is
reduced weight allover and improved breathability. In
combination with highly waterproof and breathbable
XPU 3+1 membrane the result is a heavy duty, high
performance offshore gear setting a new standard!
Trousers features: Reinforced knee and seat. Double
placket with 2-way zip and drainage. Spacious leg
pocket. Adjustable waist and leg opening. High bib
with adjustable braces. Reflective safety elements,
Sportive fit! Combine with Efficiency underwear and
Stavanger midlayer program.
Special	Watercolumn 30000mm, MVTR 20000 g/m2/24h
Colours
palace blue I anthracite
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XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

OCEAN SALOPETTE
ReWorked

a)
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Art.-No.
1003235
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid Coating: 100% polyurethane Backing: 100% polyamid
Features	Next generation of Offshore Salopette: advancement of popular Pacific Ocean
Salopette. Tough 3+1Layer fabric with high performance XPU-Membrane and
High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane
is a nonporous
Cordura®reinforcement
at knee and bottom. Enlarged softshell part at shoulmembrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
der
for
more
comfort and elbow-room. Long 2-way zip covered with double
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.
placket and drainage system. Additional spacious pocket at right leg and
two chest pockets. Width adjuster at waist and leg. Combine with 1003480
Shield HPU Pro Offshore Jacket, 1003057 Shield Offshore Jacket, 1002651
Pacific Ocean Jacket, 1003053 Speed III Jacket|
Special	WP 20.000mm, RET 16
Colours
black
Weight 1kg
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PACIFIC OCEAN JACKET

OCEAN TROUSERS
Art.-No.
1002353
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, membrane 100% polyurethane, tricot 100%
polyamid
Features	3+1-layer offshore sailing trousers, abrasion resistant polyamid
inserts at knee and seat, preshaped knees for increased comfort and mobility, two chest pockets
Special	WP 20.000mm / MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours
black
Weight 0,800kg


FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
1002651
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid
Features	High performance offshore jacket in tough and durable
3+1-layer fabric for all round ocean conditions. The XPU membrane in combination with DWR finish provides high waterproofness and high breathability. Fully taped seams. Construction
details: ergonomic fit, high reach sleeve and preshaped elbows
for optimum freedom of movement. Extra tough and abrasion
resistant outshell fabric at lower back and elbows. Extra high
fleece lined collar for wind and spray protection. Fully adaptable
highly visible hood tucked away inside collar. Tough 2-way zip
at front, covered with double placket. Adjustable double cuffs
with soft PU seals inside. Spacious lower pockets with top and
side entry with fleece and drainage system.
Special	WP 20.000mm / MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours
bright orange | red | red/black | gold
Weight 1,100kg
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NORD STREAM RACE
The sixth edition 2017 of the event was billed as “Nord Stream Race – Reloaded“. The new qualification system for the Nord Stream Race is
tied to the National Sailing Leagues. The strongest Yacht Clubs of the Baltic prepare for 1000 Mile competition in rebooted Nord Stream Race.
In 2018 the best yacht clubs of the National Sailing Leagues from the Baltic countries will be competing again at the relaunched Race. The
national champions of the Sailing Leagues in Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Russia qualify for the Nord Stream Race with their
respective titles from the previous season.
From June to the beginning of July, the 1,000 nautical mile race course follows the Nord Stream pipeline from Kiel to Saint Petersburg, with
stopovers in Copenhagen, Stockholm and Helsinki. The goal of this revised format for the Nord Stream Race is “Connecting Baltic Nations
through Sport”.Sponsored by Nord Stream AG and Gazprom in cooperation with the Saint Petersburg Yacht Club, the Nord Stream Race has
been held annually since 2012. Initially, the regatta connected Russia and Germany, with the route following the Nord Stream Pipeline after
which the competition was named.
Main organizer Saint Petersburg Yacht Club is holding the new edition of the long- distance regatta through the Baltic Sea together with
Konzeptwerft Holding GmbH from Hamburg, the marketing agency that launched the new concept, and which remains focused on developing
innovative formats in sailing. Marinepool is proud to be part of the rebooted Nord Stream Race 2017 and will give the optimum support by
professional offshore clothing to the sailors and organizers. Nord Stream Race
Oliver Schwall, CEO of Konzeptwerft Germany (Lead agency Nord Stream Race): „We’re living in a politically crazy world, but we know sports
can cross borders and barriers. I think what we did with Nord Stream in creating this race, connecting cultures, countries, this to me is the
most exciting part of what we did with this race. We had so much friendship and hospitality between the hosting clubs. The sport in general
can be proud of what it can achieve, in ways perhaps that other sports can never do.”
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OFFSHORE JACKET F2L Men
Art.-No.
1003561
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid, membrane: 100% polyurethan, lining: 100% polyester
Features	This 2-layer offshore jacket delivers all offshore
features but is surprisingly soft! The MPU membrane
is highly waterproof and breathable. All seams taped.
Bottom and elbow are Cordura® reinforced. Other
features: Adjustable signal hood, fleece lined offshore
collar, welded chest pocket, waistpockets lined with
fleece, safety reflex elements, spray shield, double
cuffs, mesh/taffeta lining.
Special	WP 20.000mm/MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colours
yellow | steel/black
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OFFSHORE TROUSERS F2L Men
Art.-No.
1003562
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid, membrane: 100% polyurethan, lining: 100% polyester
Features	This 2 layer offshore trousers delivers all offshore
features but is surprisingly soft! The MPU membrane
is highly waterproof and breathable. All seams taped.
Bottom and knees are Cordura®reinforced. Other features: welded chest pockets, safety reflex elements,
elastic waist adjuster, leg width adjuster, internal drainage system, adjustable braces, mesh/taffeta lining.
Special	WP 20.000mm/MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colours
navy | steel/black
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OFFSHORE

LUME-ON™
The groundbreaking Lume-On™ technology is illuminating the inflated air chamber in order to increase the
visibility of the user.
The effect of the LED lights is increased through the
neon-colored buoyancy chambers that catch the attention of potential rescue people. Lume-On™ is located
on the bottom of the chamber and is activated as soon
as there is water contact. Once activated, the lights will
be blinking intensively up to eight hours.
This new developed lifejacket sets new milestones in
terms of safety.
Possible rescue vests with Lume-On™:
ISO 180N Classic, ISO 220N Sport, Premium 180/300N
and ISO Pro 180N/300N.

ISO 220N SPORT Lume On

Art.-No. 5003340

Art.-No. 5003341

ISO 300N / 180N PRO Lume On

ISO 300N / 180N PREMIUM Lume On

Art.-No. 5003274

Art.-No. 5003277 / Art.-No. 5003233

SAFETY 

ISO 165N CLASSIC Lume On
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INTEGRALE OFFSHORE Jacket 220N
5003735 
XS – XXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid Coating: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Features Innovative Offshore sailing jacket with integrated inflatable
lifejacket with 220N of buoyancy. Durable polyamid fabric
with waterproof/breathable MPU coating (EN343 Kl.3/2).
Fully taped seams. High offshore collar with fleece lining and
high visibility hood. Spacious pockets with top entry and
fleece lined side entry. Double placket, double cuffs. Safety
reflective elements at shoulder. Soft Taffeta/mesh lining.
High visibility bladder is fitted with UML operating system
and 45gr cylinder which provides 220N of buoyancy. Approved to ISO 12402.
Specials WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000/sqm/24h
Colours navy/lt. grey

Art.-No.
Fabric
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FORTUNA OFFSHORE Jacket Women
Art.-No.
W 1002652
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, XPU membrane, tricot 100% polyamid
Features	The popular Fortuna jacket in a long awaited ladies version!
The proven concept transformed into a female fit. 3+1-layer
offshore jacket developed in cooperation with the German
magazine ’segeln‘ and its readers. Breathable and waterproof, fully taped seams, adjustable hood in collar, one big
welded chest pocket with laser cut drainage holes, two
waistpockets lined with fleece, YKK AquaGuard® zips, eyelet
at hem, highly visible 3MTM reflex patches in neon yellow at
lower and upper sleeve and front placket, collar lined with
micro fleece, adjustable hem with cord and stopper, abrasion resistant Cordura® reinforcement inserts at elbows and
around sleeve.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colour
red
Weight
W 1000g (size S)

reinforcement	
  

FORTUNA OFFSHORE Trousers Women & Men
Art.-No.
1002653 Women
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, XPU membrane, tricot 100% polyamid
Features	The popular Fortuna trousers in a long awaited ladies version! The proven concept transformed into a female fit with
two side zippers and a drop seat. High-cut, made entirely
from 3+1-layer fabric. 3D leg design, breathable, waterproof,
fully taped seams, abrasion resistant Cordura® reinforcement on knees and and bottom, highly visible 3M™ reflective patches in neon yellow, preshaped knees for increased
mobility, two waist pockets, YKK AquaGuard® zippers. In
addition, the male version has one big welded transparent
pocket at upper right leg.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colour
red
Weight
W 1000g (size S)
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FORTUNA 2.0 JACKET OFFSHORE Men
Art.-No.
1003744
XS - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamide, 100% polyurethane coating and
membrane, 100% polyamide backer
Features	Next generation of our classic 3L Fortuna offshore
jacket. Made out of tough 3+1-layer fabric with XPU
membrane and additional coating it is highly waterproof and breathable. Fully taped seams. Adjustable
signal hood with fleece lining stored away in fleece
lined offshore collar. Extra spray protector. Double
cuffs with soft PU inside. One outer chest pocket, one
inner chest pocket. Two patched waistpockets with
big top entry compartment and side entry with fleece
lining. Several reflex elements. Cordura® reinforcement
at bottom.
Special	WP 30.000mm / MVP 20.000/sqm/24h
Colours
red I black
Weight
1,100kg
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FORTUNA 2.0 OFFSHORE Trousers Men
Art.-No.
1003745
XS - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamide, 100% polyurethane coating and
membrane, 100% polyamide backer
Features	Next generation of our classic 3L Fortuna offshore
trousers. Made out of tough 3+1-layer fabric with XPU
membrane and additional coating it is highly waterproof and breathable. Fully taped seams. High-cut.
Double placket and drainage system inside. Cordura® reinforcement on knees and bottom. Reflective
elements, preshaped knees, two zip covered chest
pockets with fleece lining. One spacious leg pocket.
Waist width adjuster, leg width adjuster, tool loop.
Special	WP 30.000mm / MVP 20.000/sqm/24h
Colours
red I black
Weight
1,200kg
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OMAN SAIL‘S ALL-TEAM
AL THURAYA (OMAN)

Photo: © Lloyd Images

during EFG Sailing Arabia - The Tour
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RACING
PACIFIC OCEAN Smock
Art.-No.
1001365
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, membrane 100% polyurethane, tricot
100% polyamid
Features	3+1-layer fabric, extremely waterproof and breathable,
fully taped seams, waterproof zipper, highly visible hood
in signal colour with volume adjustment, fleece lined hood
rolled-up into collar, ocean height fleece lined collar with fitted
faceguard for excellent protection, latex neck and wrist seals
for extreme weather protection, double cuffs, adjustable neoprene waistband with hook-and-loop fastener, fleece lined
hand warmer pockets, highly visible 3MTM reflex patches on
shoulder, hood and sleeve cuffs
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
black
Weight
1400g (size L)

OCEAN Trousers

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
1002353
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, membrane 100% polyurethane, tricot
100% polyamid
Features	3+1-layer offshore sailing trousers, abrasion resistant
polyamid inserts at knee and seat, preshaped knees for
increased comfort and mobility, two chest pockets, fits to
Pacific Ocean smock, Speed II jacket and Racing III jacket
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
black
Weight
800g (size L)
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FABRICE AMÉDÉO - IMOCA NEWREST/MATMUT
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re alongside Eric Péron, who had just
got over competing in the Volvo Ocean
Race. With this extensive experience he
took part in the Everest of the seas on
6th November 2016!

With his skills and experience in off- shore racing, he is an allrounder, equally at
ease among crews or sailing single handed. He has 7 trans-Atlantic races under
his belt and was competing in the double
handed Transat Jacques Vabre with Eric
Peron, when this catalogue went into
print.

The Vendée Globe is arguably the toughest sailing race in the world and in theory an utterly simple affair.

In late 2015, Fabrice finished in eighth
place in the Transat Jacques Vab-

A regatta around the world, for singlehanded sailors, without any stopover.
France to France, leave Antarctica to
Starboard. That´s it. In theory at least,
because beyond this, the Vendée Globe
is the stuff of legends.

Fabrice Amédéo is looking forward to
Vendée Globe 2020, where he will participate again and will sail an IMOCA with
foils. For Fabrice Amedeo, there are the
two dreams come true of competing in a
second Vendée Globe and the purchase
of this boat!
Marinepool is proud to partner up with
Fabrice Amédéo in this great human and
sporting adventure and provide him with
the latest generation of ocean racing clothing made for the most extreme conditions, keeping the sailor warm and dry for
a balanced body climate so all his focus
can be directed on performance.

Photo: J.-M. Liot

Fabrice Amédéo, both journalist and
passionate sailor, has chosen to give up
his of office job to live his dream: to sail
the great ocean races and to sail solo
and non-stop around the world.

OCEAN
SPEED III & SPEED RACE Jacket
Art.-No.
1003053 Speed Race III red | green
S - XXXL
Art.-No.
1002081 Speed Race black
S – XXXL
Fabric	Outshell/membrane/backing: 100% polyamid/
100% polyurethane/100% polyamid
Features	Small changes make a difference! Tough 3+1 layer nylon fabric with high performance microporous XPU membrane and
additional coating providing heavy duty waterpoofness and
maintain high breathability. Fully taped and waterproof. Collar
with optimized shape, fleece lining and signal hood stored
away. Double cuffs, neoprene waist gaitor, two side pockets,
sleeve pocket, inner pocket, 3M® reflective.
Race Performance!
Specials WP 20.000mm, breathability RET 16
Colour
red | frog green | black
Weight 0.95kg
Trousers 	Ocean Trousers Art.-No. 1002353
Pacific Ocean Salopette Art.-No. 1001366
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XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

OCEAN SALOPETTE

Art.-No.
1003235
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid Coating: 100% polyurethane
Backing: 100% polyamid
Features	Next generation of Offshore Salopette: advancement
of popular Pacific Ocean Salopette. Tough 3+1LayHigh Performance hydrophilic
PU Membrane
a nonporous
er fabric
with ishigh
Performance XPU-Membrane
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function
based on a physical
and
and isCordura(R)
reinforcement
at knee and bottom.
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.
Enlarged softshell part at shoulder for more comfort
and elbow-room. Long 2-way zip covered with double
placket and drainage system. Additional spacious
pocket at right leg and two chest pockets. Width adjuster at waist and leg.Combine with|1003480 Shield
HPU Pro Offshore Jacket|1003057 Shield Offshore
Jacket|1002651 Pacific Ocean Jacket|1003053
Speed III Jacket|
Special	WP 20.000mm, RET 16
Colours black
Weight
1kg (size L)

ReWorked

a)

ReWorked

b)

FUNCTION 

NAME OF STYLE
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AUCKLAND Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1002655
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, MPU membrane
Features	Auckland jacket offers full weather protection and ticks all
the boxes for a coastal jacket in an optimized female fit. The
jacket is made from durable, but soft 2-layer fabric which is
super comfortable to wear. The MPU membrane and DWR
finish keep reliably dry and allow to permeate quickly. Fully
waterproof taped seams. Construction details: Large Cordura® reinforcement at bottom. Extra high fleece lined collar for
wind and spray protection. Fully adaptable highly visible hood
tucked away inside collar. Tough 2-way zip at front, covered
by double placket. Adjustable double cuffs with soft PU seals
inside. Flat pockets at chest. Spacious lower pockets with
top and side entry; side entry with fleece lining to keep hands
warm. Lining with inner pocket and big mesh area for extra
venting.
Safety
3M microprismatic reflectors at hood, shoulders and placket.
Extras 	Zip-in system allows to attach optional midlayer insulation
jacket ”Lucia“.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colour
cerise/dark navy
Weight
1000g (size L)
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Art.-No.
1002657
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, MPU membrane
Features	Auckland trousers offer full weather protection and all the
features you would expect from coastal trousers in and highly
comfortable female fit. The trousers are made from a durable,
but soft 2-layer fabric. The MPU membrane and DWR finish
keep reliably dry and allow sampness to permeate quickly
outside. Fully waterproof taped seams. Construction details:
Ergonomic ladies fit. Large Cordura® reinforcement at seat
and knees. Adjustable waist with velcro fasteners at the front.
Set pocket on right leg with drainage. Tough 2-way zip at
front covered by a placket, integrated drainage system. High
cut with adjustable braces. Adjustable leg cuffs with spray
gaitor. Taffeta lining inside with mesh venting channels.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colour
dark navy
Weight
800g (size L)

FUNCTION 

AUCKLAND Trousers Women
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reinforcement	
  

AUCKLAND Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1002656
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, MPU membrane
Features	Auckland jacket offers full weather protection and ticks all
the boxes for a coastal jacket in an optimized fit. The jacket
is made from durable, but soft 2-layer fabric which is super
comfortable to wear. The MPU membrane and DWR finish
keep reliably dry and allow to permeate quickly. Fully waterproof taped seams. Construction details: Large Cordura®
reinforcement at bottom. Extra high fleece lined collar for
wind and spray protection. Fully adaptable highly visible hood
tucked away inside collar. Tough 2-way zip at front, covered
by double placket. Adjustable double cuffs with soft PU seals
inside. Flat pockets at chest. Spacious lower pockets with
top and side entry; side entry with fleece lining to keep hands
warm. Lining with inner pocket and big mesh area for extra
venting.
Safety 	3M™ microprismatic reflectors at hood, shoulders and
placket
Extras 	Zip-in system allows to attach optional midlayer insulation
jacket ”Luca“
Special
WP 20.000mm, MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colours grey/red | yellow/navy | red/dark grey | navy/ice grey (men)
Weight
1,2 kg (size L)

reinforcement	
  

FUNCTION 

AUCKLAND Trousers Men

Art.-No.
1002658 
XS – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, MPU membrane
Features	Auckland trousers offer full weather protection and all the
features you would expect from coastal trousers in and highly
comfortable fit. The trousers are made from a durable, but
soft 2-layer fabric. The MPU membrane and DWR finish
keep reliably dry and allow sampness to permeate quickly
outside. Fully waterproof taped seams. Construction details:
Ergonomic fit. Large Cordura® reinforcement at seat and
knees. Adjustable waist with velcro fasteners at the front. Set
pocket on right leg with drainage. Tough 2-way zip at front
covered by a placket, integrated drainage system. High cut
with adjustable braces. Adjustable leg cuffs with spray gaitor.
Taffeta lining inside with mesh venting channels.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 15.000/sqm/24h
Colour
dark navy | dark grey
Weight
900g (size L)
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HOBART Trousers
Art.-No.
Fabric

1001326
XXS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamide, coating: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features Offshore sailing trousers with MPU Coating,
CORDURA® reinforcement at knee and seat. Fully
taped, waterproof and breathable. Front Zipper with
drainage system. Chest pockets with double entry
and fleece pocketing. Adjustable waist and leg. Elastic
and adjustable braces.
Special	W/P 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colours: red | dk.red | navy | dk.grey | icegrey
Weight
1,250kg
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OFFSHORE
HOBART 4 Jacket
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003792
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamide, coating: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features The most popular Hobart Offshore Jacket in a new
outfit! All the features of Hobart 3 Jacket remaining,
Hobart 4 Jacket arrives with an unicolour look and
softer fabric. Features: Durable, but soft 2L polyamide
fabric with proven MPU coating. Fully waterproof and
breathable. High offshore collar with fleece lining and
signal hood, double cuffs, double placket, spacious
outer pockets with top and side entry. Reflective safety elements, mesh/tafetta lining with an inner pocket.
Inzip option for a varity of functional midlayer jackets.
Available inzip jackets: Stavanger Midlayer Jacket
(1003298), Luca Inzip Jacket (1002194t), Carlo II
Fleece Jacket (5003214) WP pocket (1003061)
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000/sqm/24h
Colours
red I navy

HOBART 3 Jacket
1003050
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, coating: 100% polyurethan,
lining: 100% polyester
Features Hobart 3 jacket is the successful evolution of the
classic Hobart jacket. Next to the material and color
mix, there is a new offshore collar, the brandnew wp
pocket system and an inzip option, which brings the
Hobart 3 jacket to the next level. The ”WP Pocket
System” allows to mount a separate waterproof pocket into the jackets right outer pocket. Proven 2-layer
nylon fabric with MPU coating provides high durability,
waterproofness and breathability. Fully taped seams.
Other features: Double cuffs, double placket. High
fleece lined collar with spray protector and signal hood
stored inside. Chest pocket, outer pockets with top
and side entry and fleece lining. Mesh/tafetta lining
with an inner pocket.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000/sqm/24h
Colours: red/dk.grey | blue/navy | grey/dk.grey
Weight
1,200kg

Trousers 	Hobart Trousers: Art.-No. 1001326
Zip-In
Luca Inzip Jkt: Art.-No. 1002194
Carlo II Fleece Jkt: Art.-No. 5003214

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
Fabric
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MELBOURNE VC2L COASTAL Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003846
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyuretane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamide fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Melbourne jacket features fleece lined collar with adoptable
signal hood, double placket, double cuffs, two outer
pockets with waterproof zips, reflective elements. Mix
taffeta and mesh lining, inner zip pocket.
Special	Watercolumn 20000mm, MVTR 15000g/m2/24h
Colours
steel I anthracite

reinforcement	
  

MELBOURNE VC2L COASTAL Salopette Women
Art.-No.
1003851
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamide fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Melbourne Coastal Salopette Women is especially developed
for the female body. Providing protective fit and good
looks. The softshell above the chest is stretchy and
light. Seat and knee are reinforced with CORDURA®
fabric. There is a spacious pocket put on the right leg,
adjustable waist and leg opening. Taffeta lining with
mesh ventilation.
Special	Watercolumn 20000mm, MVTR 15000g/m2/24h
Colours
steel I anthracite
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MELBOURNE VC2L COASTAL Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003845
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne Coastal Series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamide fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Melbourne Jacket features fleece lined collar with adoptable
signal hood, double placket, double cuffs, two outer
pockets with waterproof zips, reflective elements. Mix
taffeta and mesh lining, inner zip pocket.
Special	Watercolumn 20000mm, MVTR 15000g/m2/24h
Colours
steel I anthracite

MELBOURNE VC2L COASTAL Top
Art.-No.
1003848
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne Coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamide fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Melbourne Top features an innovative soft collar construction
protecting against spray. Soft PU adopts perfectly
to neck and is comfortable to wear. Also soft PU
for cuffs. One big outer pocket with two entries and
waterproof zips. Elastic waistband keeps bottom tight.
Reflective elements.
Special	Watercolumn 20000mm, MVTR 15000g/m2/24h
Colours
steel I anthracite

reinforcement	
  

MELBOURNE VC2L COASTAL Salopette Men
Art.-No.
1003895
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne Coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamide fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. The
softshell above the chest is stretchy and light. Seat
and knee are reinforced with Cordura® fabric. There
is a spacious pocket put on the right leg, adjustable
waist and leg opening. Taffeta lining with mesh ventilation.
Special	Watercolumn 20000mm, MVTR 15000g/m2/24h
Colours
steel I anthracite
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MARINE PERFORMANCE 4 Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1002185
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyamid with MPU coating
Features	Offshore jacket in 4th generation, 2-layer fabric with PU
coating and taped seams. The jacket offers waterproofness
and breathability for all conditions. High fleece lined collar with
extra spray protector and adjustable hood. Two big pockets
at waist with fleece lined hand warmer pockets. Cuffs with
extra adjustable PU cuffs inside.
Safety features: High visibility neon colour hood inside collar,
3MTM reflex patches at shoulder and hood.
Combinable with Feresa trousers or Feresa salopette
Specials W/P 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
white/lt grey | navy
Weight
950g (size S)

MP-FERESA TROUSERS Women
1001748
XS – XXL
 00% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100% poly
1
ester
Features	2-layer women‘s trousers with reinforcement at knees and
seat, leg pocket, waist adjustment, preshaped knees, you
could use as well Feresa Salopette
Specials	WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy
Weight
800g (size L)

Art.-No.
Fabric
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OFFSHORE
MARINE PERFORMANCE 4 Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1002184
S – XXXL
Fabric
100% polyamid with MPU coating
Features	Offshore jacket in 4th generation, 2-layer fabric with PU
coating and taped seams. The jacket offers waterproofness
and breathability for all conditions. High fleece lined collar with
extra spray protector and adjustable hood. Two big pockets
at waist with fleece lined hand warmer pockets. Cuffs with
extra adjustable PU cuffs inside.
Safety features: High visibility neon colour hood inside collar,
3MTM reflex patches at shoulder and hood.
Specials W/P 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy | navy/red
Weight
1050g (size L)

Art.-No.
1001231
XXS – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100%
polyamid, reinforcement 100% polyamid
Features	Functional sailing trousers with reinforcement at knee and
seat, front zipper, adjustable braces, pocket and elastic band
at waist
Specials W/P 10.000mm / M/P 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy
Weight
900g (size L)

FUNCTION 

CABRAS Trousers
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SOLENT Insulation Jacket

MIDLAYER II Salopette

Art.-No.
1002198
S – XXXL
Fabric
shell 100% polyester, lining 100 % polyamid
Features	Innovative insulation jacket. The combination of a light microfibre outshell fabric, and stretch inserts at armpits/sides makes
this jacket very versatile and comfortable to wear. Lightweight
medium padding provides comfortable warmth and comfort.
Dependent on the weather this jacket is perfect as
a midlayer or also as outer layer jacket.
Colour
black
Weight
490g (size L)

Art.-No.
1000057
XS – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, lining 100% polyester (microfleece)
Features	Fleece lined salopette, stretch fabric at shoulders, water
resistant zipper, nylon reinforcements in knee area and seat
Specials water repellent
Colour
black
Weight
1150g (size L)

Inzip

Inzip

LUCIA Inzip Jacket Women

LUCA Inzip Jacket Men

Art.-No.
1002699
XS – XXL
Fabric Hood100% polyester
Features	Functional, breathable and warm midlayer jacket which can
be zipped in with Auckland, but also be worn separately.
Colour
black
Weight
300g (size S)

Art.-No.
1002194
XS – XXXL
Fabric
100% polyester
Hood
Features	
Functional, breathable and warm midlayer jacket wich can be
zipped in with Auckland and Ramsgate, Mandurah, Halifax,
but also be worn separately.
Colour
black
Weight
400g (size L)

High visibility

High visibility
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OMAN SAIL
The partnership with Oman Sail goes back to
2011. Marinepool is the of official clothing supplier to the Oman Sail organization and thus of
the mentioned Oman Sail events and all Oman
Sail racing teams, from Olympic and dinghy
classes to the leading Extreme Sailing Series™
catamaran “The Wave, Muscat“, EFG Sailing
Arabia - The Tour, Oman Sail M34 and last but
not least the impressive MOD70 Oman Air –
Musandam.
Established in 2008, Oman Sail is a national
initiative that uses the power of sport to con
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tribute to the development of the Omani people.
The equal opportunity project runs sailing programmes for thousands of young Omani men
and women, inspiring a new generation to discover sailing. It encompasses a national sailing
squad and high achieving inshore and offshore
racing teams, all of which benefit from world-
class coaching and whose ultimate objective is
to win an Olympic medal for Oman. The goal
is to rekindle Oman’s maritime heritage while
raising the country’s regional and international
profile as a high-end tourist and foreign invest
ment destination, through competitive sailing

at home and abroad. Oman Sail seeks to instil
confidence and to teach valuable, transferable
life skills to a generation of Omanis.
Marinepool is the official clothing supplier to the
Oman Sail organization and thus of the mentioned Oman Sail events and all Oman Sail racing
teams, from Olympic and dinghy classes to the
leading Extreme Sailing Series and last but not
least the GC32 Racing Tour and Class 40. 
www.omansail.com

INSHORE
LUND Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003126
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell/membrane: 100% polyamid/100% polyurethane,
lining: 100% polyamid
Features	The perfect partner for inshore sailing! Proven 2-layer nylon
fabric with MPU membrane for high durability, waterproofness and breathability. Fully taped seams and waterproof.
Female cut. Medium high collar with fleece lining and signal
hood stored inside. Two lower zip pockets. Double cuffs and
double placket with 3M® reflective, mesh/taffeta lining with zip
pocket inside.
Specials	WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000gr/sqm/24h
Colour
red/white/navy | blue/white/navy
Weight 0.68kg
Trousers 	Feresa Trousers Art.-No. 1001748

Feresa Salopette Art.-No. 1000031

Art.-No.
1003127
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell/Membrane: 100% polyamid/100% polyurethane,
lining:100% polyamid
Features	The perfect partner for inshore sailing! Proven 2-layer Nylon
fabric with MPU membrane for high durability, waterproofness
and breathability. Fully taped seams and waterproof. Medium
high collar with fleece lining and signal hood stored inside.
Two lower zip pockets. Double cuffs and double placket with
3M® reflective. Mesh/taffeta lining with zip pocket inside.
Specials	WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000gr/sqm/24h
Colour
red/white/navy | blue/white/navy
Weight 0.83kg
Trousers 	Cabras Trousers Art.-No. 1001231

Cabras Salopette Art.-No. 1000012

FUNCTION 

LUND Jacket Men
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INSHORE
FERESA II Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1002659
XS – XXL
100% polyamid, MPU membrane
Fabric
Features	Probably the most beautiful ladies‘ sailing jacket on the
market! The Feresa II jacket is a functional sailing jacket with
a great marine look. The jacket is made from a soft 2-layer
fabric which is comfortable to wear. The MPU membrane
and DWR finish keep reliably dry and allow quick moisture
transfer. Fully waterproof taped seams. Construction details:
Ladies fit. Fleece lined collar with adaptable highly visible
hood tucked away inside collar. Adjustable double cuffs with
soft PU seals inside. Two side pockets with fleece lining for
warm hands. Lining with wallet pocket and large mesh zone
for extra venting.
Safety 	3M microprismatic reflectors at hood and shoulders. Highly
visible hood.
Specials WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
white/navy | navy/white | navy/petrol
Weight
825g (size S)

FERESA Salopette Women

FERESA Trousers Women
1001748
XS – XXL
100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100%
polyester
Features	2-layer women‘s trousers with reinforcement at knees and
seat, leg pocket, waist adjustment, preshaped knees
Specials	WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy | red (w/o picture)
Weight
800g (size S)

Art.-No.
Fabric

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
1000031
XS – XXL
100% polyamid, MPU membrane
Fabric
Features	The popular Feresa Salopette in a new fresh colourway!
Safety 	3M microprismatic reflectors
Specials WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy/white
Weight
825g (size S)
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ACTIVITY Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003052
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell/coating:100% polyamid/100% polyurethane Lining:100% polyamid
Features	The perfect partner for inshore sailing! Proven 2-layer nylon
fabric with MPU coating for high durability, waterproofness
and breathability. Fully taped seams and waterproof. Female
cut., medium high collar with fleece lining and signal hood
stored inside. Two lower zip pockets. Double cuffs and
double placket with 3M® reflective. Mesh/taffeta lining with zip
pocket inside. Great value for money. Ideal for crew outfit and
outdoors also!
Specials	WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000gr/sqm/24h
Colour
red
Weight 0.68kg

SOTALIA Trousers Women
Art.-No.
1001750
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100%
polyamid, reinforcement 100% polyamid
Features	Inshore/coastal trousers with reinforcements at knee and
seat, leg pocket, elastic inserts at back, elastic shoulder
straps
Specials WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
red | navy
Weight
800g (size S)
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INSHORE
ACTIVITY Jacket Men

NARVAL Trousers
Art.-No.
1001678
XS – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100%
polyamid, reinforcement 100% polyamid
Features	Inshore/coastal trousers with reinforcements at knee and
seat, leg pocket, elastic inserts at back, elastic shoulder
straps
Specials WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy | red (XS – L)
Weight
800g (size L)

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
1003051
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell/coating:100% polyamid/100% polyurethane,
lining:100% polyamid
Features	The perfect partner for inshore sailing! Proven 2-layer Nylon
fabric with MPU coating for high durability, waterproofness
and breathability. Fully taped seams and waterproof. Medium
high collar with fleece lining and signal hood stored inside.
Two lower zip pockets. Double cuffs and double placket with
3M® reflective. Mesh/taffeta lining with zip pocket inside.
Specials	WP 10.000mm, MVP 6.000gr/sqm/24h
Colour
red | navy | blue
Weight
0.83kg
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Supplier of

Marinepool – Europe’s leading manufacture of life jackets in the sports and leisure industry – has dozens of cooperations with rescue
organizations and special forces trained in search and rescue operations around the globe. People who risk their own life in order to
save other’s life trust in Marinepool life jackets.
Life belts and accessories when their safety is at stake wear high tech protective clothing by Marinepool equipped with additional
safety features like highly visible reflective bands by 3M™ and various pockets for VHF and other electronic devices.
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COMPETENCE IN SAFETY

RESCUE WEATHER Jacket light

Art.-No.
1002992
XS - 5XL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Membrane: 100% polyurethane Tricot: 100% polyamide
Features	„High Performance weather protection with safety
features! Light and comfortable 3L polyester fabric
with high performance membrane. High waterproofness and high breathability provide dryness and
comfort! Fully taped. Two „pocket“ zips - which allow
to grap through and reach layer underneath. Leg is
wide enough to entry with boots on, leg width can be
adjusted with zipper. Elastic braces. High and wide
cut to allow isolation layer underneath. The product
features 3M reflective tapes according EN 20471, but
the product does not comply with EN 20471 as the
fabric is not flourescent.“
Special	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours: red
Weight 0,630 kg (size L)

Art.-No.
1002991
XS - 5XL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Membrane: 100% polyurethane Tricot: 100% polyamide
Features	High Performance weather protection with safety
features! Light and comfortable 3L Polyester fabric
with high performance membrane. High waterproofness and high breathability provide dryness and
comfort! Fully taped. Very closed and adjustable hood
for maximum rain protection. Double placket covers
front zip. Two outer pockets with flaps. Width adjuster
at sleeves and bottom. Wide fit to allow Isolation layer
underneath. The product features 3M reflective tapes
according EN 20471, but the product does not comply with EN 20471 as the fabric is not flourescent. The
jacket features also velcro patches at chest, sleeve
and back to attach organisation logos.
Special	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours: red

PROFESSIONAL SAFETY WEAR

RESCUE WEATHER Trousers light

MP II SPECIAL Jacket

MP II SPECIAL Trousers
1001545
XS – XXXL
 00% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100% polyes1
ter
Features	Developed for rescue staff or harbour authorities, breathable
nylon fabric with MPU membrane, durable water repellency (DWR) equipment, double cuff system, reflective 3M™
patches
Specials WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
red
Weight
1150g (size L)
Art.-No.
Fabric

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
1001544
XS – XXXL
100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100% polyesFabric	
ter
Features	Developed for rescue staff or harbour authorities, breathable
nylon fabric with MPU membrane, durable water repellency (DWR) equipment, double cuff system, reflective 3M™
patches, chest patch for name tag, special pocket for VHF,
zip-in possibility for fleece jacket (optional), on back and
sleeves a hook-and-loop patch can be added
Specials WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
red
Weight
1400 (size L)
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Funktions- Drucke

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

reinforcement	
  

DRY OVERALL
Art.-No.
5003481
XXS - XXXL
Fabric	100%
polyamid
High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane
which provides
verynext
high breathability
and absolute
Features	
The
generation
dinghy suit. Well-thought-out
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro
is especially
durable
and look! 3+1L nylon fabric with
details
and
a
fresh
developed for marine purpose.
XPU-membrane. The breathable XPU-membrane
is protected by an additional coating (+1) for high
waterproofness and durability. The suit is fully taped
and features an waterproof T-zip® for entry. A soft neoprene neck, latex wrist seals and latex socks make it a
watertight system. Knees are reinforced with abraison
resistant pads, seat with Cordura® fabric. Leg and
waist width adjuster. Key pocket inside. Allover a fullgrown suit in a modern way. Still tough but softer and
lighter than past models. Combine best with Efficiency
underwear.
Special	WP 20.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours
red | ocean blue
Weight 1,400 kg (size L)

D ING HY - D RY OV E RALL

NAME OF STYLE
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DAMIEN SEGUIN (FR)
Damien Seguin is now an Olympic legend. The French skipper has won the
Gold in the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games
and he had already done so in 2004 in
Athens and won silver in Pekin in 2008.

The sailor is enthusiastic about all projects as soon as they are related to sailing and high level competition with valid
and/ or handicapped athletes.

For this reason, he will participate in
2017 to the Tour de France à la Voile that
gathers the best sailors in France with
only one objective: the victory!

damienseguin.com
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Always up for new challenges, he is now
aiming at the solo round the world race
Vendée Globe 2020.

He is determined to show everyone that
a small “difference” is not an obstacle to
great performances.

TECHINFO TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM (TCS):
basic layer: the basic layer (e.g. efficiency underwear) is worn directly on

the skin and is most often made from non-absorbing synthetic fibre to insulate
and transport the vapour away from the skin. never use cotton underwear as it
will absorb the sweat causing a chilly and damp feeling.

insulating layer: the insulating layer is the middle or 2nd layer, you can
 hoose from a wide range of garments or fibres. nowadays mostly synthetic
c
fibres like polyester or natural fibres like Merino wool are being used as they
insulate even when wet.
outer layer: this layer has three main tasks: 1. protect the
middle layer from humidity (waterproof), 2. transport the humidity
away from the mid layer (breathable), 3. stop the wind to prevent temperature
loss (windbreaker)

FLEECE OVERALL
Art.-No.
Adults 5000330 XS – XXL / Kids 5001025 128 – 164
Fabric	100% polyester, reinforcements 100% polyamid
Features	With nylon reinforcements at knee and seat area, with elastic
inserts at waist for better fit, two-way zipper, also for kids
Colour
black | grey
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DRYSUITS
DRYLINE 7 + 8 Drysuit

Art.-No.
adult 5001832
XS – XXXL
Art.-No.
Kids 5002127
128 – 172
Fabric	100% polyamid, membrane 100% polyurethane, tricot 100%
polyamid
Features	3-layer racing suit with neo neck cuff, waterproof and breathable, Cordura® knee and seat reinforcement
Specials W/P 20.000mm / MVP 15.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
red
Weight
1500g (size L)

Dryline 7 Art.-No.
adult 5000573 / kids 5000574  XS – XXL / 128 - 164
Dryline 8 Art.-No.
adult 5000646 / kids 5000662  XS – XXL / 128 - 164
Fabric	100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane
Features	Drysuit with Cordura® knee and seat reinforcement, braces,
dryline 8 with socks
Colour
red
Weight
1500g (size L)

RACING CLASSIC Drysuit

RACING III DRYSUIT

Art.-No.
with socks 5001830 | w/o socks 5001832
XS – XXL
Art.-No.
with neoprene neck cuff 5002127
XS – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, membrane 100% polyurethane, tricot 100%
polyamid
Features	3-layer racing suit with latex cuffs and socks, waterproof and
breathable, Cordura® knee and seat reinforcement
Specials W/P 20.000mm / MVP 15.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy | red
Weight
1500g (size L)

Art.-No.
5001566
XXS – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, membrane 100% polyurethane, tricot 100%
polyamid
Features 3-layer high tech drysuit with latex cuffs and socks, neoprene
collar, waterproof and highly breathable through XPU membrane
technology, hard wearing, optimised design for excellent fit,
Cordura® knee and seat reinforcement, braces, inside and outside
pocket
Specials W/P 20.000mm / MVP 15.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
lt grey/black | navy/red
Weight
1700g (size L)

FUNCTION 

RACING CLASSIC NEO NECK Drysuit
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DRYSUITS
SUP DRYSUIT
Art.-No.
5002934
XXS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell/membrane/backing:100%polyamid/ 100% polyurethane/100% polyamid
Features	Stand-Up-Paddling, Dinghy, Kite, Surf – with the new SUP
Drysuit the season never ends! Lighter and softer than
classic drysuits, but still tough! Totally waterproof with a
waterproof T-zip to enter, fully taped seams, latex seals at
sleeve/leg and a soft neoprene seal at neck. The 3+1 layer
Nylon fabric with microporous XPU membrane and additional
coating is totally waterproof but still breathable. The knee and
seat come with a flexible reinforcement. Fit is wide enough to
allow freedom of movement and wearing insulation underwear. There are width adjuster at sleeves, legs and waist.
Keypocket inside. This suit will not only catch eye but change
your view on watersport season!
Specials	WP 20.000mm, MVP 10.000gr/sqm/24h
Colour
red/grey/blue | red/grey/frog green
Weight
2.00kg

Art.-No.
5003218
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 94% polyamid/6% elastane membrane: 100%
polyurethane
Features	Very light (1kg!), very breathable semi-drysuit, designed
especially for SUP. Protects against spray and wind chill, allows any action. The hightech 3L fabric with HPU membrane
is perfect for active use: light, stretchy, waterproof, very breathable (RET12) and yet durable. The drysuit features a soft
neoprene collar, soft neoprene cuffs and latex seals at legs,
waterproof front zip, width adjuster for leg, sleeves and waist,
soft reinforcement at knees, keypocket inside. The drysuit
is fully taped and waterproof – only the neoprene collar
construction is not 100% watertight for the benefit of comfort.
So we call it semi-drysuit. Ergonomic unisex fit with raglan
sleeves. Combine best with 1000095 Efficiency Underwear
or 1003221 Action PP Longsleeve.
Specials	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000gr/sqm/24h (RET12)
Colour
blue/red
Weight
1.00kg

SUP 

SUP LIGHT DRYSUIT
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ACTION Spray Top
Art.-No.
1003220
XS-XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 94% polyamid/6% elastane
membrane: 100% polyurethane
Features	Very light, very breathable spraytop. Protects perfectly against
spray and wind chill. The hightech 3L fabric with HPU membrane is perfect for active use: light, stretchy, waterproof, very
breathable (RET12) and yet durable. The top features latex
seal at wrists, soft and adjustable neoprene waistband, soft
neoprene collar and keypocket inside. The top is fully taped
and waterproof - only the neoprene collar construction is not
100% watertight for the benefit of comfort. Ergonomic unisex
fit with raglan sleeves. Combine best with 1003219 Action
Spray Trousers, 1000095 Efficiency underwear or 1003221
Action PP Longsleeve.
Specials	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000gr/sqm/24h (RET12)
Colour
blue/red
Weight
0.45kg

ACTION Spray Trousers
Art.-No.
1003219
XS-XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 94% polyamid/6% elastane
membrane: 100% polyurethane
Features	Very light, very breathable spray trousers. Protects against
spray and wind chill. The hightech 3L fabric with HPU Membrane is perfect for active use: light, stretchy, waterproof, very
breathable (RET12) and yet durable. The trousers feature
waterproof latex seals at legs, soft and adjustable neoprene
waistband, width adjuster for leg, soft reinforcement at knees,
leg pocket. The trousers are fully taped and waterproof - only
the neoprene waistband construction is not 100% watertight
for the benefit of comfort. Ergonomic unisex fit. Combine
best with 1003220 Action Spray Top, 1000095 Efficiency
underwear or 1003221 Action PP Longsleeve.
Specials	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000gr/sqm/24h (RET12)
Colour
blue/red
Weight
0.60kg

ACTION PP Longsleeve
Art.-No.
1003221
XS-XXXL
Fabric	91% polypropylene, 9% elastane
Features	Hightech polypropylene fibre provide maximum range material
advantages: Lightweight, stretchy, very high moisture transport, but no soaking. Smooth, skin friendly and anti-bacterial.
UVP 50, quick dry. Sportive fit with higher collar at back to
protect neck against sun. Perfect to wear as outer layer with
bermudas on warm days, but also perfect as underwear due
to very good insulation properties. Highly functional item with
a casual look!
Specials	Polypropylene functional fibre
Colour
grey melange
Weight
0.25kg
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Official
Clothing
Partner

DEUTSCHE SEGEL-BUNDESLIGA – THE GERMAN NATIONAL SAILING LEAGUE
In 2013 Marinepool partner Konzeptwerft
introduced a new innovative concept to
sailing in Germany: Deutsche Segel-Bundesliga – a national sailing league for yacht
clubs.
Deutsche Segel-Bundesliga is the official
German yacht club championship, sanctioned by the German Sailing Federation
for the national title. The format resembles
other sports championships. The best 36
yacht clubs of the country (selected -through qualifiers and the previous -season‘s
results) sail against each other in seve-
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ral events around the country and in two
separate leagues of 18 clubs. Races are
sailed in groups of 6 on one design yachts
provided by the league in up to 45 races
per weekend. The top clubs of the second
league qualify for the 1st league the following year, new entries into the second league are determined in a qualifying regatta
open to all clubs of the country.
A consistent performance all over the season is the secret to success in order to top
the scores at the end of the season as no
discard is allowed.

Marinepool is on board of Segel-Bundesliga as the „Official Clothing Supplier“ of
the championships and with team kit for
the organisers and on the majority of the
-competing yacht club teams.
Marinepool is very proud of all the teams
in the German “Bundesliga” with excellent
-results and would like to extend some special congratulations to the NRV, the winner
of the season 2017. Marinepool is looking
forward to exciting competitions and the
upcoming season 2018!
segelbundesliga.de

RACING
NX INNOVATION Jacket
Art.-No.
1002661
S – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, NX membrane
Features C
 omplementing the high end NX Innovation Series. Made
from an ultra light weight flexible fabric with NX membrane
the jacket offers supreme breathability and high waterproofness. With DWR finish and fully waterproof taped seams.
The combination of ultra high breathability and stretch makes
it the perfect choice for performance sailing and offers unrivalled freedom of movement. Construction details: Sportive
fit with high reach sleeves and preshaped elbows. Low collar
with soft PU inside and innovative adaption system allows for
super tight sealing. Front zipper covered with double placket.
Adjustable cuffs with soft PU seals inside. Elastic waistband.
Only one pocket on sleeve the keep weight at the absolute
minimum.
Specials 3M microprismatic reflector at placket.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 35.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
ocean blue
Weight
470g (size L)

Art.-No.
1002662
S – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, NX membrane
Features Racing trousers complementing the high end NX Innovation
Series. Produced from ultra light weight 3-layer flexible fabric
with NX membrane which offers supreme breathability, while
the elastic fabric makes these trousers the perfect choice
for high performance sailing where optimum freedom of
movement is required. With DWR finish and fully waterproof
taped seams. Construction details: Extra tough and abrasion
resistant outshell fabric at seat and knees. Sportive fit. Front
zipper covered by double placket. Legs adjustable with
gaitor inside, two front pockets.
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 35.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
ocean blue
Weight
600g (size L)

FUNCTION 

NX INNOVATION Bib Trousers
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RACING
NX INNOVATION Smock
Art.-No.
1001682
S – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid, 100% polyurethane, tricot 100% polyamid
Features	Very light and ultra flexible 3-layer smock with Dermizax
NX membrane for high breathability, waterproof, fully taped
seams, special 3D sleeve shape, special reinforcement
dot print on shoulders for increased abrasion resistance,
neoprene collar and cuffs, adjustable neoprene waistband,
reflective logo prints for higher visibility
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 35.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
ocean blue
Weight
550g (size L)

Art.-No.
1001586
S – XXL
Fabric	100% polyamid,100% polyurethane, tricot 100% polyamid
Features Light weight and ultra flexible trousers made of 3-layer fabric
with Dermizax NX membrane for high breathability, waterproof, fully taped seams, abrasion resistant polyamid inserts
at knee, seat, preshaped knees for increased wearing comfort and mobility, adjustable waistband and leg cuffs, one leg
pocket, YKK AquaGuard® zips
Specials WP 20.000mm / MVP 35.000g/sqm/24h
Colour
ocean blue
Weight
475g (size L)

FUNCTION 

NX INNOVATION Trousers
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DIMENSION 3 Smock
Art.-No.
1001641
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane
Features Ultra light 2.5L racing smock with 3D structured inner
coating for a dry feeling, highly breathable, waterproof, fully
taped seams, special 3D sleeve shape for increased wearing comfort and mobility, neoprene waistband with anti-slip,
adjustable PU cuffs at sleeve and neck, one sleeve pocket
with YKK Aquaguard® zip and laser cut drainage holes,
highly visible 3M™ reflex patches on shoulders. Special
PU film reinforcement on shoulders to increase abrasion
resistance.
Special
WP 20.000mm, MVP 11.000g/sqm/24h
Colours grey
Weight 0,400 kg (size L)
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RACING
DIMENSION 3 Jacket
Art.-No.
1001628
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyamid, coating 100% polyurethane
Features Ultra light 2.5-layer racing jacket with 3D structured inner
coating for a dry feeling, highly breathable, waterproof,
fully taped seams, special 3D sleeve shape for increased
comfort and mobility, neoprene waistband with anti-slip,
adjustable PU cuffs at s leeve bottom and neck, one sleeve
pocket with YKK Aquaguard® zip and laser cut drainage
holes, highly visible 3MTM reflex patches on shoulders.
Special
WP 20.000mm, MVP 11.000g/sqm/24h
Colours grey
Weight 0,475 kg (size L)

DIMENSION 3 NEO Top
SEASON

ARTICLE GROUP

Art.-No.
1002663
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyamid
Features Radically simplified smock complementing the Dimension 3
series. Made from ultra light weight 2,5-layer fabric with DT
coating, the smock offers high breathability and excellent
waterproofness. With DWR finish and fully waterproof
taped seams. Construction details: Sportive fit with high
reach sleeves and preshaped elbows. Neoprene neck.
Adjustable neoprene waist gaitor. Adjustable cuffs with soft
PU seals inside. Only one pocket on sleeve to keep the
XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and
high breathability
garment
to plus
theincreased
absolute minimum weight.
salt water resistance.
Safety
3M™ microprismatic reflector at shoulders.
Special
WP 20.000mm, MVP 11.000g/sqm/24h
Colours grey
Weight 0,450 kg (size L)

Funktionsdrucke // Kai

COLLECTION

DESIGNER

nb

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU
ReWorked

DIMENSION 3 Salopette
Art.-No.
1001637
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyamid, membrane
Features Re-worked fabric, re-worked design! 3L rip-stop fabric
with strong Cordura® threads. New HPU membrane with
improved breathability. Fully waterproof and taped. Cordura® reinforced knee and seat. Big flexible softshell part
at shoulder offers elbow-room and adopts to body height.
Long zip covered with double placket and drainage system
inside. Waist and leg width adjuster. Pocket with zip at right
leg. Despite reinforcements and other features, an absolute
lightweight!
Special
WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours grey
Weight 0,600 kg (size L)

a)

ReWorked

b)

FUNCTION 

NAME OF STYLE
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RACING 3 Top
1002664
XS - XXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, coating: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyamid
Features Sportive racing top with tough 2,5L fabric with DT
coating. Fully waterproof and breathable. Ergonomic
elbow shape, neoprene waistband with anti-slip.
Soft PU inside cuffs. Two pockets, reinforcements at
shoulders, entry zipper with drainage system and reflective elements complete this technical top. Tough,
yet still soft and light.
Special
WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours black | icegrey
Weight 0,500kg (size L)

Art.-No.
Fabric
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RACING 3 Bermudas

reinforcement	
  

1001540
XS - XXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, coating: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyamid
Features Sportive racing bermudas with tough 2,5L fabric
with DT coating. Cordura® reinforced seat and knee.
Fully waterproof and breathable. Ergonomic shape,
neoprene waistband with anti-slip. Two pockets and
a zip pocket. Tough, yet still soft and light.
Special
WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours black
Weight 0,450kg (size L)
Art.-No.
Fabric

RACING
RACING 3 Jacket
1002189
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, coating: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyamid
Features Sportive racing jacket with tough 2,5L fabric with DT
coating. Fully waterproof and breathable. Ergonomic
elbow shape, neoprene waistband with anti-slip.
Soft PU inside cuffs. Two pockets, reinforcements at
shoulders, a waterproof zip and reflective elements
complete this technical jacket. Tough, yet still soft
and light.
Special
WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours black | icegrey
Weight 0,550 kg (size L)

RACING 3 Trousers

reinforcement	
  

1003424
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, coating: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyamid
Features Sportive racing trousers with tough 2,5L fabric with
DT coating. Cordura® reinforced seat and knee. Fully
waterproof and breathable. Ergonomic shape, high
cut with braces, front zip with double placket and
drainage system. Spacious leg pocket. Tough, yet
still soft and light.
Special
WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours black | icegrey
Weight 0,750kg (size L)
Art.-No.
Fabric

FUNCTION 

Art.-No.
Fabric
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High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

NAME OF STYLE

Funktionsdrucke // Kai

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb

MED JACKET Women
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003417
XS - XXL
Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyester
Features Light, technical and fully taped 3-layer jacket. Highly
breathable and waterproof HPU membrane. Ergonomic body cut with storable signal hood, reflective
XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
®
®
elements
and
zip at front. Two
waterproofness and
high breathability
plus YKK
increased Aquaguard
salt water resistance.
front pockets, adjustable cuffs and bottom.
Special	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours: red | navy | ocean blue | beige
Weight
0,450kg
High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

SEASON

ARTICLE GROUP

Funktionsdrucke // Kai

MED JACKET Men
COLLECTION

DESIGNER

nb

Art.-No.
Fabric

1003416
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamide, membrane: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyester
Features Light, technical and fully taped 3-layer jacket. Highly
breathable and waterproof HPU membrane. Ergonomic body cut with storable signal hood, reflective
elements and YKK® Aquaguard® zip at front. Two
XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
front
pockets, adjustable cuffs and bottom.
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.
Special	WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours: red | navy | ocean blue | beige
Weight
0,500kg

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

MED Trousers
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003418
XL - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, membrane: 100% polyurethane, tricot: 100% polyester
Features Light and functional 3-layer trousers to combine with
Med Jacket men or women. Highly breathable and
waterproof HPU membrane. CORDURA® reinforced
knee and bottom. Pocket at right leg. Zip covered with
double placket and internal drainage system. Adjustable shoulder straps and waist width adjuster.
Special
WP 20.000mm, MVP 20.000g/sqm/24h
Colours:
beige | navy
Weight
0,600kg

R ACI NG / CR EW

NAME OF STYLE
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built by Vitters Shipyard

CREW WEAR
CRUISING Jacket
1001721
XS – XXXL
Outshell 100% polyamide, coating 100% polyurethane,
lining 100% polyester
Features Functional and sportive 2-layer jacket with tuck away hood
in collar, elastic hem with elastic tape inside, chest and waist
pocket with YKK Aquaguard® zipper.
Special
WP 10.000mm / WVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
Colours	dark navy | black/red | black/neon yellow | white
Weight
825g (size L)

TEAM TEC 

Art.-No.
Fabric
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CLUB JACKET SPORT Women
1003795
XS - XXL
Outshell: 100% polyester, coating: 100% TPU, lining:
100% polyester
Features Sportive and functional 2-layer jacket. The waterproof
fabric with taped seams is breathable, soft handfeel
and stretch for comfort. HPU membrane. Knitted inner
collar. Taffeta/mesh lining with inner pocket. Ideal for
crews or events also.
Colours: red | navy
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Art.-No.
Fabric
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CLUB BLOUSON Men
1003427
XXS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyester, coating: 100% polyurethane
lining: 100% polyester
Features Light blouson variant of the functional classic 2-layer
jacket. The waterproof fabric with taped seams and
lined with mesh in body, is breathable and has a soft
and high value handfeel. Taffeta/Mesh lining. Ideal for
teams or event wear.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours navy | black 

CLUB BLOUSON SPORT Men
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003426
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% p olyester, coating: 100% TPU, lining:
100% polyester
Features Sportive and functional 2-layer blouson. The soft and
stretch fabric with HPU membrane is waterproof and
breathable. Knitted cuffs and waistband. Taffeta/Mesh
lining with inner pocket. Ideal for teams or event wear.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours red | cherry tomato | navy | beige | grey 

C RE W

Art.-No.
Fabric
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CLUB JACKET Women
Art.-No.
Fabric

1002679
XS - XXL
Outshell: 100% polyester, coating: 100% polyurethane
lining: 100% polyester
Features Functional classic 2-layer jacket for multipurpose use.
The waterproof fabric with taped seams and lined with
a warm fleece in body, is breathable and has a soft
and high value handfeel. Ideal for teams or event wear.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours: navy | blue | beige
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CLUB JACKET Men
Art.-No.
Fabric

1002680
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyester, coating: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Features Functional classic 2-layer jacket for multipurpose use.
The waterproof fabric with taped seams and lined with
a warm fleece in body, is breathable and has a soft
and high value handfeel. Ideal for teams or event wear.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours:

navy | blue | beige
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SOFTSHELL
SOFT
SHELL

RR SEAFORD 2.0 Softshell Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003860
XS - XXL
Fabric	89% polyester, 11% polyurethane
Features	Premium fashionable softshell jacket with Régates Royales
embroidery. Very soft fabric with cosy waffle fleece inside for
warmth and ventilation. Windproof, breathable and waterrepellent. Features: adoptable hood, side pockets. waterproof zip at
centerfront.
Special	4 way stretch, 3 layer softshell
Colours
navy

SOFT
SHELL

RR SEAFORD 2.0 Softshell Jacket Men

TEAM TEC 

Art.-No.
1003859
XS - XXXL
Fabric	89% polyester, 11% polyurethane
Features	Premium fashionable softshell jacket with Régates
Royales embroidery. Very soft fabric with cosy waffle
fleece inside for warmth and ventilation. Windproof,
breathable and waterrepellent. Features: adoptable
hood, side pockets. waterproof zip at centerfront.
Special	4 way stretch, 3 layer softshell
Colours
navy
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PIT JACKET Hoodie Women
Art.-No.
1003372
XS - XXL
Fabric
100% polyester
Features Midlayer jacket with hood. Stretchy, warm and
breathable knit fleece. Two front pockets with zippers.
Reflective tape at front zipper.
Colours steel 

PIT JACKET Woman
Art.-No.
1003760
XS - XXL
Fabric
100% polyester
Features Midlayer jacket. Stretchy, warm and breathable knit
fleece. Two front pockets with zippers. Reflective tape
at front zipper.
Colours
anthracite
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PIT JACKET Hoodie Men
Art.-No.
1003371
XS - XXL
Fabric
100% polyester
Features Midlayer jacket with hood. Stretchy, warm and
breathable knit fleece. Two front pockets with zippers.
Reflective tape at front zipper.
Colours steel 

PIT JACKET Men
Art.-No.
1003759		
Size XS - XXL
Fabric
100% polyester
Features Midlayer Jacket. Stretchy, warm and breathable knit
fleece. Two front pockets with zippers. Reflective tape
at front zipper.
Colours
anthracite
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SWAMP JACKET HOODY Women
Art.-No.
1002725 
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyester (45% S.Café® recycled polyester)
Features The Swamp hooded Jacket completes the Swamp line. Reflective pipings by 3M™ at front zipper and reflective prints
for your safety. Added two front pockets, extremely comfortable jacket, warm and cosy with good climate regulation &
odor control, as well as quick dry function.
Colours black/light grey | navy

SWAMP HOODY Women
Hoody 		
1001411 black
Team Hoody
1002115 grey melange/red XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyester (45% S.Café® recycled polyester)
Features Functional hoody with loose fit for enhanced freedom of
movement, big front pocket with YKK zip and reflective piping by 3M™, multicolor elastic fold tape at hem and sleeve
bottom and adjustable hood, breathability, brushed inner
layer for insulation.
Colours black | navy
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Art.-No.

SWAMP SERIES
SWAMP JACKET Hoody

SWAMP Hoody
Art.-No.
1001410
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyester (45% S.Café® recycled polyester)
Features Functional hoody with loose fit for enhanced freedom of
movement, big front pocket with YKK zip and reflective piping by 3M™, multicolor elastic fold tape at hem and sleeve
bottom and adjustable hood, breathability, brushed inner
layer for insulation.
Colours black | navy

TEAM TEC 

Art.-No.
1002190 / Team grey 1002782
XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyester (45% S.Café® recycled polyester)
Features The Swamp hooded jacket completes the Swamp line.
Reflective pipings by 3M™ at front zipper and reflective
prints for your safety. Added two front pockets, extremely comfortable jacket, warm and cosy with good climate
regulation and odor control, as well as quick dry function.
Colours black/light grey | navy
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PINU TEC POLO Women
Art.-No.
1003359
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive poloshirt. A mix of synthetic
fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh - combines
QuickDry and UV protection with comfort. The look is
very technical due to laser-cut and welding technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours ocean blue | grey
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PINU TEC Longsleeve
Art.-No.
1003362
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive longsleeve shirt. A mix of synthetic fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh - combines
QuickDry and UV protection with comfort. The look is
very technical due to laser-cut and welding technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours
grey

PINU TEC POLO Men
Art.-No.
1003358
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive poloshirt. A mix of synthetic
fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh - combines
QuickDry and UV protection with comfort. The look is
very technical due to laser-cut and welding technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours
ocean blue | grey

CAVE TEC T SHIRT Men

TE C

Art.-No.
1003513
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	This functional and sportive T-shirt with contrast color
functional inserts and decorative dot print at sides has
a quick dry, oder control and UV protection function.
Ideal for team wear and events.
Special	quick dry, odor control and UV50+ protection
Colours
grey
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HELSTON TEC POLO Women
Art.-No.
1003367
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive poloshirt. A mix of synthetic
fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh - combines
QuickDry and UV protection with comfort. The look is
very technical due to laser-cut and welding technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours white 

HELSTON TEC POLO LS Women
Art.-No.
1003364
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive longsleeve poloshirt. A mix
of synthetic fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh combines QuickDry and UV protection with comfort.
The look is very technical due to laser-cut and welding
technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours white
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HELSTON TEC POLO Men
Art.-No.
1003365
XS - XXXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive poloshirt. A mix of synthetic
fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh - combines
QuickDry and UV protection with comfort. The look is
very technical due to laser-cut and welding technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours white | ocean blue | black

Art.-No.
1003363
XS - XXL
Fabric	93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features	Functional and sportive longsleeve poloshirt. A mix
of synthetic fabrics - soft single jersey and mesh combines QuickDry and UV protection with comfort.
The look is very technical due to laser-cut and welding
technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours white 

TE C
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HELSTON TEC POLO LS Men
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ACTIVE T SHIRT Men
Art.-No.
1003601
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Sportive T-shirt with Quick dry function and UV-
protection 40. Flatlock seams for perfect fit. Ideal for
team wear and events.
Colours: white | red | navy | ocean blue

SPEED RACE PROMO POLO Longsleeve
Art.-No.
1002686
XS – XXL
100% polyester
Fabric
Features	Functional classic polo shirt with long sleeves. Quick dry

Colour
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function, odor control and UV protection keep you dry, cool
and protected. With a clean design, it‘s ideal for team
brandings or event wear.
white | ocean blue

HELSTON TEC Longsleeve
Art.-No.
1003360
XS - XXL
Fabric
93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features Functional and sportive longsleeve shirt. A mix of
synthetic fabrics – soft single jersey and mesh –
combines QuickDry and UV protection with comfort.
The look is very technical due to laser-cut and welding technology. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours white | ocean blue

HELSTON TEC T-Shirt
Art.-No.
1003366
XS - XXL
Fabric
93% polyester, 7% elastane
Features Functional and sportive T-shirt. A mix of synthetic
fabrics – soft single jersey and mesh – combines
QuickDry and UV protection with comfort. The look is
very technical due to laser-cut and welding techno
logy. Reflective tape for look and safety.
Colours white | ocean blue
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SPEED CREW POLO Women
Art.-No.
1003272
XS - XXL
Fabric
100 % polyester
Features Cooldry functional classic polo with special collar
design. For crews. Fast wicking. Quick drying.
Colours white | red | wine | flamingo | navy | ocean blue
black | grey | steel 
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POLOS
Art.-No.
1003271
XS - XXL
Fabric
100 % polyester
Features Cooldry functional classic polo with special collar
design. For crews. Fast wicking. Quick drying.
Colours white | red | wine | flamingo | navy | ocean blue
black | grey | steel 

TEAM TEC 

SPEED CREW POLO Men
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POLOS
DRIRELEASE SPEED Polo Women
Art.-No.
Women 1002873
XS – XXL
Fabric	85% polyester, 15% cotton
Features	Sportive and functional poloshirt with quick dry function. Using

DRIRELEASE SPEED Longsleeve Polo Men
Art.-No.
1003920
S - XXXL
Fabric	85% polyester, 15% cotton
Features	Sportive and functional Logsleeve poloshirt with quick
dry function. Using the intelligent drirelease® technology, it regulates your body temperature by pulling
moisture away from the skin. This ecofriendly, fibre
combination resists pilling and wrinkling. The soft,
natural cotton feel, keeps you fresh and comfortable.
Special	Moisture wicking, quick dry, odor control, permanent
performance
Colours
navy

DRIRELEASE SPEED Polo Men
Art.-No.
1002872
S – XXXL
Fabric	85% polyester, 15% cotton
Features	Sportive and functional poloshirt with quick dry function. Using

Colour

the intelligent drirelease® technology, it regulates your body
temperature by pulling moisture away from the skin. This
ecofriendly, fibre combination resists pilling and wrinkling. The
soft, natural cotton feel, keeps you fresh and comfortable.
navy | steel

TEAM TEC 

Colour

the intelligent drirelease® technology, it regulates your body
temperature by pulling moisture away from the skin. This
ecofriendly, fibre combination resists pilling and wrinkling. The
soft, natural cotton feel, keeps you fresh and comfortable.
navy | steel
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CREW TEC TROUSERS Women
Art.-No.
1003385
XXS - XXL
Fabric
92% polyamide, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck trousers with a modern cut. Light and
durable with stretch, water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy | sand | black | grey

CREW TEC SHORTS Women
Art.-No.
1003386
XS - XXL
Fabric
92% polyamide, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck bermudas with a modern cut. Light and
durable with stretch, water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy | sand | black | grey

CREW TEC SKORT Women
Art.-No.
1003384
XXS - XL
Fabric
92% polyamid, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck skort with a modern cut. Light and
durable with stretch, water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy | sand | black | grey 
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TROUSERS

CREW TEC TROUSERS Men
Art.-No.
1003387
XS - XXL
Fabric
92% polyamide, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck trousers with a modern cut. Light and
durable with stretch, water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy | sand | black | grey

CREW TEC BERMUDAS Men

SAILING TRUNKS Men
Art.-No.
1002717
S - XXL
Fabric
88% polyamid, 12% elastane
Features Functional sports boxer trunks, good fit due to elastic fabric,
antibacterial and odor preventing, breathable with quick dry
function. Polyamide with 12% elastane for perfect fit. Perfect
temperature regulation. Wear underneath all technical sailing
trousers.
Colours black

TEAM TEC 

Art.-No.
1003388
XS - XXL
Fabric
92% polyamide, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck bermudas with a modern cut. Light and
durable with stretch, water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy | sand | black | grey
L
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REFORCE TEC TROUSERS Women
1003398
XS - XXL
 2% polyamid, 8% elastane reinforcements:
9
72% polyamid, 20% polyester, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck trousers with a modern cut. Light and
durable stretch fabric with abrasion resistant reinforcements at seat and knees. Water repellent and
UV protection finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew
outfit and street.
Colours navy

Art.-No.
Fabric

REFORCE TEC BERMUDAS Women
1003397
XS - XXL
 2% polyamid, 8% elastane, reinforcements:
9
72% polyamid, 20% polyester, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck bermudas with a modern cut. Light and
durable stretch fabric with abrasion resistant reinforcements at seat. Water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy
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Art.-No.
Fabric

REFORCE TEC TROUSERS Men
1003383
XS - XXXL
92% polyamid, 8% elastane, reinforcements: 72%
polyamid, 20% polyester, 8 %elastane
Features Classic deck trousers with a modern cut. Light and
durable stretch fabric with abrasion resistent reinforcements at seat and knees. Water repellent and
UV protection finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew
outfit and street.
Colours navy | grey
Art.-No.
Fabric

REFORCE TEC BERMUDAS Men
1003382
XS - XXXL
92% polyamid, 8% elastane, reinforcements:
72% polyamid, 20% polyester, 8% elastane
Features Classic deck bermudas with a modern cut. Light and
durable stretch fabric with abrasion resistant reinforcements at seat. Water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours navy | grey
Art.-No.
Fabric
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EFG SAILING ARABIA THE TOUR

By special weaving technology, the reinforcement is
woven into the fabric directly.
Extra strong Cordura® yarn is
used for exposed spots. This
means it is not necessary to put an extra layer reinforcement fabric to the
garment.
RID delivers several advantages:
• lighter gear
• breathability not reduced at reinforced area
• reduced seams
More performance. More comfort.

RID TEC TROUSERS Men / Women
Art.-No.
Men
1003871
S - XXL
Art.-No.
Women 1003872
XS - XXL
Fabric	89% polyamide, 11% elastane
Features	Professional deck trousers with innovative design concept. Reinforcement Integrated Design (RID) means
reinforcement fibres are integrated into the regular
outshell fabric already at knee and bottom area. No
disturbing or rubbing seams, no extra stiff fabric layer!
Despite RID, the nylon/spandex fabric is still soft and
stretchy and very comfortable to wear! Fabric also
with water repellency, quick dry property and UV50
protection. There are two spacious leg pockets with
zips, two front pockets and a seat pocket with concealed zips each. Sportive fit! A new class.
Special	RID, stretch, UV50, DWR, Quick dry
Colours
anthracite
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TROUSERS
RIPLEY TEC Skort
Art.-No.
1002696
XS – XXL
88% polyamid, 12% elastane
Fabric
Features	Super elastic skirt with integrated bermudas. Suitable for

Colour

all sport activities as well as leasure. The comfortable fabric
with double weave technology is ideal for the skins moisture
management. A water and stain repellent surface and two
waistpockets make it the perfect companion for warm and
high activity conditions.
black | silver grey

RIPLEY TEC Trousers
Art.-No.
1001418
S – XXL
88% polyamid, 12% elastane
Fabric
Features	Ultra elastic trousers for ultimate freedom and wearing comfort,

RIPLEY TEC Bermudas Women
Art.-No.
1001421
XS – XL
88% polyamid, 12% elastane
Fabric
Features	Ultra elastic bermudas for ultimate freedom and wearing

Colour

comfort, double weave technology for moisture management,
water and stain repellent, UV protection, two waist pockets
and one bulky leg pocket with YKK AquaGuard® zips, double
closure system at waistband
black | silver grey

TEAM TEC 

Colour

double weave technology for moisture management, water
and stain repellent, UV protection, preshaped knees, two
waistpockets and one bulky legpocket with YKK
AquaGuard® zips, double closure system at waistband
black | silver grey
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LAZER LIGHT Trousers Women
Art.-No.
1003375
XS - XXL
Fabric
91% polyamide, 9% elastane
Features Water and stain repellent elastic fabric. 3D designed
preshaped knees and an elastic waist for better
flexibility. UV protection 50+, welded leg pocket with
YKK Aquaguard® zip
Colours black | grey

Art.-No.
1003374
XS - XXL
Fabric
91% polyamide, 9% elastane
Features Water and stain repellent elastic fabric. UV protection
50+, welded leg pocket with YKK Aquaguard® zip
and an elastic waist for better flexibility.
Colours black | grey
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LAZER LIGHT Bermudas Women

LAZER LIGHT Trousers Men
Art.-No.
1003377
XS - XXL
Fabric
91% polyamide, 9% elastane
Features Water and stain repellent elastic fabric. 3D designed
preshaped knees and an elastic waist for better
flexibility. UV protection 50+, welded leg pocket with
YKK Aquaguard® zip.
Colours black | grey

Art.-No.
1003376
XS - XXL
Fabric
91% polyamide, 9% elastane
Features Water and stain repellent elastic fabric. UV protection
50+, welded leg pocket with YKK Aquaguard® zip
and an elastic waist for better flexibility.
Colours black | grey

TE C

LAZER LIGHT Bermudas Men
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TROUSERS
LAZER TEC Bermudas Women

Features
Colour

1001662

XS – XXL

 4% polyamid, 6% elastane, reinforcements: 73% polyamid,
9
14% polyester, 13% polyurethane
Water and stain repellent fabric with abrasion resistant
reinforcements at seat, elastic waist and fabric guarantees
freedom to move, UV protection 50+.
red | black | silver grey | ocean

LAZER TEC Trousers Women
Art.-No.
Fabric
Features

Colour

1001664

Art.-No.
Fabric
Features
Colour

1001661

S – XXL

 4% polyamid, 6% elastane, reinforcements: 73% polyamid,
9
14% polyester, 13% polyurethane
Water and stain repellent fabric with abrasion resistant
reinforcements at seat, elastic waist and fabric guarantees
freedom to move, UV protection 50+.
red | black | silver grey | ocean

LAZER TEC Trousers
XS – XXL

 1% polyamid, 9% elastane, reinforcements: 73% polyamide,
9
14% polyester, 13% polyurethane
Water and stain repellent fabric with abrasion resistant
reinforcements at seat and knees, elastic fabric guarantees
freedom to move, 3D designed preshaped knees for better
flexibility, UV protection 50+, welded leg pocket with
YKK AquaGuard® zip.
silver grey | black

Art.-No.
Fabric
Features

Colour

1001663

XS – XXL

 1% polyamid, 9% elastane, reinforcements: 73% polyamid,
9
14% polyester, 13% polyurethane
Water and stain repellent fabric with abrasion resistant
reinforcements at seat and knees, elastic fabric guarantees
freedom to move, 3D designed preshaped knees for better
flexibility, UV protection 50+, welded leg pocket with
YKK AquaGuard® zip.
silver grey | black

TEAM TEC 

Art.-No.
Fabric

LAZER TEC Bermudas
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THE HIGH PERFORMING,

ECO-FRIENDLY
INSULATION

THERMALLY EFFICIENT

100% RECYCLED
CONTENT

STAVANGER MIDLAYER Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003854
XS - XL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid, padding: 100% polyester,
lining: 100% polyester
Features	Midlayer jacket with Primaloft® insulation. Very light,
very warm and breathable. Intelligent mix of fabrics:
Water-repellent ripstop fabric, Primaloft® insulation,
wicking lining. Two pockets at front. Perfect insulation
combination with Stavanger midlayer salopette and
Efficiency underwear. Inzip function do adopt to several outer jackets: 1002656 Auckland Jkt / 1003050
Hobart 3 jkt / 1003291 Explorer Jacket
Colours black
Weight
0,300kg

COMPRESSIBLE

BREATHABLE

FAST DRYING

THE HIGH PERFORMING,

ECO-FRIENDLY
INSULATION

PRIMALOFT® BLACK INSULATION ECO
100% RECYCLED
CONTENT

THERMALLY EFFICIENT

PrimaLoft® Black Insulation Eco features all the necessities for a thermally efficient
insulation and adds the benefits of softness, packability, and loft. Combining
100%-recycled materials with advanced fiber technology to create a high performing
eco-friendly insulation for immediate warmth without the bulk. This insulation
makes no compromises with performance which is needed to tackle different
adventures of everyday.

WARMTH
WITHOUT BULK

BREATHABLE

PACKABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

SUPERIOR
SOFTNESS

60% RECYCLED
CONTENT

COMPRESSIBLE

PrimaLoft® is a registered trademark of PrimaLoft, Inc. © 2016 PrimaLoft Inc.

BREATHABLE
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FAST DRYING

Well known Swiss
actor Stefan Gubser

STAVANGER MIDLAYER Jacket

Men

Art.-No.
1003298 
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyamid, padding: 100% polyester, lining:
100% polyester
Features	Midlayer jacket with Primaloft® insulation. Very light, very
warm and breathable. Intelligent mix of fabrics: Water-repellent ripstop fabric, Primaloft® insulation, wicking lining.
Two pockets at front. Perfect Isolation combination with
Stavanger midlayer Salopette and Efficiency underwear.
Inzip function do adopt to several outer jackets: 1002656
Auckland Jkt / 1003050 Hobart 3 jkt / 1003291 Explorer
Jkt
Colours black
Weight 0,300kg

Art.-No.
1003434
XS - XXL
Fabric
Outshell: 100% polyamid, Padding:
100% polyester, lining: 100% polyester
Features
Midlayer salopette with Primaloft®
insulation. Very light, very warm and
breathable. Intelligent mix of fabrics:
Water-repellent ripstop fabric, Primaloft®
insulation, wicking lining. Upper part
with soft stretch fabric for comfort and
elbow-room. Long front zip, waist and leg
adjuster, two accessible pockets at front.
Perfect insulation in combination with
Stavanger midlayer jacket and Efficiency
underwear.
Colours
black
Weight 0,400kg

M IDLAYER

Photo: © Chr. Arnold

STAVANGER Midlayer Salopette
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SOFT
SHELL

FOX WINDBREAKER Jacket Women
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003812
XS - XXL
Outshell and fleece: 100% polyester, membrane:
100% polyurethane
Features Technical and sportive softshell jacket. Soft and
stretchy, with microfleece inside. Windproof, breath
able and waterrepellent membrane. Flatlock seams
for perfect fit. Cosy hood, thumbholes, two lower zip
pockets and an additional sleeve pocket makes it a
versatile companion for sailing and outdoors.
Special	Windproof, breathable, waterrepellent
Colours
black I steel 
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SOFT
SHELL

FOX WINDBREAKER Jacket Men
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003811
S - XXXL
Outshell and Fleece: 100% polyester, membrane:
100% polyurethane
Features Technical and sportive softshell jacket. Soft and
stretchy, with microfleece inside. Windproof, breath
able and waterrepellent membrane. Flatlock seams
for perfect fit. Cosy hood, thumbholes, two lower zip
pockets and an additional sleeve pocket makes it a
versatile companion for sailing and outdoors.
Special	Windproof, breathable, waterrepellent
Colours
black I steel 
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SOFT
SHELL

SAGA SOFTSHELL Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003438
XS - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Softshell jacket with warm fleece inside. Windproof,
water-repellent, breathable and flexible. Waterproof
zipper at front and pockets, adjustable sleeve hem
and bottom. Ideal for crew or even also.|	
Colours: black

SOFT
SHELL

SAGA SOFTSHELL VEST Men / Women
Art.-No.
1003707 Men
L - XXXL
Art.-No.
1003708 Women
XXS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Every day softshell vest. Windproof, breathable and
waterrepellent!
Special	Windproof, breathable and waterrepellent
Colours
black I navy
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SOFT
SHELL

NUORO Softshell Jacket Women
Art.-No.
Fabric

1003045
S - XXL
 utshell 100% polyester, membrane 100% polyurethane,
O
backing 100% polyester
Features Lightweight and stretchy softshell jacket. Windproof, water-
repellent and breathable membrane. Elastic binding at sleeve
hem and bottom, small reflex details. Female cut. Very comfortable to wear due to stretch and low weight. Ideal for dry
sailing and medium temperature. Can be worn as a midlayer
also. Perfect for crew outfit, outdoor and travel.
Specials	Lightweight
Colours ocean blue | black
Weight
0.30kg

SOFT
SHELL

NICE Softshell Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003048
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell/membrane/backing: 100%polyester, 100% polyurethane, 100%polyester
Features	Fashionable yet functional softshell jacket. Soft and stretchable softshell fabric with warm waffle fleece inside. Windproof, water-repellent and breathable membrane. Warm and
comfortable to wear. Zip pockets, knit cuffs at sleeve hem
and knit inside collar. Female cut. Great look, great function.
Instant favorite!|
Colour
ocean blue
Weight 0.50kg
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SOFTSHELL
SOFT
SHELL

NUORO Softshell Jacket Men
1003044
S - XXXL
Outshell 100% polyester, membrane 100% polyurethane,
backing 100% polyester
Features Lightweight and and stretchy softshell jacket. Windproof,
water-repellent and breathable membrane. Elastic binding at
sleeve hem and bottom, small reflex details. Very comfortable
to wear due to stretch and low weight. Ideal for dry sailing
and medium temperature. Can be worn as a midlayer also.
Perfect for crew outfit, outdoor and travel.
Specials	Lightweight
Colours ocean blue | black
Weight
0.40kg

SOFT
SHELL

NICE Softshell Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003047
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell/membrane/backing: 100%polyester, 100% poly
urethane, 100%polyester
Features	Fashionable yet functional softshell jacket. Soft and stretchable softshell fabric with warm waffle fleece inside. Windproof,
water-repellent and breathable membrane. Warm and comfortable to wear. Zip pockets, Knit cuffs at sleeve hem and
knit inside collar. Great look, great function. Instant favorite!
Colour
navy | ocean blue
Weight 0.60kg

TEAM TEC 

Art.-No.
Fabric
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SOFT
SHELL

VIGOUR 2.0 Midlayer Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003748
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% Polyester
Features	Sportive and lightweight softshell jacket. Super light,
super stretchable, super comfortable! Windproof,
breathable and waterrepellent!
Colours
black | white

VIGOUR Vest Women
Art.-No.
1001442
Fabric	100% polyester, coating 100% polyurethane,

XS – XXL

lining 100% polyester

Features	Functional midlayer vest with excellent laminated ultra hiSpecials
Colour
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stretch quality, fabric waterproof and breathable, ergonomic 3D
designed shape to ensure maximum mobility
fabric W/P 10.000mm / M/P 5.000g/sqm/24h
white | black

VIGOUR 2.0 Midlayer Jacket Men

MIDLAYER

SOFT
SHELL

Art.-No.
1003747
XS - XXXL
Fabric	100% Polyester
Features	Sportive and lightweight softshell jacket. Super light,
super stretchable, super comfortable! Windproof,
breathable and waterrepellent!
Colours
black

SOFT
SHELL

VIGOUR 2.0 Midlayer Vest Men

CHAMEO 2-in-1 Softshell Jacket
Art.-No.
1003046 
S - XXL
Fabric	Outshell/membrane/backing: 100% polyester, 100% poly
urethane, 100% polyester
Features	Sportive softshell jacket with detachable sleeves. Transforms
into a vest in a second. Light and stretchable softshell fabric.
Windproof, water-repellent and highly breathable membrane. Three pockets with zips, reflex details, elastic binding
at bottom. A versatile performer for dry sailing with a wide
temperature range due to 2-in-1 function – simply zip off the
sleeves if too hot. Ideal for travel and active sports also.
Specials	Detachable sleeves
Colour
ocean blue | black
Weight 0.50kg

FUNCTION TEC 

Art.-No.
1003749
XS - XXXL
Fabric	100% Polyester
Features	Sportive and lightweight softshell vest. Super light,
super stretchable, super comfortable! Windproof,
breathable and waterrepellent!
Colours
black | white
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Funktionsdrucke // Kai

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb
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NAME OF STYLE

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

ANTIGUA HYBRID Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003429
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Membrane: 100% polyurethane Backer: 100% bamboo
Features	This multi-activity jacket combines hardshell and softshell properties = hybrid. The fabric is light, supersoft
and stretchable as a softshell but also waterproof and
fully taped as a hardshell. A special HPU membrane
offers superb breathability. Inside of fabric is bamboo
jersey providing extra clima comfort. Ergonomic shape, adjustable hood, decorative elements. Decorative
print inside. Perfect for sport and street.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 28.000g/sqm/24h
Colours navy | icegrey
Weight
0,425kg
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Hybrid TEC
Hybrid TEC jackets are a new generation of garments which
bring together the advantages of softshell jackets with the
positive qualities of conventional waterproof jackets.
The fabrics used in Hybrid TEC jackets have the same typical soft feel of softshells, are flexible like them and offer their
excellent thermal insulation. They are mechanically robust,
while at the same time they protect reliably from weather
influences with a high performance membrane that makes
garments using Hybrid TEC fabrics highly breathable and
totally waterproof. Contrary to softshell jackets these new
jackets have fully taped or welded seams, thus providing
waterproofness all around.
The result are all-purpose jackets for outdoors and sport
which are super comfortable and light weight like a soft-shell
but with the highest possible protection from the e
 lements

The Best of Two Worlds.

Funktionsdrucke // Kai

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

ANTIGUA HYBRID Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003428
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Membrane: 100% polyurethane Backer: 100% bamboo
Features	This multi-activity jacket combines hardshell and softshell properties = hybrid. The fabric is light, supersoft
and stretchable as a softshell but also waterproof and
fully taped as a hardshell. A special HPU membrane
offers superb breathability. Inside of fabric is bamboo
jersey providing extra clima comfort. Ergonomic shape, adjustable hood, decorative elements. Decorative
print inside. Perfect for sport and street.
Special	WP 10.000mm, MVP 28.000g/sqm/24h
Colours navy | icegrey
Weight
0,350kg

M IDLAYER / SO FTS HELL

NAME OF STYLE
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NAME OF STYLE

Funktionsdrucke // Kai

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

EXPLORER INZIP Jacket W
Art.-No.
Fabric

Women 1003423
XS - XL
 utshell: 100% polyester, membrane: 100% poly
O
urethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features The perfect partner for bad weather and any outdoor
activity. Innovative, soft 2-layer fabric with mechanical
stretch and HPU membrane offers high waterproofness and breathability. Fabric is also with DWR finish
and fully taped. High collar with cosy fleece. Fully
adjustable, signal color hood stored inside collar.
Breathable mesh lining. Two lower pockets with
waterproof zips. Double rain placket. Very comfortable
to wear. Very versatile as jacket features 2-in-1 inzip
option.
Special
WP 10.000 MVTR 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours red | black

STAVANGER MIDLAYER Jacket W
Art.-No.
Fabric
Colours
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Women 1003854 -XL
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, padding: 100% polyester,
lining: 100% polyester more details see p. 94
black
Weight 0,300kg

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

NEU

EXPLORER INZIP Jacket M
Art.-No.
Fabric

Men 1003291 
S - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyester, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features The perfect partner for bad weather and any outdoor
activity. Innovative, soft 2-layer fabric with mechanical
stretch and HPU membrane offers high waterproofness and breathability. Fabric is also with DWR finish
and fully taped. High collar with cosy fleece. Fully
adjustable, signal color hood stored inside collar.
Breathable mesh lining. Two lower pockets with
waterproof zips. Double rain placket. Very comfortable
to wear. Very versatile as jacket features 2-in-1 inzip
option.
Special	WP 10.000 MVTR 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours red | navy | black

MATCHING INZIP JACKETS

fit as well in Auckland Jacket Men and Hobart 3 Jacket

LUCA INZIP Jacket
Art.-No.
Fabric
Colours

1002194
100% polyester
black

XS – XXXL
Weight 0,40 kg (size L)

CARLO II Jacket
5003214
100% polyester
blue | black | navy

S – XXXL

STAVANGER MIDLAYER Jacket M
Art.-No.
Fabric
Colours

Men 1003298 
XS - XXXL
Outshell: 100% polyamid, padding: 100% polyester,
lining: 100% polyester more details see p. 95
black
Weight 0,300kg

I nz ip Jac ke ts

Art.-No.
Fabric
Colours
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These are the fabrics for first and second layer garments. The
new generation of functional knitwear optimized after years of experience. Fabrics that combine extraordinary heat insulation and
breathability with comfort and lightness.
The structure of the fabric wicks moisture outward, eliminating the
perspiration formed during intense physical activity (AEROCONTROL), guaranteeing a constant body temperature.
The material is soft and smooth on the skin, non-allergic, does
not produce irritating rustling noises and is easy to care for.

STRETCH JACKET
Art.-No.
1003435
XS - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Sporty stretch jacket. Super stretchy fabric with cosy fleece
inside. Soft, warm and breathable. Light spray and wind protection. Very comfortable to wear as outer layer or midlayer
jacket. Instant favourite.
Special	Super Stretch
Colour
black	
Weight 0.60kg
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Art.-No.
5000444
XS – XXL
95% polyester, 5% elastane
Fabric
Features	Soft technical fabric, that combines extraordinary heat

MIDLAYER

B3 MID Jacket Women

insulation and breathability with comfort and lightness. Two
waistpocket are intergrated in seams, elastic bindings added
to body hem and cuffs for better fit.
black | ocean

Colour

B3 MID Vest
Art.-No.
5000441
XS – XXXL
Fabric	95% polyester, 5% elastane
Features	Men’s fleece vest, new fabric that combines extraordinary

B3 MID Jacket
Art.-No.
5000474
XS – XXXL
Fabric	95% polyester, 5% elastane
Features	New fabric that combines extraordinary heat insulation and
Colour

breathability with comfort and lightness.
black | ocean

FUNCTION TEC 

Colour

heat insulation and breathability with comfort
and lightness.
black
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LENI MERINO Midlayer Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1002200
XS – XXL
Fabric	70% polyester, 20% merino wool,10% elastane
Features	Warm and high stretchable midlayer jacket with a soft brushed

Colour

fleece inner side. This jacket is absolutely breathable and
lightweight, feels like a second skin by perfect shaped seams
and fit.
black

MERINOWOOL
Natural fibre - Merino wool is a natural, bio
degradable and renewable fibre, making it the
perfect choice for those seeking clothing that
has a minimal impact on the environment.
Merino fiber can absorb up to 35 per cent of its
dry weight in moisture vapor. Therefore, in hot
climates or during strenuous exercise, a M
 erino
garment close to the skin actively transfers
moisture vapor molecules away from the body.
This causes the micro-climate above the skin
to become less saturated with vapor, while
reducing the formation of sweat droplets on the
surface of the skin.
Merino garments protect the wearer from extremes of temperature (hot or cold) because
they offer superior insulation and breathability
in comparison with other fabrics of similar
structure and weight.

built by Vitters Shipyard
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MIDLAYER

GANESHA

LEONARD MERINO I + II Midlayer Jacket
Art.-No.
Leonard I 1002199
S – XXXL
Art.-No.
Leonard II 5003204
S – XXXL
Fabric	70% polyester, 20% merino wool,10% elastane
Features	Warm and high stretchable midlayer jacket with a soft brushed

Colour

fleece inner side. This jacket is absolutely breathable and
lightweight, feels like a second skin by perfect shaped seams
and fit.
black

Ganesha is a 46m Vitters built superyacht designed
for cruising and racing. Named after an Indian deity
she is a powerful yacht on the race course, while
offering lavish comfort to owner and guests.
The low beam-to-length ratio, low freeboard, sleek
grey hull and black tinted windows along the saloon
give her a modern, elegant silhouette and balanced
aesthetics.
The dual purpose yacht is highly seaworthy, built
from aluminium and features a lifting keel, carbon
spars and the latest sail technology. Ganesha is
capable of speeds nearly matching true windspeed
making her a formidable contender with top finishes
in all the races she entered in 2015.
Designed for highest level performance and efficiency she has the soul of a racing yacht yet doesn‘t
compromise comfort in any way and, the perfect
luxury sailing yacht equally comfortable with family cruising as she is with taking on an adrenaline
packed regatta.

FUNCTION TEC 
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GANESHA
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E F F I C I E N C Y U N D E RW E A R
ACTIVE BASE LAYER
Label Free Inside
3D Protective Rib
with high density
construction
Flat Lock Seams
Throughout
3D Contured
Fit Design
Ventilation Mesh
Knit

Comfort Hem
Long Bodylength
Comfort Top
Isolation Pads

3D Contured
Fit Design

Body Channel for
Climate Regulations

3D Protective Rib
with high density
construction
Flat Lock Seams
Throughout
Graded
structure to sustain
the calves without
any constriction

Marinepool Base Layers are
helping you to maintain your
performance regardless of
weather
conditions
or
activity level.
They can be worn for active
sailing in warm conditions or
as base layers under other
layers.
Marinepool Base Layers are
high wicking with low water
absorption due to the
polyester/polypropylene
fibres. Moreover they are
ultra light weight, while
offering exceptional thermal
comfort
and
effectively
protect
the
skin
from
damaging sun rays. The
combination of these innovative fibres with elastane
produces
a
close-fitting
comfortable garment with
exceptional stretchy characteristics, ideal for all kinds of
sports.
The virtually seam free
construction allows for body
mapping technology with
strategic vent zones, areas
of warmth and 3D protective
knit. Mesh areas under the
arms and the warmest body
areas guarantee optimal
breathing. Areas which need
cushioning
such
as
shoulders and knees have a
more dense structure to
increase protection. Ergonomic construction at the
armpit and shoulder leads to
even greater mobility. A tight
fit on the sides prevents from
bothersome folds.
The new generation of base
layers actively supports the
maintenance of an optimal
body climate like never
before, crucial for athletes to
perform at their best and for
your sense of well-being.

Comfort Hem
40
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UNDERWEAR
Art.-No.
1000095
XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL
Fabric	67% polypropylene, 26% polyamid, 7% elastane
Features	Highly functional and seamless sports underwear, good fit due
Specials
Colour

to elastic fabric, antibacterial and odor preventing, breathable
zones for different body regions
only available as set
dark grey

FUNCTION TEC 

EFFICIENCY UNDERWEAR Set
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FLEECE
FALKLAND II Fleece Jacket

Women

Art.-No.
5002321
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	High insulating fleece jacket in 4-way stretch, warming and
Colour

breathable with two front zip pockets
white | navy

TAMARA Fleece Jacket Women
Art.-No.
5003311

XS – XXL
Fabric
100% polyester
Features
With two double bonded antipilling in the hood and a lot of little

FUNCTION TEC 

Colour

details, is a real eye-catcher. It has two waistpockets with zips
and the Marinepool Logo on the poor. The sheep optic fleece
keeps you not only warm around the neck, it also lends the
jacket the last grinding.
navy | pale rose | red
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MARGA Fleece Jacket Women
Art.-No.
5003629 
XS - XXL
Fabric	78% polyester, 22% wool
Features	Marga fleece jacket is a comfortable, cosy fleece jacket
with hood and many smart details like a new pocket construction.
Special	495gr./sqm
Colours
navy melange | grey melange

MATTIS Fleece Jacket Men
Art.-No.
5003628 
S - XXXL
Fabric	78% polyester, 22% wool
Features	Mattis fleece jacket is a very comfortable, cosy fleece
jacket with hood and many special details, like seams in
contrast colours.
Special	495gr./sqm
Colours
navy melange | grey melange
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ABORA IV

From Sotchi

HARRO Fleece Jacket Men
Art.-No.
5003630 
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Harro fleece jacket is a functional bonded fleece jacket
with stylish zigzag seams and many smart construction
detail solutions like windflap and new designed shoulders.
Special	2-layer bonded fleece, 320gr./sqm
Colours
navy | petrol | anthracite

AMICA Fleece Jacket Women

to Aleandria in a 14 m totora reed boat

Art.-No.
5003631 
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Amica is a functional bonded fleece jacket with stylish
zigzag seams and many smart construction detail
solutions like windflap and new designed shoulders.
Special	2-layer bonded fleece, 320gm/m2
Colours
white | coral | navy
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FLEECE
FALKLAND II Fleece Jacket
Art.-No.
5002322
S – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	High insulating fleece jacket in 4-way stretch, warming and
Colour

breathable with two front zip pockets
navy

CARLO II

Fleece Jacket

Art.-No.
5003214
S – XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Basic microfleece jacket. Medium-light fleece, approx. 215g/

TED Fleece Jacket Men
Art.-No.
5003314
S-XXXL
Fabric
87% polyester, 13% acrylic
Features	
This 2-layer fleece jacket, outside with a melange fleece
look, inside bonded with a thick sheep optic fleece. Maritime
details as striped contrast fabric or zig-zag stitchings create
the typical Marinepool look.
Colour
llt. grey melange

FUNCTION TEC 

Colour

sqm, anti-pilling. Two lower pockets. 2-in-1 inzip allows to
connect the jacket to several Marinepool sailing jackets e.g.
1002656 Auckland jacket men, 1003050 Hobart III Jacket.
Carlo II 5003214 blue | black | navy
Carlo I 5002766 blue jay (no zip-in)
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AUSTRIAN SAILING FEDERATION
The cooperation of the Austrian Sailing
Federation and Marinepool as its ’Official
Clothing Supplier‘ was the first as such
partnership for Marinepool and it would
probably qualify for the record books as
one of the longest lasting in the sport, going back to 1996.
Since Marinepool teamed up with the Austrian Sailing Federation, Austrian sailors
have won medals at European & World
Championships as well as no less than
three gold and one silver medal at at the
Olympic Games in Sydney/Athens and
scored countless other top results.
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Two years time can make all the difference and that was shown by Lara Vadlau. In
Weymouth she was watching her British
and Kiwi rivals take gold and silver medals
while she and her crew finished a disappointing last in the 470 competition. In
2014 she was standing right in the middle
of the very same two teams on top of the
podium, when she won the World Championship with her new crew Jolanta Ogar.
As the saying goes: never change a winning team. The Austrian Sailing Federati-

OFFICIAL CLOTHING SUPPLIER
on and Marinepool go confidently into the
20th year of their cooperation.
At the 2016 Olympic Games, the Austrian
Sailing Federation left Rio de Janeiro with a
bronze medal, won by sailing duo of Thomas Zajac and Tanja Frank in the Nacra 17
class. Marinepool is looking forward to a
successful partnership for the next years!

segelverband.at

Art.-No.
1001743
S/M/L
Fabric	100% acryl, inside 100% polyester fleece porelle
Features	
Never ever cold ears - with the Assana Beanie by Marinepool. The waterproof beanie is lined with a fleece for
optimal heat regulation of the head. Ideal for the cold days
– whether on board or on land.
Colour
black | orange | neon yellow

TECH WOOL

ASSANA Beanie waterproof

FLEECE BEANIE Fleece
Art.-No.
5000339
Fabric	100% polyester
light-grey | black
Colour

one size

TECH WOOL Fleece Jacket Women

VICTORIA Tech Wool Jacket Women
Art.-No.
5000019
XS - XXL
Fabric	42% wool, 42% polyester, 16% polyamid
Features	tecnowool® is a high-tech bonded wool-mix fabric. Knit
bonded together with a membrane and cosy fleece inside.
The windproof and highly breathable membrane protects
against windchill and keeps you warm and comfortable.
The membrane offers also protection against spray and
rain. Stretch property and sportive cut make it great for any
outdoor a ctivity. Victoria features a fix hood.
Specials	NO WIND membrane
Colour
cerise | blue melange | lt.grey
Weight 0.53kg

FUNCTION TEC 

Art.-No.
5002914
XS - XXL
Fabric	42% wool, 42% polyester, 16% polyamid
Features	tecnowool® is a high-tech bonded wool-mix fabric. Knit
bonded together with a membrane and cosy fleece inside.
The windproof and highly breathable membrane protects
against windchill and keeps you warm and comfortable.
The membrane offers also protection against spray and
rain. Stretch property and sportive cut make it great for any
outdoor activity.
Specials	NO WIND membrane
Colour
grey melange
Weight 0.53kg
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NEOPRENE
NTS-FLEX SHIRT Neoprene 2.5 mm
Art.-Nr.

Men 5001435
Women

XS – XXL
XS – XXL

5001436

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	2,5 mm, nylon double lined, super stretch neoprene, comfort-armpit construction, cuff seals, sanitized® fabric
black/grey

NTS-LONG JOHN RAW LIGHT Neoprene 1 mm
Art.-Nr.

5001548

XS – XXL

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	1 mm, nylon double lined, super stretch neoprene, flow cut,

Colour

shoulder strap opening for quick and uncomplicated donning,
supratex reinforcement at knee and seat area, inner knees and
seat area reinforced with extra patches, leg cuff seals, front fly
grey

DINGHY 

Colour
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special jacquard lining
on chest and back
+++ heat retention
++ comfort

comfort armpit
construction
+++ comfort
++ perfect fit

super stretch
neoprene
+++ free movement
+++ comfort

PK G-lock zip
++++ sealing

glideskin seals
+++ sealing
++ perfect fit

supratex reinforcements
on knees and bottom
+++ durability
++ comfort

double reinforced
knees
+++ durability
++ comfort

smoothskin seal
seams
++++ sealing
+++ durability
++ stretch
special hook & loop
opening
++ sealing
++ perfect fit
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NEOPRENE
NTS-RIO SUIT Neoprene 3 mm

Art.-Nr.

Men 5001437
Women

5001438

XS – XXL
XS – XXL

Art.-Nr.

XS – XXL
XS – XXL

Men 5001546
Women
5001547

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	2 mm, nylon double lined, super stretch neoprene, flow cut,

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	3 mm overall, nylon double lined, super stretch neoprene, flow

Colour

Colour

front fly, supratex reinforcement at knee and seat area, inner
knees are double reinforced with extra patches, span-flex
longsleeves, cuff seals, sanitized® fabric
black/grey

cut, supratex reinforcement at knee and seat area, double
reinforced knees with extra patch, front fly, removable sleeves,
cuff seals
black/grey

ReWorked

NTS-STEAMER RAW Neoprene
4/3 mm
a)
b)

NTS-STEAMER PRO Neoprene 5/4 mm
Art.-Nr.

5001434

XS – XXXL

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	Fullsuit 5/4 mm, nylon double lined, super stretch neoprene,

Colour

ReWorked

flow cut, g-lock zip, supratex reinforcement at knee and seat
area, double reinforced knees with extra patch, smooth skin
seal seams, small rhomb jacquard lining for extra heat reten
tion, cuff seals, sanitized® fabric
black/grey

Art.-Nr.

Men 		
Women

5001441
5001442

XS – XXL
XS – XXL

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	4/3 mm, nylon double lined, super stretch neoprene, flow cut,

Colour

thermal lining, shoulder strap opening for quick and uncomplicated donning, supratex reinforcement at knee and seat area,
men‘s with front fly, knees are double reinforced with extra
patch, smoothskin seal seams, leg cuff seals
black/grey

DINGHY 

NTS-EVO 7/8 SHORTY Neoprene 2 mm
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Art.-No.
5003442
Size XS - XXL
Fabric	90% neoprene, 10% neospan
Features	Technological revolution in neoprene! Ventiprene® is
breathable neoprene and offers a new level of function
and comfort in neoprene. Ventiprene® offers also
increased thermal protection. Also very soft and very
stretchy – simply better!
Special	four-way stretch, moisture vapor/body heat
Colours black

NEOPRENE

TP NEO SHIRT

Art.-No.
5003530
Size XS - XXXL
Fabric	90% neoprene, 10% neospan
Features	Pants complete the outfit with the TP Neo Shirt.
Technological revolution in neoprene! Ventiprene® is a
breathable neoprene and offers a new level of function
and comfort in neoprene. Ventiprene® offers also
increased thermal protection. Additional reinforcement
on seat area, knee and shin for better stability. Also
very soft and very stretchy.
Special	four-way stretch, moisture vapor/body heat
Colours black

DINGHY 

TP NEO PANTS
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NEO CHILE Neoprene 0.5 mm
Art.-Nr.

rash guard 5000287 / bermudas 5000289

XS – XXL

Fabric	100% neoprene
Features	Rash guard, black/anthracite

NEO KIDNEY BELT Neoprene 4 mm
Art.-Nr.

5000266

one size

Fabric	100% neprene
Features
4mm neoprene kidney belt, one size fits it all, adjustable
Colour
black
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Colour

0.5 mm neoprene with metalite coating for extra body heat
retention, high collar for better sun protection, comfortable slim
fit, back print designs generating a more sportive and technical
look
Bermudas, black/anthracite
sportive and functional seamless 0.5 mm, comfortable male fit,
taped seams, non slip hem gives more comfort and hold, neon
green print with silver reflective highlights for better visibility,
100% neoprene with metalite coating
black

NEOPRENE
NEO PERU Neoprene Bermudas W
5000012

CAYENNE Rash Guard Men
XS – XXL

Fabric	100% neoprene
Features	with metallite coating, sportive and functional seamless

Colour

0.5mm, comfortable female fit, taped seams, non-slip hem
gives more comfort and hold, neon green print with silver
reflective highlights for more v isibility
black

5000569 adult / 5000570 kids

5000001

L – XXXL

Fabric	88% nylon, 12% elastane
Features	Quick drying and elastic fabric for high comfort and mobility,
Colour

high collar to improve sun protection, flat-lock seams for
increased comfort, excellent UV protection
black/green

SHORTY ECO Neoprene 2.5 mm

STEAMER ECO Neoprene 2.5 mm
Art.-Nr.

Art.-Nr.

XS – XXL / 128-164

Art.-Nr.

adult 5000571 / kids 5000572

XS – XXL / 128-164

Fabric	100% neoprene
Features	2.5mm neoprene, polyester double lined, straight cut cuffs,

Fabric	100% neoprene
Features	2.5mm neoprene shorty, polyester double lined, straight cut

Colour

Colour

YKK zipper, removable sleeves
black

cuffs, YKK zipper
black

DINGHY 

Art.-Nr.
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FFVOILE – FRENCH SAILING FEDERATION
MARINEPOOL, OFFICIAL SUPPLIER OF THE FRENCH SAILING TEAM
For 10 years now the French Sailing Federation has been trusting Marinepool as a clothing technical partner to offer them the best
products, adapted to its many different projects. Thanks to Marinepool, the French Federation referees have appropriate outfits and they
are easily recognizable by all. The coaches, on the water 300 days a year with their sailing gear, can focus on performance. For French
Youth championships, the young athletes are equiped with Marinepool products, as well as clubs selected by the league to participate
to the Sailing Champions League. Marinepool and the FFVoile will continue working together with the goal of always continuing the
developement of the sport.
www.ffvoile.fr
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K N E E PA D S & PA N T S
Art.-No.
5003223
Size XS - XXL
Fabric	86% polyester, 14% elastane
Features	Quick drying and anti-odor rashguard, super elastic
for high comfort and mobility, extra high collar, UV-protection 50+.
Colours
white | red | blue

DINGHY 

PRO RASH GUARD II
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PRO NTS Rash Guard Women
Art.-Nr.

5002472

XS – XXL

Fabric	88% nylon, 12% elastane
Features	Quick drying and anti-odor rashguard, super elastic for high
Colour

comfort and mobility, extra high collar, UV-protection 50+
grey/white/raspberry

PRO NTS Rash Guard
Art.-Nr.

5002471

XS – XXL

Fabric	88% nylon, 12% elastane
Features	Quick drying and anti-odor rashguard, super elastic for high
Colour
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comfort and mobility, extra high collar, UV-protection 50+
grey/yellow

RASH GUARDS
PRO Rash Guard
Art.-Nr.

5002468

XS – XXL

Fabric	88% nylon, 12% elastane
Features	Quick drying and anti-odor rashguard, super elastic for high
comfort and mobility, extra high collar, UV-protection 50+
red | blue | white

PINNIE Rash Guard
Art.-Nr.

5002077

S – XXL

DINGHY 

Colour

Fabric
88% polyamid / 12% elastane
Features	Quick drying and elastic top for your team branding. Tough fabric
Colour

with excellent UV protect and comfortable fit.
black | white | ocean | red
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Official Clothing Supplier
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RASH GUARDS

NTS COMPETITION Trapeze Harness
Art.-Nr.

XXS/XS | S/M | L/XL | XXL+

5001554

Fabric	100% nylon
Features	High performance dinghy harness, heavy duty seat part, de-

tachable back support pad, integrated spreader bar, adjustable
velcro closure s ystem, adjustable shoulder straps, comfort
crotch construction
black

Colour

ECO Trapeze Harness
Art.-Nr.

xs/s | m/l | xl/xxl

5000259

Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Classic style, spreader bar for better comfort, back with nylon
reinforcement
red/black

Colour

NTS-HIKING ULTRA PADS Neoprene
Art.-Nr.

7 sizes

5001551

Fabric
90% neoprene, 10% nylon
Features	Hiking system with removable glasfiber reinforced pads and

EVA-foam pads, for comfortable and controlled hiking, wear
the ultra pads directly on your thighs under any Marinepool
suit, not available in the USA
black

Colour

size:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

size:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

upper thight
circumference 35 cm 38 cm 41 cm 44 cm 47 cm 50 cm 53 cm
NTS-KNEE PADS Dinghy
upper knee
25 cm 28 cm 31 cm 34 cm 37 cm 40 cm 43 cm
Art.-Nr.
5001549
one
size
circumference
!! choose the size of the NTS ultra pads about 15% smaller then your measures!!
Fabric	90% neoprene, 10% nylon
e.g.: if your size of upper thight circumference is 52 cm and of
Features	Pre-shaped fit, shock protection through moulded SAS-Tec
upper knee circumference is 41 cm, then NTS ultra pads should fit well in size 4 .
Pads, inserts made out of neoprene for better comfort, adjustable, one size fits all, Kevlar® and supratex reinforced front
part, protection inlay certified according to EN 1621-1
Colour
black

DINGHY 

upper thight
circumference 35 cm 38 cm 41 cm 44 cm 47 cm 50 cm 53 cm
upper knee
circumference 25 cm 28 cm 31 cm 34 cm 37 cm 40 cm 43 cm
!! choose the size of the NTS ultra pads about 15% smaller then your measures!!
e.g.: if your size of upper thight circumference is 52 cm and of
upper knee circumference is 41 cm, then NTS ultra pads should fit well in size 4 .
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SAILING CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
After two successful years of the SAILING Champions League and three years of sailing in the league format in Europe the SCL organisers
from Konzeptwerft are publishing the “National Sailing League Rule Book”, the first manual for National Sailing Leagues and the SAILING
Champions League.
The first version has been approved by the Steering Committee and will continuously be improved. In the SAILING Champions League
the most successful sailing clubs compete against each other for a whole season in several events.
The teams with its best sailors of the clubs compete against each other to win the title and the trophy.
The competition between the best and prestigious sailing clubs in the world g
 uarantees a high-class sailing event!
A decisive final day in the SAILING Champions League final saw the team from the hosting club Yacht Club Costa Smeralda (YCCS) claim
the title of Best Sailing Club 2017.
As a cooperation partner, we are looking forward to s eason 2018 with the SAILING C
 hampions League!
sailing-championsleague.com
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RASH GUARDS
SANTA CRUZ Rash Guard Trousers
Art.-Nr.

5000294

XXXS – XXL

Fabric	86% nylon, 14% elasthan
Features	Lightweight rash guard with elastic waist band, excellent uv

AMAZONAS Rash Guard Trousers
Art.-Nr.

5000004

XS – XXXL

Fabric	88% nylon, 12% elastane
Features	Light weight rash guard trousers with foot straps, excellent UV
Colour

protection (50+)
black

DINGHY 

Colour

protection (UPF50+), supratex reinforcement from knee to shin
and at seat, knees are double reinforced with an extra patch,
non-slip hem gives more comfort and hold, with foot straps,
perfect protection against rough surfaces like catamaran
trampolines
black
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Konrad-Zuse-Bogen 8
82152 Krailling/Munich
Germany

1 Rue Henri Honoré
D‘estiennes d‘Orves, Quai ‘C‘
56100 Lorient

SOUTH/WEST

S p a i n

France

Club Nàutic S’Arenal
Calle Roses
07600 Llucmajor
Baleares / Mallorca
Spain

Albatros Ltd
Marine Products
18, Akti Moutsopoulou Str
18535 Piraeus
Greece
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NORTH

SOUTH

Germany

Germany

WEST

20457 Hamburg

SOUTH/EAST

St. Annen Ufer 3

Germany

Luke 4, Boden III

France

Speicherstadt, Block R

Greece

Marinepool SHOWROOMS

32-47

5000059

Fabric	100% neoprene, 100% rubber
Features	Neoprene boot with reinforced instep and special grip sole for
Colour

skiff sailors
anthracite/black

ReWorked

a)
b)
NTS-PRO
BOOTS
Neoprene
Art.-Nr.

Colour

perfect and tight fit, especially designed for hiking as well as
trapeze sailing and skiffs, non-slip sole
grey/black

size
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47

size
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47

NTS-PROTECTION SHOES Neoprene

HAWAII ZIP Neoprene 5 mm
Art.-Nr.

36-47

5000061

Fabric	100% neoprene, 100% rubber
Features	Neoprene boot (5mm) with zipper and reinforced knife cut sole
Colour
anthracite/black

Art.-Nr.

size
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47

ReWorked

perfect fit, specially suited for trapezes sailing, skiffs and hiking,
non-slip sole
grey/black

ReWorked

a)
b)
NTS-SHORT
BOOTS
Neoprene

PROTECTION SHOES Neoprene
36-47

5000017

36-47

5001440

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	Low cut neoprene race boot with special velcro strap for
Colour

Art.-Nr.

36-47

5001552

Fabric
100% neoprene, 100% rubber
Features	High-cut neoprene race boot with special velcro strap for

Art.-Nr.

size
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47

5001553

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	Low cut neoprene race boot with special velcro strap for

Fabric	100% neoprene, 100% rubber
Features	Low cut neoprene race boot with special velcro strap for

Colour

Colour

perfect fit, specially suited for trapezes sailing, skiffs and hiking,
non-slip sole
green/black

36-47

perfect fit, specially suited for trapezing, hiking, skiff
sailing and all other dinghies, non-slip sole
grey/black

size
34/35
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47

HAWAII Boots Short
Art.-Nr.
5000058
Fabric	3mm neoprene
Features	functional half-height shoe with non-slip sole
Specials	supratex reinforcement on instep
Colours
red/grey | black/dk.grey | anthracite/black

NEOPRENE SHOES

Art.-Nr.

ReWorked

size
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47

34/35 - 47

0.70kg

Teneriffa Shoe
Fabric
upper fabric 1.5mm neoprene, rubber sole
Features	The comfortable, stretchy slip-on bathing shoe protects you against shards, stones and shells – ideal for
swimming in the lake or open water.
Art.-No. 5004037
36-47
Colours black


DINGHY 

HAWAII 2 Neoprene 4 mm

size
32/33
34/35
36
37/38
39
40/41
42
43/44
45/46
47
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AGT 11 Gloves
11: short blue/red xxs-xxl

5000579

XXS – XXL

Fabric
100% neoprene, palm: 100% amara
Features	short fingered gloves made of neoprene and amara,
Colour

thermo-insulating with high grip
black

AGT 34 Gloves
Art.-Nr.

5000218

Art.-Nr.

thermo insulation
black/grey

NTS-NEO Gloves
5001550

Art.-Nr.

XS – XXL

thskin cuffs to connect to long-sleeve-suits and perfect
sealing, grip print on palm
black/grey

AGT 37 Gloves
Art.-Nr.

5000219

Fabric	100% polyester
Features	amara with kevlar® reinforcement
Colour
black/grey

AGT 42: 5001835
AGT 43: 5001836

XS – XXL

Fabric	100% neoprene ; 100% amara
Features	short (agt 42) or long (agt43) fingered amara sailing
glove, reinforced palms, elastic cuffs
black/grey

AGT 46 Gloves

Fabric	90% neoprene / 10% nylon
Features	2,5 mm long fingered neoprene glove, two-layer smooColour

XS – XXL

Fabric	palm amara, back 4-way elastane
Colour
black/grey

Colour

Art.-Nr.

38: long 5000635
39: short 5000220 

AGT 42 + 43 Gloves
XS – XXL

Fabric	100% neoprene, palms 100% amara
Features	long fingered glove made of neoprene and amara,
Colour

AGT 38 + 39 Gloves

XS – XXL

Art.-No.
5003213
XS-XXL
Fabric	polyester, polyurethane, nylon
Features	long fingered high quality sailing glove with reinforced
palms, good grip and elastic cuffs.
Colour
black/grey

AGT 47 Gloves
Art.-No.
5003216
XS-XXL
Fabric	polyester, polyurethane, nylon
Features	short fingered high quality sailing glove with reinforced palms, good grip and elastic cuffs.
Colour
black/grey

DINGHY 

Art.-Nr.

39

NEOPRENE GLOVES

38
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KIDS ’19

ACTIVITY Jacket Kids
Art.-No.
1003086
116/122 - 164/170
Fabric	100% polyamid, 100% polyurethane coating, 100% polyamid lining
Features	A real sailing jacket, with same features as for adults! Proven
2-layer Nylon fabric with MPU coating for high durability,
waterproofness and breathability. Fully taped seams and
waterproof. Medium high collar with fleece lining and signal
hood stored inside. Two lower zip pockets. Double cuffs
and double placket with 3M reflective. Mesh/taffeta lining
with zip pocket inside. Great value.
	Watercolumn 10.000mm, Breathability 6.000gr/sqm/24h
Colours: red
Weight 0.60kg

NARVAL Trousers Kids
Art.-Nr.

1001764

116 – 164

Fabric
100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100% nylon
Features	Coastal trousers with reinforcements at knees and seat area,
Specials
Colour
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fast drainage quick access leg pocket, elastic inserts at back,
elastic shoulder straps, reinforcement
WP 10.000mm / WVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
navy/white

MELBOURNE COASTAL Jacket Kids
Art.-No.
1003847
Size 116/122 - 164/172
Fabric	Outshell 100% polyamid, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamid fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Melbourne jacket features fleece lined collar with adoptable
signal hood, double placket, double cuffs, two outer
pockets with waterproof zips, reflective elements. Mix
taffeta and mesh lining, inner zip pocket.
Colours
red I anthracite

MELBOURNE COASTAL Top Kids
Art.-No.
1003849
Size 116/122 - 164/172
Fabric	Outshell 100% polyamid, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamid fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Melbourne Top features an innovative soft collar construction
protecting against spray. Soft PU adopts perfectly
to neck and is comfortable to wear. Also soft PU
for cuffs. One big outer pocket with two entries and
waterproof zips. Elastic waistband keeps bottom tight.
Reflective elements.
Colours
steel I anthracite

MELBOURNE COASTAL Trousers Kids
Art.-No. 1003852
Size 116/122 - 152/158
Fabric	Outshell 100% polyamid, membrane: 100% polyurethane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Melbourne is the brandnew, innovative and sportive
coastal series from Marinepool. Melbourne series
combines fresh design, innovative features and
proven materials. Melbourne coastal series is made
out of durable but soft 2L polyamid fabric with MPU
membrane, fully waterproof and breathable. Seat and
knee are reinforced with Cordura® fabric. There is a
spacious pocket put on the right leg, adjustable waist
and leg opening. Taffeta lining with mesh ventilation.
Colours
steel I anthracite
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FLEECE OVERALL Kids
Art.-Nr.
5001025
128 – 164
Fabric	100% polyester, reinforcements 100% nylon
Features	Reinforcements at knee and seat area, with elastic inserts at

Colour

waist for better fit, two-way zipper
anthracite

TITANIUM Easy Don Vest ISO 12402-5
Art.-Nr.

5000668

30-50, 50-70, 70-90 & 90+kg 50N

Features	Side entry, fastened by side entry zipper, easily adjustable

Colour

142

waistbelt, elasticated bottom & adjustable shoulder straps,
elasticated side panels, super soft PE or PVC foam options
for flexibility and comfort, robust tough nylon fabric, single
waterproof pocket on the front, concealed snug free buckles
and webbings, moulded to body for great mobility and to stop
vest riding up
grey

DINGHY
RACING CLASSIC Drysuit Kids

DRYLINE 7 + 8 Drysuit Kids
Art.-Nr.

kids 7 5000574 / kids 8 5000662

128 - 164

Fabric	100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane
Features	Drysuit with Cordura® knee and seat reinforcement, braces,
dryline 8 with socks
red

Colour

5001886
with neoprene neck cuff 5002127

140 - 164
140 - 164

Fabric	100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane
Features	3-layer drysuit with latex cuffs and socks, waterproof and
Specials
Colour

breathable, Cordura® knee and seat reinforcement
WP 20.000mm / WVP 15.000g/sqm/24h
red | dk. navy | violet (w/o picture)

Funktions- Drucke

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

reinforcement	
  

DRY OVERALL Kids
Art.-No.
5003482
Size 128/134 - 164/172
Fabric	100% polyamid
High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane
which provides
high breathability
and absolute
Features	
Theverynext
generation
dinghy suit. Well-thought-out
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro
is especially
and look! 3+1 layer nylon fabric with
details
and adurable
fresh
developed for marine purpose.
XPU-membrane. The breathable XPU-membrane
is protected by an additional coating (+1) for high
waterproofness and durability. The suit is fully taped
and features an waterproof T-zip® for entry. A soft neoprene neck, latex wrist seals and latex socks make it a
watertight system. Knees are reinforced with abraison
resistant pads, seat with Cordura® fabric. Leg and
waist width adjuster. Key pocket inside. Allover a fullgrown suit in a modern way. Still tough but softer and
lighter than past models.
Special	WP 20.000mm, MVP 10.000g/sqm/24h
Colours
red | ocean blue
Weight 0,975kg

JUNIOR & KIDS 

NAME OF STYLE

Art.-Nr.
Art.-Nr.
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Art.-Nr.

128 – 164

5000570

SAILING

STEAMER ECO Neoprene Kids 2.5 mm
Fabric	100% neoprene, 100% polyester
Features	2.5 mm neoprene, polyester double lined, straight cut cuffs,
Colour

YKK zipper
black

SHORTY ECO Neoprene Kids 2.5 mm
128 – 164

Art.-Nr.

5000572

Fabric
Features
Colour

100% neoprene, 100% polyester
2.5 mm neoprene, polyester double lined, YKK zipper
black

Pro Rash Guard II

ACTIVE T SHIRT

Weight 0kg

Kids

Art.-No.
1003601
Size 128/134 - 164/172
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Sportive T-shirt with Quick dry function and UV-protection 40. Flatlock seams for perfect fit. Ideal for team
wear and events.
Colours: white I red I navy I ocean blue I steel 

JUNIOR & KIDS 

Kids
Art.-No.
5003738
Fabric	86% polyester, 14% elastane
Colours: white | red | blue
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SWAMP HOODIE Kids
Art.-No.
1001888
140 - 164
Fabric
100% polyester (45% S.Café® recycled polyester)
Features	Functional hoodie with loose fit, big front pocket with YKK zip
and reflective piping by 3M®, multicoloured elastic fold tape
at hem and sleeve bottom and adjustable hood, breathability,
brushed inner layer for insulation
Colours navy | black
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Art.-No.
1003371
140/146 - 164/170
Fabric	100% Polyester
Features	Midlayer jacket with hood. Stretchy, warm and
breathable knit fleece. Two front pockets with z ippers.
Reflective tape at front zipper.
Colours
red

YO UNG ER S AI LO R S

PIT JACKET HOODIE Kids
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REFORCE TEC TROUSERS Kids
Art.-No.
1003535
Size 128/134 - 164/170
Fabric	92% polyamid, 8% elastane, reinforcements:
72% polyamid, 20% polyester, 8% elastane
Features	Classic deck trousers with a modern cut. Light and
durable stretch fabric with abrasion resistent reinforcements at seat and knees. Water repellent and
UV protection finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew
outfit and street.
Colours
navy

148

ACTION STRETCH Hoody Jacket Kids
Art.-No.
1003222
128/134-164/170
Fabric	100%polyester
Features	Sporty stretch jacket with hood. Super stretchy fabric with
cosy fleece inside. Soft, warm and breathable. Light spray
and wind protection. Very comfortable to wear as outer layer
or midlayer jacket. Instant favourite.
Special	Super Stretch
Colours blue
Weight 0.40kg

SPEED RACE PROMO Polo Kids
Art.-Nr.

1000653

128 – 164

Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Functional classic polo with special collar design, free chest for
team or event branding, fast wicking
ocean blue | white | navy

REFORCE TEC BERMUDAS Kids
Art.-No.
1003534
Size 128/134 - 164/170
Fabric	92% polyamid, 8% elastane, reinforcements:
72% polyamid, 20% polyester, 8% elastane
Features	Classic deck bermudas with a modern cut. Light and
durable stretch fabric with abrasion resistant reinforce
ments at seat. Water repellent and UV protection
finish. Comfortable for dry sailing, crew outfit and
street.
Colours
navy

YO UNG E R S AI LO R S

Colour
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STORMY Jacket Girls
Art.-Nr.

1001884

140 – 164

Fabric	100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane,
lining 100% polyester

Features	Multi purpose 2-layer jacket, with PU coating, taped seams,

Specials
Colour

water and windproof, breathable, lined with silver mesh fabric,
knitted cuffs at inner collar, two front pockets, preshaped
sleeves for increased wearing comfort and mobility, adjustable
hem with cord and stopper, flag patch on left sleeve
WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
red

STORMY Jacket Boys
Art.-Nr.

1001883 

140 – 164

Fabric	100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane,
lining 100% polyester

Features	Multi purpose 2-layer jacket, with PU coating, taped seams,

Specials
Colour

water and windproof, breathable, lined with silver mesh fabric,
knitted cuffs at sleeve, collar and waistband, two front pockets,
preshaped sleeves for increased wearing comfort and mobility,
flag patch on left sleeve
WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
red

TEMPEST Jacket Kids
Art.-Nr.

1001885

140 - 164

Fabric	100% nylon
Features	Multi purpose 2-layer jacket with PU coating, taped seams,

Specials
Colour

150

water and windproof, breathable, lined with fleece, adjustable
sleeve cuffs, elastic hem for closer fit, two front pockets, flag
patch on left sleeve
WP 10.000mm / MVP 6.000g/sqm/24h
navy

SAILING

KIKKI Fleece Jacket Kids
Art.-Nr.

5002769 

116/122-152/158

Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Insulating light and soft fleece jacket with two waist zipper
Colour

pockets
navy | cerise

TAMMY FLEECE JACKET Kids
Art.-No.
5003315
Size 104/110 - 152/158
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Kids version of the TAMARA double bonded soft
fleece jacket with hood. Decorative lighthouse application at back.
Colours
navy

PIRATE Fleece Jacket Kids
Art.-Nr.

5000015

92 – 140

Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Unisex fleece jacket with hood, cute embroideries and patch-

JUNO Fleece Hoodie Kids
Art.-Nr.

5002376 

80 – 140

Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Hooded fleece jacket with anchor embroidery on chest, sleeve

Colour

cuff patch and playful backside embroideries of three boats
with canvas sails, front zipper with nice rubber zipper puller in
form of an anchor, two side pockets with zip, sleeves and hood
lined with striped jersey, backside of hood with nautical kids
embroidery, body part with nylon fabric, drawstrings at waist
and hood
pink | atlantic blue

JUNIOR & KIDS 

Colour

es at chest and back, double-layer at hood with pirate style
skulls
red | grey melange
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Tested
“yacht” magazine, Germany, issue12-12
Marinepool 300N Premium
Test winner 5 out of 5 stars
“Fully equipped, convincing and great performance”
“Turns quickly and relaible, very bright LED sea light”
First out of 14 jackets tested.
Waterkampionen, Holland, March/April 2013
Marinepool 300N Premium
Test winner
“This Lifejacket delivers both good performance and
is also very complete”
First out of 12 vests tested.

Trailer Boat magazine, Australia, May 2011
Marinepool 180N Premium
10 out of 10
“This is a quality product designed to last and with
good safety features”
First out of 8 vests tested.

developed and produced in the EU
The new range of lifejackets provide fantastic protection.
Approved to the ISO standards which all newly designed
lifejackets must meet.
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\/ene magazine, Finland, February 2013
Marinepool 180N Premium
“Highly recommended”
“Secure turning and especially good freeboard
and body angle“

ER

“yacht“ magazine, Germany
Marinepool 180N Racer Plus
4 out 5 stars, Marinepool 180N vest in a 275N review
Beating most of the 275‘s on test although it‘s just a 180N vest!!!
“Very short activation time, well designed operating head pocket,
compact buoyancy, good swimming position”

\/ene, Finland, February 2013
Marinepool 180N Pro
Test winner, 5 out 5 stars
“Surprisingly the clear test winner by some way“
“Turned all subjects in ALL conditions and the floating
position was constantly and excellant one“
“One of the most comfortable jackets we ever wore”
Icjkuriren, Sweden
Marinepool 180N Pro
June 2013
“High buoyancy, turns fastest in the water“

*****

magazine Germany | issue 12/12

TEST WINNER
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ISO 300N PREMIUM Inflatable Lifejacket 

ISO 12402-2
300N

Art.-Nr.

5000602 with sprayhood an light

Features

• 300N buoyancy through 60g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover or coil zipper with quick burst
point
• ergonomic shape
• ISO 12401 deck safety harness or SS40 quick release
waistbelt
• very fast turning times due to well-placed buoyancy
• comfortable to wear due to optimized distributed weight
across the shoulders, mesh and double back straps
• padded removable fleece collar
• Solas approved light (optional)
• 12402-8 easy don spray hood (optional)
• choice of UML Pro sensor or Hammar MA1 operating
systems with status window, Halkey Alpha operating head
• leg strap as standard on all models
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
black | navy | red

Colour

THE ULTIMATE GIVEAWAY INSIDE!

TO:
CLEAN UP
A TIRED

HUGE
FAMILY BOAT

BOAT

COMPARO

• Crownline
• sea ray
• Bayliner
• four Winns

12

EU RO PA S GR Ö S S T E S

12
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„DORADE“

So segelt Olin Stephens’
revolutionärer Klassiker

HOLLAND
SPEZIAL

WHITE POINTER

ATTACKS OZ!
Has Bar CrusHer finally

SEITE –– 118

met its matCH?

SEA-DOO 210
WAKEBOAT

Jet power for the family!

Über 20 Seiten
topaktuelle
Revierinfos
SEITE –– 30

$32,000

NAVIGATION
SEEMANNSCHAFT

SEITE –– 18

Drei Neuheiten im Test.
Plus: Marktübersicht.
SEITE –– 64

SICHERHEITS-TRAINING

Zur Fußball-EM:
Technik und Systeme

Wie Sie sich richtig auf
den Ernstfall vorbereiten

SEITE –– 86

SEITE –– 52

$26,000

1997 Cruise Craft Outsider 650 Good
gamefishing boat with large killtank, livebait
tank and 230lt fuel. Vic (03) 5658 1858.

2006 se a-dOO 150 sPOrtster 215hp
supercharged & intercooled. Low hours.
immaculate example. Vic 0402 578 326.

Sell your boat from $25 until sold! Visit DIYads.com.au

Sell your boat from $25 until sold! Visit DIYads.com.au

Sell your boat from $25 until sold! Visit DIYads.com.au

,!3BD0A6-a ejhe!:k;o

Was der GPS-Plotter im Cockpit
wirklich bringt – und warum
Kartenarbeit unverzichtbar bleibt

FERNSEHEN AN BORD

$48,500 OnO

2007 BLue Water 480 aLLrOunder 90hp
evinrude e-teC. Hydraulic steering. fishfinder/
GPs. selfdraining deck. Qld 0403 488 396.

Print Post Approved PP255003/02421

KLEINKREUZER
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PLUS HOW

ISSUE 268 $6.95 (inc GST) Apr 13 - May 10, 2011

DEUTSCHLAND 4,50 EURO
A:
5,20
EURO

CH:
8,80
FRANKEN

BeNeLux 5,30 – Italien 6,00 – Spanien 6,00
Frankreich 6,00 – Slowenien 6,00 – Dänemark 49,00 DKR
Printed in Germany – H 74 40

Products newly designed, developed and introduced to market will be approved to ISO12402.These standards are intended to ensure that all lifejackets sold meet very
stringent requirements regarding the design, performance, materials and components used and even give guidelines regarding the information to be provided to the customer
about the lifejacket.
• More stringent test criteria meaning lifejackets have to be far superior in every way

300N

ISO 12402

• Accepted worldwide (except USA)
All of the above have 1 outcome. A superior performing product in every possible way. Marinepool lifejackets providing unrivalled comfort, security and support for users.
Designed to outperform the ISO 12402 requirements, providing increased performance in the most demanding of environments.

ISO 12402-2
275N LIFEJACKETS

Art.-Nr.

5000178 UML pro sensor

Art.-Nr. 	5000614 Hammar MA1 sensor 

Features

Colour

ISO 12402-2
300N

Art.-Nr.

5002461

Features

• 300N buoyancy through 60g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover or coil zipper with quick
burst point
• ergonomic shape
• ISO 12401 deck safety harness
• fast turning times due to well-placed buoyancy
• comfortable to wear due to optimized distributed weight
across the shoulders and back strap
• leg strap as standard
• coarse polyester webbings so buckles do not slip
• option of fitting SOLAS approved light and ISO 12402-8
sprayhood
navy | red | black

Colour

5 6 7 8
next
service

1
9 10 1 12

1 2 34

300N
300N

• 300N buoyancy through 60g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ergonomic 3 dimensional cover
• ISO12401 deck safety harness with SS40 quick release and
quick adjust side straps
• comfortable to wear due to optimised distributed weight
across the shoulders and fabric back strap
• very quick turning time due to well-placed buoyancy behind
the head
• choice of Hammar MA1, Halkey F1 or pro sensor indication
operating systems
• reflective piping on cover for added security
• padded fleece collar for added comfort
• solas approved light (optional)
• 12402-8 approved integrated easy don sprayhood (optional)
• double D ring for ideal distributed weight on the anchorage
points
• double leg strap
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
• 3M retro reflective tape on cover
black/grey | black/lime

ISO 300N CLASSIC Inflatable Lifejacket 

09

ISO 12402-2

10 11 12

SAFETY 

ISO 300N PRO 3D Inflatable Lifejacket 

I N F L ATA B L E L I F E J A C K E T S

• All components must be individually approved then assembled together and approved as a lifejacket
• Annual surveillance testing for safety harness and a 5 year certification for the product meaning every 5 years it needs renewing

For the maintenance we have
provided a s ervice form for download at www.
marinepool.com
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220N SEAPRO SOLAS Twin Chamber 

SOLAS

Art.-Nr.
e.g. 5002466
220N
Features • Available with automatic inflation through Halkey Roberts
Alpha, Hammar MA1 or UML MK5i
• Either one or both of the 45g CO2 cylinders fitted can be
activated to achieve full buoyancy
• Each chamber is fitted with a 2.5psi relief valve to ensure
full buoyancy during single or double chamber inflation
• Minimum 220N of buoyancy
• High visibility inflation chamber and heavy duty cover
• The cover is available as standard in Cordura®; also available in a heavy duty coated PVC or fire resistant all with
coil zipper with 2 burst points
• Double Crotch straps fitted as standard
• MED-approved
• Twin chamber 150N MSC /SOLAS-approved lifejacket
• For users over 43kg
• Easy to don and extremely comfortable
• Improved turning times, body angles, freeboard and face
plane angles
• unique inflation chamber
• 2 x 44g cylinders on symmetrical inflation chambers
• Will fit a chest size of up to 1750mm
• SOLAS LED light and buddy line
Colours red | black | orange
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300N SEAPRO SOLAS Twin Chamber 

SOLAS

Art.-Nr.
e.g. 5002465
300N
Features • Available with automatic inflation through Halkey Roberts
Alpha, Hammar MA1 or UML MK5i
• Either one or both of the 60g CO2 cylinders fitted can be
activated to achieve full buoyancy
• Each chamber is fitted with a 2.5psi relief valve to ensure
full buoyancy during single or double chamber inflation
• Minimum 300N of buoyancy
• High visibility inflation chamber and heavy duty cover
• The cover is available as standard in Cordura®; also available in a heavy duty coated PVC or fire resistant all with
coil zipper with 2 burst points
• Double Crotch straps fitted as standard
• MED-approved
• Twin chamber 275N MSC /SOLAS-approved lifejacket
• For users over 43kg
• Easy to don and extremely comfortable
• Improved turning times, body angles, freeboard and face
plane angles
• unique inflation chamber
• 2 x 60g cylinders on symmetrical inflation chambers
•W
 ill fit a chest size of up to 1750mm
• SOLAS LED light and buddy line
Colours red | black | orange
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ISO 220N SPORT Inflatable Lifejacket 

ISO 12402-3
220N

Art.-Nr.

5002463

Features

•2
 20N buoyancy through 45g CO2 with HR inflator
• Cordura® velcro closure cover
• ergonomic shape
• ISO 12401 deck safety harness
• very fast turning times due to well placed buoyancy
• comfortable to wear due to optimized weight distribution
across the shoulders and back strap
• leg strap as standard
• coarse polyester webbings so buckles do not slip
• option of fitting SOLAS approved light and ISO 12402-8
sprayhood

Colour

black | red | navy

techinfo:

UML Pro Sensor Inflators
Affords the user a ‚clearly visible‘ point of status indication, to confirm that the unit
has been automatically or manually activated
• the unit also provides the added benefit of detecting if the CO2 cylinder has
been pierced, eradicating the possibility of accidentally fitting a pierced gas
cylinder
• simple re-charging procedure
• the automatic pro-sensor is fitted with the latest ‚all weather‘ cartridge with the
added benefit of inhibiting the accidental ingress of moisture and water spray,
during hot humid or heavy stormy weather
• no service requirements for 3 years on the inflators
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220N / 180N
ISO 12402-3

Art.-Nr.

UML pro sensor 5000167 harness black

180N

Art.-Nr.

Hammar MA1 5000169 harness red | black

180N

Art.-Nr.

zipper closure 5000645 black

180N

Features

• 180N buoyancy through 38g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover or Coil zipper with quick burst
point
• ISO 12401 Deck safety harness or SS40 quick release waistbelt
• comfortable to wear due to optimized distributed weight across
the shoulders, and mesh back strap
• padded removable fleece collar
• solas approved light/12402-8 easy don spray hood (optional)
• choice of UML Pro, Hammar MA1 or Halkey Alpha
• leg strap as standard on all models
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip

Colour

ISO 180N PRO Inflatable Lifejacket 
Art.-Nr. 	UML Pro sensor 5000155
Halkey-Roberts F1 5000156
Hammar MA1 5000158

UML Pro sensor incl. sprayhood + Solas light 5000154
Halkey-Roberts F1 incl. sprayhood + Solas light 5000157
Hammar MA1 incl. sprayhood + Solas light 5000153
180N

Features

black

Colour

180N RACER ISO Inflatable Lifejacket 

ISO 12402-3

Art.-Nr. 	UML MK5 with deck safety harness 5000160
with waistbelt 5000159
Halkey-Roberts Alpha w
 ith deck safety harness 5000163
with waistbelt 5000161
180N

Features

Colour

• 180N buoyancy through 38g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ISO 12401 deck safety harness or SS40 quick release waistbelt
• choice of UML MK5 or Halkey Alpha operating systems
• leg strap as standard on all models
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
red | black

ISO 12402-3

• 180N buoyancy through 38g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ergonomic shape
• ISO 12401 Deck safety harness with quick release SS40
entry buckle
• quick adjust harness with side adjusters
• double D ring for ideal distributed weight
• Solas approved LED light/12402-8 spray hood (optional)
• double leg straps
• padded removable fleece collar
• choice of UML Pro sensor , Hammar MA1 or Halkey F1
operating systems with status window
• 3M reflective strip on cover
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
black

180N RACER PLUS ISO Inflatable Lifejacket 

ISO 12402-3

Art.-Nr. 	UML Pro sensor w
 ith deck safety harness 5000164
with waistbelt 5000165

Features

Colour

• 180N buoyancy through 38g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ISO 12401 Deck safety harness or SS40 quick release
waistbelt
• UML Pro-Sensor operating system with visible double
indication status window
• leg strap as standard on all models
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
black

180N

I N F L ATA B L E L I F E J A C K E T S

ISO 180N PREMIUM Inflatable Lifejacket 

SAFETY 

ISO 12402-3
150N LIFEJACKETS
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LED SOLAS LIGHT
Art.-Nr.

5000595

45 x 19 x 31 mm

Features	CR2 lithium battery (5 year life), weight 32g (including clip),
Colour

water-activation automatically on, manual off / manual on,
fire-resistant, oil-resistant, mould-proof
black

MX-5 Safety
Art.-Nr.
Art.-Nr.

5002994 with overload indicator 
5002112 without overload indicator 

ISO 12401
ISO 12401

Features	Very robust 25mm nylon webbing, ISO 12401, suits all types of

Colour

lifejackets and harnesses, self locking hooks, overload indicator (>7000-9000 newton), when flag is exposed, the safety line
must be replaced
red

ISO 150N JUNIOR Inflatable Lifejacket

MX-6 Safety
Art.-Nr.
5002935 with overload indicator
Art.-Nr. 	5000113 without overload indicator

ISO 12401
ISO 12401

Features	Very robust 25mm nylon webbing, ISO 12401, suits all types of

Colour

160

ISO 12402-3
150N

Art.-Nr.

5000601

Features

• 150N buoyancy through 24g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover, ergonomic shape and leg strap
• ISO12401 deck safety harness
• comfortable to wear due to the optimised weight distribution
• choice of UML MK5 or Halkey Alpha operating system
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip

Colour

navy | red

lifejackets and harnesses, self locking hooks, overload indicator (>7000-9000 newton), when flag is exposed, the safety line
must be replaced
red

165N

Art.-Nr.

5002880 / 5002881 / 5002893 / 5003201

Features

• 165N buoyancy through 33g CO2
• ultra light vest (approx. 700g in weight) made from robust
600D polyester
• low profile design ideal for agile day sailing or fast power craft
• zipper closure cover with excellently placed burst point
• ergonomic shape
• easy front entry donning with SS40 quick release waist belt
• comfortable to wear due to optimized distributed weight
• distance padded mesh on pressure points on the chest,
sternum and back
• optional harness with a soft nylon webbing D-ring
• choice of different operating systems
• leg strap as standard on all models
• integrated fleece collar (special quick drying bonded fleece)
• reflective piping and ultra light
black

Colour

150N

ISO 12402-3

ISO 12402-3
150N LIFEJACKETS

ISO 150N AERO Inflatable Lifejacket

ISO 12402-3
165N

Art.-Nr.

5000659

Features

• 165N buoyancy through 33g CO2
• one size fits all
• ultra light vest (approx. 700g in weight) made from robust
600D polyester
• low profile design ideal for agile day sailing or fast power craft
• zipper closure cover with excellently placed burst point
• ergonomic shape
• easy front entry donning with SS40 quick release waist belt
• comfortable to wear due to optimized distributed weight
• very small and compact
• manual waistbelt version available
• choice of UML MK5 or Halkey Alpha operating systems
• leg strap as standard on all models
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
black

Colour

I N F L ATA B L E L I F E J A C K E T S

ISO 150N AERO PLUS Inflatable Lifejacket

BEST VALUE

ISO 12402-3
>15kg 150N

Art.-Nr.

5000600

Features

• 150N buoyancy through 24g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ergonomic shape
• ISO12401 deck safety harness
• comfortable to wear due to the optimised weight distribution
across the shoulders
• UML pro sensor with sensor indication operating system
• reflective piping on cover for added security
• padded fleece collar for added comfort
• leg strap
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
• also available with spongebob print

Colour

black

SAFETY 

ISO 150N JUNIOR PREMIUM Inflatable Lifejacket
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Winner EFG Sailing Arabia
The Tour 2014 & 2015

techinfo:

The Hammar Standard System
Some big-benefit features of the Hammar manual/automatic
lifejacket inflator
• unique hydrostatic valve that protects the water sensitive
element. No activation in rain, spray, splash and humidity (1)
• single point indicator (green) shows that the inflator is ready
for use (2)
• cylinder seal indicator (green) ensures that the cylinder has
not been used (2)
• gas cylinder located inside the life- jacket bladder. Cylinder
protected against corrosion, reduces snagging hazard (3)
• no service requirement of the inflator cap for 5 years.
The manual/automatic version works like this: when the inflator is lowered more than
about 4 inches in the water, then the hydrostatic valve opens and lets the water meet
the water sensitive element (4a), that in turn releases a stainless steel coil spring. The
spring then drives a needle into the end of the gas cylinder, which is now punctured so
that the gas instantly fills the lifejacket (4b). total buoyancy is normally reached within
4 – 5 seconds.
If you want to test your lifejacket in water, you can do this without activating the inflator.
Just inflate your jacket through the oral tube and then go swimming. The counter pressure inside the bladder will prevent the hydrostatic valve from opening! That way you will
not use up your gas cylinder. After your swim, let the jacket dry off, and then deflate it.
For rearming instructions please check www.marinepool.com
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EFG BANK (MONACO)

165N
I N F L ATA B L E L I F E J A C K E T S

ISO 12402-3
150N LIFEJACKETS

ISO 12402-3
165N

Art.-Nr.

5000597

Features

• 165N buoyancy through 33g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ergonomic shape
• ISO12401 deck safety harness or SS40 quick release waistbelt versions
• comfortable to wear due to the optimised weight distribution
across the shoulders
• Hammar hydrosatic MA1 operating head with indication
window. no premature inflation due to the hydrostatic valve
which needs water pressure to activate
• leg strap
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
• 3m retro reflective tape on cover in single colour only
red | blue | yellow/grey

Colour

1.

2.

ISO 165N CLASSIC Inflatable Lifejacket

165N

Art.-Nr.

5000598

Features

• 165N buoyancy through 33g CO2
• hook-and-loop closure cover
• ergonomic shape
• ISO12401 deck safety harness or ss40 quick release
waistbelt
• comfortable to wear due to optimised distributed weight
across the shoulders
• UML manual waistbelt version available
• choice of UML MK5 or Halkey Alpha operating systems
• leg strap
• coarse polyester webbing so buckles do not slip
red | navy

Colour

3.

4.

1. re-arming kit ‘Hammar MA1’
5000503
33g Hammar MA1 for 150N 38g for ISO for 180N
60g Hammar MA1 for 275N / 300N

3. re-arming kit ‘Halkey-Roberts F1’
33g HR F1 for 150N
38g HR F1 for 180N
60g HR F1 for 275N / 300N

2. re-arming kit ‘Hammar standard M1A1’
33g Hammar for 150N
60g Hammar for 275N	

4. re-arming kit ‘United Moulders’
24g for 150N kids		
33g for 150N adult
38g for 180N			
45g for 220N
60g for 275N
	
33g for 150N UML manual
24g / 33g / 38g / 60g for Pro Sensor

5000500

ISO 12402-3

5.

5000504

5000420

5000417
5000087

5. re-arming kit ‘Halkey Roberts Alpha’
5000507
with Halkey Roberts Alpha inflator, cartridge, super-bobbin, clip
24g for 150N			
33g for 150N adult
38g for 180N 			
45g for 220N
60g for 275N / 300N

SAFETY 

ISO 165N SECURITY Inflatable Lifejacket
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50N
I N F L ATA B L E S H I R T
Photo: © Belassi

50N AQUARDIAN PRO SHIRT short sleeve

EN ISO 12402-5

Art.-No.
5003948
S/M - L/XL - XXL
Features	Level 50 N manually inflating buoyancy aid according to
EN ISO 12402-5 integrated into a lycra shirt. The comfortable and relaxed fit is ideal for any kinds of active paddle
and water based sports, or a day at the beach. UPF 50+
sun protection. Available also with long sleeves – the shirt
uses today’s most advanced marine grade materials and
technologies, applied to a full range of sports apparel for in
and around the water!
Specials UPF 50+ sun protection
Colours black | white

EN ISO 12402-5

Art.-No.
5003949
S/M - L/XL - XXL
Features	Level 50 N manually inflating buoyancy aid according to
EN ISO 12402-5 integrated into a lycra shirt. The comfortable and relaxed fit is ideal for any kinds of active paddle
and water based sports, or a day at the beach. UPF 50+
sun protection. Available also with short sleeves – the shirt
uses today’s most advanced marine grade materials and
technologies, applied to a full range of sports apparel for in
and around the water!
Specials UPF 50+ sun protection
Colours black | white

SAFETY 

50N AQUARDIAN PRO SHIRT long sleeve 
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HORSESHOE BUOY Safety
Art.-Nr.

5000676

Features	Soft traditional horseshoe lifebuoy has been designed for

Colour

RESCUE SYSTEM Safety
Art.-Nr.

5000106

long term durability and high flexibility to ensure that they are
suitable for all crew members. All horseshoes come with
a 8mm floating safety line with hook, a high visibility zip on
replaceable vinyl cover with salt water resistant zipper &
flexible PE foam.
yellow

DOG LIFE JACKET Life Jacket
48 x 32 x 15 cm

Art.-Nr.

5000064 orange | 5000065 yellow (premium)

S – XL

Features	Floating rescue sling for ’man over board manoeuvres‘,

Features	Special life jacket for dogs with handle for retrieval from water,

Colour

Colour

166

40 meters of floating rope, loops for fixing the system to railing
yellow

premium with reflective bands and pocket with zipper
orange | yellow/grey

Art.-Nr.

ISO 12402-4

kids available as orange, fish design or Sponge Bob
5-10 kg 5000586
10-15 kg 5000587
10-20 kg 5000588
20-30 kg 5000589
30-40 kg 5000590
adults
40-60 kg 5000591
60-70 kg 5000592
70-90 kg 5000593
90 ++ kg 5000594
100N

Features	• 100N buoyancy through integral 12402 PE foam
• available in flo orange, kids also in fish design and Sponge
Bob design
	• 5 sizes for kids 5-10kg, 10-15kg, 10-20kg, 20-30kg &
30-40kg
• 4 sizes for adults 40-60kg, 60-70kg, 70-90kg & 90+kg
• comfortable to wear and good freedom of movement due to
the well designed separate buoyancy compartments
• integrated leg strap(s)
• signal whistle
• padded collar for added comfort and support to the head
• robust zipper, adjustable waistbelt and tie cords at neck and
hem
• 3 reflex strips which reflect searchlights to a distance of
1.2 miles
Colour
orange

ACCESSORIES & LIFEJACKETS 100N

ISO 100N FREEDOM / BREEZE Life Jacket

ISO 12402-4
100N LIFEJACKET

100N FREEDOM KIDS Life Jacket

ISO 12402-4

Art.-Nr. 	1a. 5-10 kg 5000549
(turns the child within 2-6 seconds in face-up position, through
increased buoyancy in collar the head is lifted high out of the
water)
1b. 5-10kg, 5000550
2. 10-15 kg, 5000551
3. 10-15 kg, 5000552 (fish design)
4. 10-20 kg, 5000553 (fish design)
5. 20-30 kg, 5000554 (fish design)
100N

Features	Life jacket for babies and toddlers, optimised comfort through

100N VENTO ISO Life Jacket
Art.-Nr.

ISO 12402-4

40+ kg 5002809

Features	One size fits all over 40kg with convenient waist strap, a

Colour

100N

fast-donning lifejacket: easy to put on and take off. Fluorescent orange high visibility outer fabric, signalling whistle and
reflective tape, easy to stow as a square package, double click
buckle, ideal for passenger ships/ferries, inland waterways
orange

SAFETY 

Colour

divided foam compartments and flat collar, easily adjustable
with tie-cords on neck and hem, integrated crutch strap,
reflective bands for increased safety, signal whistle and zipper
orange
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KG
30–50
50–70
70– 90
90 + +

ISO 50N LAKE PRO PE Racing Vest
Art.-Nr.

ISO 12402-5

5000414

Features	Racing vest with PE foam filling, optimum adjustability
Colour

168

through hook-and-loop fasteners on both sides, elastic
bands and zipper on sides, front pocket, ISO certified
orange/white | grey/red | black

50N

R E G AT TA V E S T S & B U O YA N C Y A I D S 5 0 N
KG
30–50
50–70
70– 90
90 ++
100 ++

Art.-Nr.

5000668

ISO 12402-5
50N

Features	• your logo can be printed on the back, great value for teams

Colour

or sailing clubs, make your team also look like team
• easy don side entry
• fastened by side entry zipper, easily adjustable waistbelt,
elasticated bottom & adjustable shoulder straps
• elasticated side panels
• super soft PE or PVC foam options for flexibility and comfort
• robust tough nylon fabric
• single waterproof pocket on the front
• concealed snug free buckles and webbings
black

TITANIUM VEST Easy Don Vest

ISO 12402-5
50N

Art.-Nr.

5000668

Features

• side entry
• fastened by side entry zipper, easily adjustable waistbelt,
elasticated bottom & adjustable shoulder straps
• elasticated side panels
• super soft PE or PVC foam options for flexibility and comfort
• single waterproof pocket on the front
• concealed snug free buckles and webbings
• moulded to body for great mobility and to
stop vest riding up
grey | red | black | black/red

Colour

SAFETY 

ISO TITANIUM Promo Vest
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OMAN AIR

ISO ACTIVE ZIPPER VEST / REFLEX VEST
Easy Don Vest
Art.-Nr.

Features

Colour

170

ISO 12402-5
5000670 (Reflex)
5000623 (Iso Active Zipper)

50N
50N

• available in 30-50, 50-70, 70-90 & 90+kg
• fastened by easy adjust waistbelt, robust zipper and top and
bottom ties
• elasticated side panels
• super soft PE foam for flexibility and comfort
• robust tough polyester fabric
white/black | navy/grey | red/black

ISO ACTIVE REVERSIBLE VEST
Easy Don Vest 

ISO 12402-5
50N

Art.-Nr.

5000615

Features

• available in 30-50, 50-70, 70-90 & 90+kg
• fastened by easy adjust waistbelt and top and bottom ties
• elasticated side panels
• super soft PE foam for flexibility and comfort
• robust tough polyester fabric
• belt loops on inside of vest so it can be reversed
black/red

Colour

VESTS 50N
ISO 12402-5
50N

Art.-Nr.

5000644

Features

• available in 30-50, 50-70, 70-90 & 90+kg.
• fastened by easy adjust waistbelt and top and bottom ties.
• elasticated side panels.
• super soft PE foam for flexibility and comfort.
• robust tough polyester fabric.
red/black

Colour

EXPEDITION VEST
Easy Don Vest ISO

Art.-Nr.

5000078

EN 393
one size

Features	Canoeing vest with PE foam filling, adjustable for all sizes,
Colour

crutch strap for safe fit
red | olive | blue

50N

Art.-Nr.

5000669

Features

• hi cut kayak, canoe 50N bib vest
• available in 30-50, 50-70, 70-90 & 90+kg
• excellent mobility and freedom of movement
• fastened by unique side entry zipper, easy adjust waistbelt,
elasticated bottom and adjustable shoulder straps
• elasticated side panels
• moulded to body to stop vest riding up
• super soft PE or PVC foam options for flexibility and comfort
• robust tough nylon fabric
• single pocket on the front with left and right hand zipper entry
• additional mesh pocket with tension adjuster
• rear pocket for hydration pouch
• reflex strip across front
black/orange | red/black

Colour

50N CANOE VEST Canoing Vest

ISO 12402-5

ISO WATERSKI VEST
Art.-Nr.

5000083

Features	available in 30-50, 50-70, 70-90 & 90+kg
Colour

ISO 12402-5

Vest specially designed for water-skiing, PE foam filling,
optimal fit through 4-belt-system
black | red/white/grey

50N

SAFETY 

ISO ACTIVE VEST Easy Don Vest
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EFG SAILING ARABIA - THE TOUR
Launched by Oman Sail in 2011, EFG Sailing Arabia – The Tour was designed to reignite the Gulf region’s maritime heritage by celebrating
the fast-growing sport of sailing and the opportunities that it represents. The regatta is also an opportunity to showcase the beautiful region
as the ideal winter sailing destination and present its offerings as an international stage for high-calibre sailing events.
EFG Sailing Arabia – The Tour offers a unique insight into the Sultanate of Oman’s culture, making the event an incredible adventure that goes
far beyond offering fast and furious sailing.
The cultural and educational elements of The Tour add an entirely new aspect; crews, teams and sponsors will explore the breath taking
landscapes and mystical traditions of Oman as a tourist destination, with local guides creating an incredibly safe, informed and interesting
environment.
2018 marks another milestone, with the introduction of Diam24 as the official class. The 8th edition of EFG Sailing Arabia – The Tour will be a
new, multi-stage event that showcases the beauty of the Sultanate of Oman from 3rd to 17th February 2018, featuring:
4 Inport Races / 3 Coastal Raids / 3 Offshore Legs
Marinepool is an official event sponsor and supplies the majority of the teams with performance sailing clothing and safety equipment.
www.sailingarabiathetour.com
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SIZE TABLE INTERNATIONAL

Sizes

D

XS

34-36

S

36-38

US
6-8

8-10

UK

IT

28-30

30-32

40-42

42-44

FR

Chest cm

36-38

38-40

77-83

Waist cm
59-65

83-89

65-71

Hip cm

Women

83-89

89-95

M

38-40

10-12

32-34

44-46

40-42

89-95

71-77

95-101

L

40-42

12-14

34-36

46-48

42-44

95-101

77-83

101-107

XL

42

14

36

48

44

101-107

83-89

107-113

Men

XXL

44

16

38

50

46

107-113

89-95

113-119

Men Outerwear

D/EU

US

UK

Foot length cm

36

5,5

3,5

22,5-23

37

6,5

4

23-23,6

38

7-7,5

5

23,7-24,3

39

8

5,5

24,4-25

40

8,5-9

6,5

24,4-25

41

9-9,5

7,5

25,1-25,7

D/EU

US

UK

Foot length cm

39

5,5

5

24,4-25

40

6,5

6

24,4-25

41

7,5

7

25-25,7

42

8,5

8

25,8-26,4

43

9,5

9

26,5-27

44

10,5

10

26,5-27,4

Sizes

D

US

UK

Chest cm

Waist cm

Hip cm

45

11,5

11

27,5-28,3

XS

44-46

XS

34

87-93

73-79

87-93

46

12,5

12

28,4-29

S

46-48

S

36-38

93-99

79-85

93-99

47

13,5

13

29,1.29,7

M

48-50

M

38-40

99-105

85-91

99-105

L

52-54

L

42-44

105-112

91-97

105-111

D/EU

US

UK

Foot length cm

XL

56-58

XL

46-48

112-120

97-103

111-117

24

8

7

14,6

XXL

60-62

XXL

50-52

120-128

103-109

117-123

25

9

8

15,3

XXXL

64-66

XXXL

54-56

128-136

109-115

123-129

26

9,5

8,5

16

27

10

9

16,7

28

11

10

17,4

29

11,5

10,5

18,1

Children

Children Outerwear
Sizes

D/EU

Age years

Height cm

Chest cm

30

12

11,00

18,8

80-86

18m-2

74-83

51-54

31

13

12

19,5

92-98

2-4

86-98

53-56

32

1

13

20,2

104-110

4-6

98-110

56-58

116-122

6-8

110-122

58-62

128-134

8-10

122-134

62-67

140-146

10-12

134-146

67-76

152-158

12-14

146-158

76-80

164-172

14+

158-172

80-84

HOW TO MEASURE

INTERNATIONAL SHOE SIZES

Women Outerwear

The size charts are based on experience and only a
guide line for your choice. The actual fit depends on an
individuals‘ body and Marinepool does not guarantee the
fit, even though your body dimensions might be within the
range in the chart.

4
4
1

3

4

2
3

1
2
3

1. Chest width:
measured straight over chest and
back
2. Waist line:
measured at the narrowest part
of the upper part of the body
3. Hip line:
measured at the widest part of
the body

INFO 

1
2

4. Body size:
heigth overall
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Ocean

Ocean

Offshore

Offshore

Coastal

Coastal

Racing

Racing

Crew
Picture

Oc

Name

Ocean
Racing

Fit

Name

Fabric construction
Membrane/Coating
TechFit
nology

Fabric construction

Watercolumn (mm)

normal*
Ocean
Racing
3+1 2.0
L

Ramsgate
sportive**
Shield
HPU
3L Pro

XPU
normal*

NX
normal*

3+1 L

3L

Membrane
30000

Mandurah

Ocean
normal
Salop./Trs
3+1 L
Speed
III J.
XPU Membnormal*

Membrane
30000

rane

3+1 L

20000

Membrane/Coating

HPU-Pro
Membrane
20000

HPU-Pro
Membrane
27000

XPU 3+1
Membrane
23000

Watercolumn (mm)

30.000

30.000

20.000

Breathability
TechnologyMVTR (g/
m2/24h)
Breathability RET

Stetch
Breathability MVTR

(g/sqm/24h)
*wide
enough

JIS-B1

Breathability RET

14

20.000
13

12
x

10,5

n.a.

n.a.

13

16

Pacific
Ocean
Speed II

Halifax

Fortuna

Auckland

Marine Performance IV

Hoba

normal

normal

Lund
normal

Dover
normal

3+1 L

3+1 L

2LCabras

2L
Narval/Sotalia

Activity

cN
Innov

rane

HB
Membnormal*
rane

XPU
normal*
Membrane

MPU
normal
Membrane

MPU
comfort
Coating

spor

20000

20000

20000

20000

10000

Coating
15000

Membrane
15000

Coating
6000

N
Mem

10.000

20.

35.

normal

Fortuna
3+1 L

HB Membnormal*

3+1 L

XPU 3+1
Membrane
20000
20.000

n.a.

Auckland

2L

MPU
Membrane
20000
20.000

n.a.

Hobart

2L

MPU

10.000

12

Feresa

2L

MPU

10.000

15

2L

MPU

n.a.

15.000

15.000

6.000

6.000

6.000

12

15

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

**stretch for

C

3

8

Stretch
*wide enough to allow several insulation layers underneath / **stretch for elbow-room

NAME OF STYLE

Tough outshell fabric with HB or XPU Membrane.
3L = Outshell + Membrane + Tricot backing bonded together
permanently. An additonal coating (+1) provides extra salt
water protection for the membrane.

MPU Membrane used for 2L fabrics offers reliable waterproofness and high breathability.

Light, but tough outshell fabric with NX Membrane or other.
3L = Outshell + Membrane + Tricot backing bonded together
permanently.

MPU Coating for 2L fabrics offers reliable waterproofness
and good breathabilty.

Light, but tough outshell fabric with DT Coating.
2.5L = Outshell + Coating + Print ( to protect coating = 0,5L).

Durable Water Repellency avoids the outshell fabric
surface to be soaked with water, maintaining breathabiliy.

An

Fabric is waterproof as it is outfitted with some kind of
waterproof membrane or coating. Watercolumn in mm.

Pr

Funktions- Drucke

SEASON

COLLECTION

ARTICLE GROUP

DESIGNER

nb

Durable outshell fabric with Coating or membrane.
2L: Outshell + Coating / Membrane.
XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

NAME OF STYLE
SEASON

ARTICLE GROUP

Breathable

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonprorous membrane which provides very high breathability and
waterproofness. Its durable function is based on a physical and
chemical principle.

Fabric is breathable as it is outfitted with some kind of
breathable membrane or coating. Breathabilty given as
MVTR value (g/m2/24h) or RET value.

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
Funktions- Drucke The function is based on a physical and
waterproofness.
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine nb
purpose.
COLLECTION

DESIGNER

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme
waterproofness and high breathability plus increased
salt water resistance.

XPU Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme waterproofness and high breathability plus increased salt water
resistance.

Extra tough
fabric

Fabric is windproof and protects therefore against windchill (which causes massive heat loss).

HB Membrane used for 3+1L fabrics offers extreme waterproofness and high breathability plus increased salt water
resistance.

Extra tough
insert

Extra tough shell fabric for allover heavy duty requirements.

High Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonporous
membrane which provides very high breathability and absolute
waterproofness. The function is based on a physical and
chemical principle. HPU-Pro is especially durable and
developed for marine purpose.

HPU

Performance hydrophilic PU Membrane is a nonprorous
membrane which provides very high breathability and
waterproofness. Its durable function is based on a
physical and chemical principle.

Used for areas with high exposure to friction/abraison.

NX Membrane used for 3L fabrics offers extreme waterproofness and top level breathablilty.

MVTR

Breathability (Moisture vapor transmission rate) .
Inzip higher the value the better is the breathability.
The
There is no conversion between RET and MVTR
and one will not determine the other.

DT Coating used for 2,5L fabrics offers reliable waterproofness
and high breathability.

Inzip

High visibility

RET

Breathability (Resistance to evaporative transmission).
The lower the value the better is the breathability.
There is no conversion between RET and MVTR and
one will not determine the other.

High visibility
Hood
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ctivity
al/Sotalia

mfort

ing

2L

00

coastal
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Quick Dry fabric plus anti-odour.

Inzip

Anti-bacterical finish prevents bacteria to establish and
prevents odour.
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Patented fibre mix for moisture management and comfort.

High visibility

Wool blend fibre mix to merge advantage of wool and synthetic fibres. Increased thermal insulation by wool and the “no
wind” membrane make Technowool articles warm and cosy.

Anti-bac Fabric dries especially quickly.

Primaloft

-

Hood
Insulation padding with high ratio heat retention/weight.Warm,
soft, lightweigth.

Ventiprene is a patented revolutionary technology, breathable
neoprene. Body heat and sweat escapes as water vapor.
Excellent thermal protection and four-way stretch.

Functional knit fabric. Extraordinary heat insulation and
breathability. Soft and stretchy.

Exra
high offshore collar with spray protector and adaptable
Inzip
high visibility hood tucked away inside collar.

Functional knit fabric. Effective moisture management combined with insulation and stretch comfort.

Lightweight product (in relation other product same category).

3M Scotchlite reflex element with high retroreflection to support
visiblity and salvation.

Inzip option provided for system midlayer jackets Luca/Lucia
Zip-in
Inzip
Hood Carlo II Fleece jacket.
and

High visibility

High visibility
High visibility

Flexible fabric with stretch ability to offer extra comfort and
freedom of movement.

All seams are fully taped for a completely waterproof garment.

Extra strong Polyamide fibres for areas exposed high
strain and abraison.

The ultimate dry experience in lightest weight. Wicks 3x
better than other wicking fabrics. UV protection included.

Inzip
Hood
Hood
Hood

AIS

High visibility

Pocket for AIS beacon. With eyelet for attachment.

Hood
Inzip
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The new Marinepool summer collection 2019
reflects the maritime classic flair! The fine beige,
navy and white colors are painting a clear picture!
We combine feminine-flowing blouses and tops
with sporty jackets in trendy colors. Light summery cardigans and polos are as well creating a
trendy look. Boat-lovers can look forward to summery styles, light fabrics, flowing quality with new
c olors!
Immerse yourself in the world of Marinepool’s
summer collection ”Feel the Breeze“!

RR AGNES T-Shirt Women
Art.-No.
1003816
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Classic T-shirt in single jersey quality slim fitted shape
with artwork print at chest and back side part. Nautical
logo at sleeves.
Colours
white
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RR CLAUDINE Longsleeve Women

RR AGNES stripe T-Shirt Women

Art.-No.
1003831
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Long sleeve T-shirt casual fitted in single jersey stripe
quality. Fake button placket at left shoulder. Artwork
print at chest. Nautical badges at sleeves.
Colours
white/navy

Art.-No.
1003819
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Classic T-shirt in stripe single jersey quality slim fitted
shape with artwork print at chest. Nautical logo at
sleeves.
Colours
white/navy

SCARLETT T-Shirt Women
Art.-No.
1003870
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Body fitted T-shirt in soft and cosy summer cotton
quality with front printed artwork.
Colours
white

MARIE T-Shirt Women
Art.-No.
1003870
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Slim fitted V-neck T-shirt with small buttons at shoulder
and contrast stitching at side seams.
Art.-No.
1003814
XS - XXL
Colours
white I navy

RR JACQUELINE 7/8 T-Shirt Women
Art.-No.
1003815
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Modern T-shirt in single jersey quality with 7/8 sleeve
and and small buttons at shoulder. Small loop at front
neckline. Artwork print at chest and backside part.
Slim fit
Colours
white I navy

RR LISA 7/8 T-Shirt Women
Art.-No.
1003813
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Fancy Stripe T-shirt in soft and cosey jersey quality
with 7/8 sleeve. Deep rounded neckline and artwork
print at chest. Marinepool logo badge at sleeve. Slim
fit.
Colours
navy/white
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RR CARO Cardigan Women

CLAIRE Pullover Women

Art.-No.

Art.-No.
1003843
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Casual pullover in light and soft summer knitted quality
and contrast cuffs.
Colours
navy

1003844 with RR emboidery
XS - XXL
1003944 w/o embroidery
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Casual cardigan in soft and light summer knitted
quality with contrast cuffs and pockets at front. Under
placket at front in contrast. Embroidery at chest.
Colours navy


RR SILVIA Blazer Women
Art.-No.

1003827 with RR emboidery
XS - XXL
1003943 w/o embroidery
XS - XXL
Fabric	94% cotton, 6% polyester
Features	Classic jacket with pockets at front and slits with
buttons at sleeve back side. Artwork at front and
backside part. Nautical badges at sleeves Inside with
lining.
Colours
navy

RR MARTHA Rugger Women

SIMONE Blazer Women

Art.-No.
1003810
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Classic polo longsleeve shirt with embroidery at chest
and backside part. Marinepool logo badge at sleeve,
small side slits. with fancy tape at slit. Contrast collar.
Colours
white I navy

Art.-No.
1003826
XS - XXL
Fabric	94% cotton, 6% polyester
Features	Classic stripe jacket with pockets at front and slits
with buttons at sleeve back side. Nautical badges at
sleeves. Inside with lining.
Colours
white/navy
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VALERIE Hoodie Women

MALENA Jeans Trousers Women

Art.-No.
1003828
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Casual maritim stripe hoodie with adjustable hood and
cosy side pockets. Marinepool logo badget at sleeve.
Colours
white/navy

Art.-No.
1003910
XS - XXL
Fabric	97% cotton, 3% elastane
Features	modern 5-pocket jeans mid waist, skinny leg, nautical
embroidery at font and backside pocket.
Colours
white

RR DOROTHEE Blouse Women
Art.-No.

1003838 with RR embroidery
XS - XXL
1003942 w/o embroidery
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classic shirt in ligth stripe quality with embroidery
at chest and backside part. Collar stand and cuff in
contrast fabric. Nautical badges at sleeves. Slim fit.
Colours
white/navy

OLIVIA Long Blouse Women

PHILIPPA Linen Trousers Women

Art.-No.
1003839
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% linen
Features	Modern tunic long shirt in light linen quality with embroidery logo at chest. Collar and cuff in contrast color
way. Pull up sleeve. Casual fit.
Colours
rose | white | lt. blue

Art.-No.
1003821
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% linen
Features	Soft and ligth linen trousers for warm summer days.
Straight fitted trousers shape at upper part, loose
fitted leg shape. Zig zag stitching on belt loops. Side
pockets entry with fancy heringbone piping. Backside
with 2 pockets with flap and buttons
Colours
white I navy
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DRAGON POLO Women
Art.-No.
1000607
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Classic polo in a strechable soft piqued quality.
Contrast stripe rib at collar and sleeve cuff. Small side
slits with tape decoration. Marinepool logo badge at
sleeve.
Colours
white I red I wine I navy I lt.blue I black I grey

RR HELENA Polo Women
Art.-No.
1003809
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Modern polo t-shirt with contrast collar and placket,
embroidery at chest and backside part. Nautical logos
at sleeves. Small slits at side seam. Modern polo shirt
with contrast collar and placket, embroidery at chest
and backside part. Nautical logos at sleeves. Small
slits at side seam.
Colours
white I pink I lt.blue
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BRIGITTE Dress Women

RR LILLY Dress Women

VERA Dress Women

Art.-No.
1003830
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Casual v-neck jersey dress with stripe
and Marinepool badge at sleeve.
Colours
white/navy

Art.-No.
1003822
XS - XXL
Fabric	97% cotton, 3% elastane
Features	Classic summer dress, slime fitted,
with lining and embroidery at sleeve.
Slits at front and back hem.
Colours
navy

Art.-No.
1003911
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	modern dress with 7/8 sleeve round
neck and stripe. Skirt in solid color
with crinkle at waistband
Colours
white/navy
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THE HIGH PERFORMING,

ECO-FRIENDLY
INSULATION

THERMALLY EFFICIENT

100% RECYCLED
CONTENT

BREATHABLE

COMPRESSIBLE

BREATHABLE

FAST DRYING

PRIMALOFT® BLACK INSULATION ECO
PRIMALOFT®
BLACK
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PrimaLoft®
BlackINSULATION
Insulation Eco

insulation and adds the benefits of softness, packability, and loft. Combining
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eco-friendly insulation for immediate warmth without the bulk. This insulation
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needed to tackle different
adventures of everyday.

adventures of everyday.

LIGHTWEIGHT

PrimaLoft® is a registered trademark of PrimaLoft, Inc. © 2016 PrimaLoft Inc.

SUPERIOR
SOFTNESS

PrimaLoft® is a registered trademark of PrimaLoft, Inc. © 2016 PrimaLoft Inc.

RR QUINT Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003868
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich jacket with zipper
side pockets. Contrast fabric inside. Adjustable hood.
Marinepool badget at sleeve. Print at chest and backside part.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner

RR QUINT Vest Women
Art.-No.
1003869
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich vest with zipper side
pockets. Contrast fabric inside. Print at chest and
backside part.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner
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60% RECYCLED
CONTENT

F

QUINT Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003930
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich jacket with zipper
side pockets. Contrast fabric inside. Adjustable hood.
Marinepool badget at sleeve.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner
Weight 0kg


QUINT Vest Women
Art.-No.
1003932
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich vest with zipper side
pockets. Contrast fabric inside.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner
Weight 0kg
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LISETTE Coat Women

RR RIKI Coat Women

Art.-No.
1003867
XS - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Coating: polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Features	Women parka, casual fit, stripe jersey lining, two
side pockets and zipper, colourful details, adjustable
cuff, adjustable waist and hem with sailor cord and
stopper, prolonged backside. 2-way zipper at front
with press buttons palcket. Marinepool logo badge at
sleeve.
Colours
white I red I navy

Art.-No.

1003866 with RR embroidery
XS - XXL
1003942 w/o embroidery
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Coating: polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Features	Water resistant woman jacket with adjustable and
detachable hood. 2-way zipper in front and yoke with
decorative nylon tape with metal eyelet. Feminine belt
at waist with belt loops. Side pockets with flap and
press buttons. Decorative zig zag stitching at sleeve
cuff. Embroidery at chest and backside part. Lining
fabric inside with small pocket. Nautical badges at
sleeves.
Special	water resistant
Colours
navy

IDA CARDIGAN Hoodie Women
Art.-No.
1003453
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classical women zipper cardigan with hood. Soft and
cosy touch, with badge on left sleeve
Colours navy

FABIENNE Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003169
XS - XXL
Fabric	Body 73% nylon, 27% cotton, PU lamination,
lining 100% polyamid
Features	Body fitted 2-layer waterproof and breathable jacket. Soft
quality with peached finish, inside maritime striped lining.
Nautical design elements such as white contrast stitching
and maritime cordstopper. Front 2-way zip for optimal regulation and neon coloured zip puller. 2-seam jacket sleeve for
perfect fit. Fixed hood, fully padded. 2 waist bellow pockets,
1 inside lining pocket.
Special	W/P 5.000/ MVP 5.000 g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy
Weight 0.80kg

BRENDA Jacket Women
Art.-No.
1003028
XS - XL
Fabric	Body 73% nylon, 27% cotton, lining 100% polyamid
Features	Body fitted short jacket. Soft quality with peached finish,
inside mesh lining. Front 2-way zip and side slit with snap
Buttons for perfect wearing comfort. 2 waist bellow pockets
with mesh at pocket bag and 1 add zip pocket on top, neon
coloured zip puller. Contrast fabric details on centre front placket and on duffle yoke and backside waist bold. Overzised
collar with nautical zig zag stitching, inside lining with neon
coloured embroidery artwork, inside zip pocket.|
Special	W/P 5.000/ MVP 5.000 g/sqm/24h
Colour
navy
Weight 0.70kg
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The standard terms and conditions of sale of Marinepool Sportartikel Gmbh & Co. KG and Spirit of the Ocean Gmbh
are exclusively valid, changes and errors may occur, colours may vary from actual garment due to the printing process.
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WOMEN
KENDRA Trenchcoat Women
Art.-No.
1003445
S - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Lining: 100% polyester
Features	Fully taped Trench, double breasted. Fashionable
striped binding at center front edge, welt pocket and
collar. One lining pocket and belt for binding
Special	2 layer, fully taped, WP 3.000 mm, MVP 3.000g/
sqm/24h
Colours: navy | gold beige

LEONORE Coat Women

FASHION 

Art.-No.
1003450
S - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Lining: 100% cotton
Features	Women Parka, casual fit, striped jersey lining, one
lining pocket, two waist pockets with flap, colourful
details, adjustable cuff, adjustable hem with sailor
cord. Elongated Backside
Special	2 layer, fully taped, WP 3.000mm, MVP 3.000g/
sqm/24h
Colours: red | navy | gold beige
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WOMEN
FREYA Parka Women
Art.-No.
1003447
S - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 73% nylon, 27% cotton Lining: 100% polyester Lining 2: 100% nylon
Features	Women Parka with detachable hood, one lining pocket, two waist pockets with zipper, colourful details,
adjustable cuff, material mix with a shiny nylon tafetta.
Elongated Backside
Special	2 layer, fully taped, WP 5.000mm, MVP 5.000g/
sqm/24h
Colours: navy

OLENA Jacket Women

FASHION 

Art.-No.
1003452
S - XXL
Fabric	Shell: 100% polyester Lining: 100% polyester
Features	Women jacket short, with side slits, piped chest+
waist pockets with fashionable contrast lining, adjustable+detachable hood, one zipper pocket inside,
colourful fashion details|
Special	2 layer, fully taped, WP 10.000mm, MVP 10.000g/
sqm/24h
Colours: white | red 
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IVY PREMIUM Polo Women
Art.-No.
1003457
XS - XXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Premium women polo shirt, two-coloured, fancy tape
on center back, in classical crew colours, double
layered collar with stripe design, side slits, fine and
light knitted fabric
Colours
white | navy | beige | graphite
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Art.-No.
1003023
XXS - XXL
Fabric	98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
Features	Classic crew wear bermudas in body fitted shape. Pocket
entry with fancy heringbone piping, 5-pocket style. Nautical
elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed pocket
bags and maritime striped binding.|
Colour
0navy | beige | white
Weight 0.30kg

FASHI ON WO MEN

MILA Crew Bermuda Women
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BELANIE Bikini Women
Art.-No.
1003029
XS - XL
Fabric	80% polyamid, 20% elastane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Feminine bikini, top with soft cups, boning & gripper tape for
shape and support. Suitable for a B-C cup size. Optional
shoulder strap. Regular fit hipster pant.
Colour
white/navy
Weight 0.16kg

BELINDA Tankini Women
Art.-No.
1003030
XS - XL
Fabric	80% polyamid, 20% elastane, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Feminine tankini top with soft cups, boning and gripper tape
for shape and support. Suitable for a B-C cup size. Optional
shoulder strap. Regular fit hipster pant.
Colour
white/navy
Weight 0.22kg
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WOMEN
DRAGON POLO Women

MARJANA Crew Skirt Women
Art.-No.
1003025
XXS - XXL
Fabric	98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
Features	Short classic crew wear skirt in body fitted shape with straight
cut. Pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping. Nautical
elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside printed pocket
bags and maritime striped binding. Total centre back length:
46,0cm|
Colour
white | navy | beige
Weight 0.30kg

FASHION 

Art.-Nr.
1000607
XS – XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features Classic polo shirt, free chest for team or event branding
Colour
white | navy | red | black
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ANJA BLOUSE Women Easy Care
Art.-No.
1003632
XS – XXL
Fabric
96% cotton, 4% elastane
Features This classic slim fit blouse is smooth and wrinkle-resistant.
Easy care fabrics are made to be smooth from the dryer –
which means you can wash, dry and go! Just hang it out to
dry after washing, most of the wrinkles will disappear.
Special
Easy Care
Colour
white

NONIRON Blouse Women
Art.-No.
1003303
XS - XXL
Fabric
100% cotton
Features Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing!
Shake after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and seams
will recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on fabric
maintains this convenience feature for many wash circle.
Button-down collar, chest pocket, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-links. A classic shirt with a premium feature.
Perfect for crew outfit and office!
Special	Non Iron
Colours light blue | white
Weight 0.30kg

CAIPI CAPRI Trousers Women
Art.-No.
1003842
Size XS - XXL
Fabric
98% cotton, 2% elastane
Features Capri trousers in body fitted shape with straigth leg.
Pocket entry with piping, 5-pocket style. Nautical
elements such as zig zag stitching on belt loops and
waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside
printed pocket bags and maritime striped binding.
Small slits at both legs.
Colours
white I navy
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WOMEN
CELINE Blouse Women
Art.-Nr.

1000022

XS – XXL

LAYA Crew Trousers Women
Art.-No.
1003024
XXS - XXL
Fabric
98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
Features Classic crew wear trousers in body fitted shape with straight
leg. Pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping, 5-pocket
style. Nautical elements such as zig zag stitching on belt
loops and waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets, inside
printed pocket bags and maritime striped binding.
Colours white | navy | beige
Weight 0.45kg

FASHION 

FABRIC	97% cotton, 3% elastane
FEATURES	Classic blouse, slim cut, 2-button wristband, in solid colours
make for a classic style statement and is great for superyacht,
team clothing or any formal occasion.
COLOUR
light blue | white
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MEN SUMMER ’19
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OLIVER Linen Shirt Men
Art.-No.
1003834
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% linen
Features	Classic shirt in light linen quality. Collar stand and cuff
in contrast color way. Roll up sleeve. Slim fit.
Colours
white I lt.blue

RR SASCHA Linen Shirt Men

FASHI ON ME N

Art.-No.
1003835
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% linen
Features	Classic shirt in fine linen stripe quality with embroidery
logo at chest and backside part. Collar stand and cuff
in contrast color way. Slim fit.
Colours
white/navy
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OXFORD Noniron Shirt Men
Art.-No.
1003899
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classic oxford non iron shirt. Contrast collar stand
and small embroidery logo at chest pocket. Contrast
stitching at side seams.
Colours
white I lt.blue
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FASHI ON ME N

RR OLAF Shirt Men
Art.-No.
1003836
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classic shirt in light stripe quality with embroidery logo
at chest and backside part. Collar stand and cuff in
contrast color way. Nautical badges at sleeves. Slim
fit.
Colours
white/navy
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NONIRON CLUB SHIRT Comfort
Art.-No.
1003128
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing!
Shake after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and
seams will recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on
fabric maintains this convenience feature for many wash
circle. Button-down collar, chest pocket, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-links. A classic shirt with a premium
feature. Perfect for crew outfit and office! This shirt is in
comfort fit and also available in slim fit.
Special	Non Iron
Colour
white | light blue
Weight 0.30kg

NONIRON CLUB SHIRT Slim

NONIRON SHIRT Slim Kent
Art.-No.
1003184
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing!
Shake after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and
seams will recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on
fabric maintains this convenience feature for many wash
circle. Fashionable Kent collar, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-links. A classic shirt with a premium feature.
Perfect for crew outfit and office!
Special	Non Iron
Colour
white
Weight 0.30kg

FASHI ON ME N

Art.-No.
1003129
XS - XXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Forget iron. This premium cotton shirt is self-smoothing!
Shake after washing and put on line to dry. Fabric and
seams will recall smooth! Special chemical treatment on
fabric maintains this convenience feature for many wash
circle. Button-down collar, chest pocket, cuffs with additional buttonhole for cuff-links. A classic shirt with a premium
feature. Perfect for crew outfit and office! This shirt is in slim
fit and also available in comfort fit.
Special	Non Iron
Colour
white
Weight 0.30kg
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RR TOM T Shirt Men
Art.-No.
1003803
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Body fitted stripe T-shirt in soft and cosy summer cotton quality with print artwork at chest. Nautical badges
at sleeves.
Colours
white/navy

TYGO Crew Bermuda Men
Art.-No.
1003034
S - XXXL
Fabric	98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
Features	Classic crew wear bermudas in regular fit with
straight leg. 5-pocket style, pocket entry with fancy
heringbone piping. Nautical elements such as zig
zag stitching on belt loops and waistband. Backside
with 2 piped pockets, inside solid pocket bags and
maritime striped binding.|
Colour
seagreen | beige | navy | white | bordeaux
Weight
0.34kg
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DRAGON Polo Men
Art.-No.
1001456
S - XXXL
Fabric	
Features	Classic polo shirt in a strechable soft piqued quality.
Contrast stripe rib at collar and sleeve cuff. Small side
slits with tape decoration. Marinepool logo badge at
sleeve.
Colours 	white I red I wine I purple I navy I lt.blue I green I black I
grey

TRIO Polo Men
Art.-No.
1003808
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Modern polo shirt with sleeve collar and cuff in stripes.
Contrast sleeves and Marinepool badge at sleeve,
small side slits.
Colours
navy/white I light blue/white I anthracite/white

Art.-No.
1003807
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Modern color blocking diagonal polo shirt with embroidery at chest and backside part. Nautical logo badge
at sleeve, small side slits.
Colours
white/navy I wine/navy I pink/navy I light blue/navy

FASHI ON ME N

RR KAT Polo Men
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FRANCO Longsleeve Polo Men
Art.-No.
1003806
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Modern colorblocking polo longsleeve shirt with Marinepool logo badge at sleeve, small side slits.
Colours
white/navy I navy/wine

DEX Crew Trousers Men
Art.-No.
1003035
XS - XXXL
Fabric	98% cotton, 2% elastane, peach finish
Features	Classic crew wear trousers. Chino style in regular fit with
straight leg. 5-pocket style, pocket entry with fancy heringbone piping. Nautical elements such as zig zag stitching on
belt loops and waistband. Backside with 2 piped pockets,
inside solid pocket bags and maritime striped binding.|
Colour
navy | seagreen | beige | white
Weight 0.53kg
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RR PAULO Longsleeve Men
Art.-No.
1003804
S - XXXL
Fabric
white 100% cotton I navy 95% cotton/5% elastane
Features	Longsleeve shirt with artwork embroidery at chest and
backside part and nautical badges at sleeves. Ribbon
tape at button placket.
Colours
white I navy

RR AFFLECK Rugger Men
Art.-No.
1003805
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Classic polo longsleeve shirt with embroidery at chest
and backside part. Marinepool logo badge at sleeve,
small side slits.
Colours
white I navy I anthracite

FASHI ON ME N

PASCAL Cargo Trousers Men
Art.-No.
1003840
XS - XXXL
Fabric	98% cotton, 2% elastane
Features	Summer Cargo trousers in a light casual cotton
stretch quality. With nautical fashion details such as
contrast stripe piping insider waistband and contrast
pocket bags and Marinepool logo print. Chino style
in regular fitted shape with a straight leg in 7 pocket
style. Side pockets with heringbone piping matching
to the fabric. Small coin pocket below the front waistband at the right side. Decorative zig zag stitching
at belt loops and waistband. Cargo pockets at both
legs with pocket entry in a classic silhouette with a
eyelet und button. Backside pockets with piping and
flap with eyelets and buttons. Darts at knee position
at front legs for a better flexibility. Metal Zipper in front
for with eyelet and button at waistband. Marinepool
stitching logo badget at waistband backside.
Colours
white I navy
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CARLOS Blazer Men

HUBERTO Jacket Men

Art.-No.
1003820
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Classic jacket in high air perm type quality with front
pockets and classic slit with buttons at sleeve back.
Marinepool logo badge at sleeve. Inside front and
sleeve with lining.
Special	High Air Perm Type, capillary action to whisk perspiration
Colours
navy

Art.-No.
1003825
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classic casual jacket with front pockets and technical
patch fabric at sleeve elbow, shoulder and front zipper
part. Contrast stripe at collar and Marinepool badge at
sleeve.
Colours
navy

FASHI ON ME N

TERENCE Coat Men
Art.-No.
1003863
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Coating: polyurethane
Features	Modern trenchcoat optic without lining and blind
button facing. Marinepool badget at sleeve and side
pockets.
Special	Water resistant
Colours
navy
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TORBEN T-Shirt Men

NEIL T-Shirt Men

Art.-No.
1003801
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Body fitted T-shirt in soft and cosy summer cotton
quality with front printed artwork.
Colours
offwhite I navy

Art.-No.
1003802
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Body fitted T-shirt in soft and cosy summer cotton
quality with front printed artwork.
Colours
wine I navy I lt.blue

MAURO Swim Bermuda Men

JAMIE Swim Bermuda Men

Art.-No.
1003880
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyster Lining: 92% polyester, 8%
elastane
Features	Cool light color blocking swim bermuda, two side
pockets, and back pocket with flap and Marinepool
logo print.
Colours
navy/lt.blue I navy/wine

Art.-No.
1003879
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyster Lining: 92% polyester, 8%
elastane
Features	Cool light swim bermuda two side pockets, and at
back pocket and left leg Marinepool logo print.
Colours
navy I lt.blue

RR FLO Swimshorts Men

DIEGO Swimshorts Men

Art.-No.
1003878
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyster Lining: 92% polyester, 8%
elastane
Features	Classic swimshorts in a light quality with elastic waistband and ribbon bands with two side pockets, at left
leg with print. With comfort mesh-lining inside. With
swim bag additional.
Colours
wine I navy I lt.blue

Art.-No.
1003877
XS - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyster Lining: 92% polyester, 8%
elastane
Features	Classic swimshorts in a light quality with elastic waistband and ribbon bands with two side pockets and at
back pocket with Marinepool logo print. With comfort
mesh-lining inside.
Colours
navy
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QUINT Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003929
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich jacket with zipper
side pockets. Contrast fabric inside. Marinepool
badget at sleeve.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner


QUINT Vest Men
Art.-No.
1003931
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich vest with zipper side
pockets. Contrast fabric inside.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner
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RR QUINT Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003864
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich jacket with zipper
side pockets. Contrast fabric inside. Marinepool
badget at sleeve. Print at chest and backside part.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner

RR QUINT Vest Men
Art.-No. 1003865
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Super soft ligth quilted sandwich vest with zipper side
pockets. Contrast fabric inside. Print at chest and
backside part.
Special	PrimaLoft® recycled black Eco Insulation, warmth,
softness and lightweight
Colours
navy/champagner
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ELMO Parka Men

MIKO Crew Jacket Men
Art.-No.
1003446
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% polyester Lining: 100% polyester
Features	Short jacket, two zip pockets, adjustable hem and
hood, colourful details
Special	2 layer, fully taped, WP 10.000 mm, MVP 10.000g/
sqm/24h
Colours red | lt.navy

FASHI ON ME N

Art.-No.
1003448
S - XXXL
Fabric	Outshell: 73% nylon, 27% cotton, lining: 100% polyester, lining 2: 100% nylon
Features	Men Parka, one lining pocket, two waist pockets with
zipper, adjustable cuff, colourful details, material mix
with a shiny nylon tafetta
Special	2 layer, fully taped, WP 5.000, MVP 5.000g/sqm/24h
Colours navy
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JULIEN Cardigan Men
Art.-No.
1003455
S - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% Baumwolle Lining: 100% polyester
Features	Windproof Cardigan with maritim stripes inside of
stand up collar. Soft and cosy touch, with badge on
left sleeve
Special	Windproof
Colours: navy

OLE Cardigan Men
Art.-No.
1003454
S - XXXL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classical Women zipper Cardigan with hood. Soft
and cosy touch, with badge on left sleeve
Colours: navy
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VITO & TONI Troyer Men
Art.-No.
Vito 1003456 / Toni 1003502
S - XXL
Fabric	Outshell: 100% cotton Lining: 100% polyester
Membrane:100% polyurethan Vito with lining 100%
polyester
Features	Windproof troyer with maritim colourful stripes inside
of high stand up collar. Soft and cosy touch, with
badge on left sleeve, with contrast Zipper. , Vito
troyer additional windproof
Colours: navy

MARCUS V-neck Sweater
Art.-No.
1003503
S - 4XL
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	Classic men knitted V-neck sweater, with striped details inside on hem and sleeve, badge on left sleeve,
soft handfeel
Colours: navy | blue melange

FASHI ON ME N
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Art.-No.
1003458
S - XXXL
Fabric	95% pima cotton, 5% elastane
Features	Premium men polo shirt, two-coloured, fancy tape
on center back, in classical crew colours, double
layered collar with stripe design, side slits, fine and
ligth knitted fabric, chain stitch on shoulder|
Colours white | navy | beige | graphite

DRAGON Polo
Art.-Nr.

1001456

S – XXL

Fabric	100% cotton
Features
Colour

Classic polo shirt, free chest for team or event branding
navy | white | black | red

BRAD Cargo Bermudas Men

ALBANY T-Shirt
Art.-Nr.

1000624
XS – XXL
100% cotton
Features	cotton single jersey T-shirt with Marinepool flag print
on back, round-neck
Colour
white | navy | grey
Fabric

Art.-No.
1003841
XS - XXXL
Fabric	98% cotton, 2% elastane
Features	Summer cargo bermuda in a light casual cotton
stretch quality. With nautical fashion details such as
contrast stripe piping insider waistband and contrast pocket bags and Marinepool logo print. Casual
loose fitted shorts in cargo style with 7 pocket style.
Side pockets with heringbone piping matching to the
fabric. Small coin pocket below the front waistband
at the right side. Decorative zig zag stitching at belt
loops and waistband. Cargo pockets at both legs
with pocket entry in a classic silhouette with a eyelet
und button. Backside pockets with piping and flap
with eyelets and buttons. Metal Zipper in front for with
eyelet and button at waistband. Marinepool stitching
logo badge at waistband backside.
Colours
white I navy

FASHI ON ME N

GORDEN Premium Polo Men
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Marinepool produces fashionable and highly

Marinepool proudly announces the renewal of
the partnership with the Rose of Charity DS Sailing cup and acts as official clothing supplier of
the event.

porter of many international and sailing events

A lot of German celebrities participate at the
Rose of Charity DS Sailing Cup 2018. These celebrities will sail in their teams against other participants.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY FOR SAILORS
For all participants of the Rose of Charity DS
Sailing Cup 2018 this event is a unique opportunity to combine charitable involvement with sun,
sea and sports. The main target is to have fun
and raise funds for a good cause. For 27 years

Marinepool is official clothing supplier of the
Rose of Charity Sailing DS Cup 2018 as well as
partner and ambassador.
Exclusive TV and Media Partner:
ARD Team BRISANT
Yachts and Race Partner:
BENETEAU
Official Clothing Supplier:
Marinepool
Charity Partner:
One earth – One ocean

F R I E N D S & PA R T N E R S 

SAILING AGAINST CELEBRETIES FOR GOOD
CAUSE

functional sailing clothing. As a partner and sup-

ROSE OF CHARITY

Marinepool is “Official Clothing Supplier”
to the Rose of Charity DS Experience

MP FLOATING SPORTS Sunglasses
Art.-No.
1003769
Fabric
100% polypropylene
Features The new Marinepool Floating Sports Sunglasses are
the perfect sunglasses which never sink! The sportive
design is characterized by the rounded shape. So
the glasses cover the face perfectly and protect the
entire eye area. The elongated trapezoidal lenses are
polarized and have a category 3 - UV400 filter for
maximum UV protection. The colored temples are with
the technical Marinepool logo. The special feature of
these glasses is the floatability – so the glasses never
sink!
Special	100% UV400 protection
Colours
blackI

MP FLOATING CLASSIC Sunglasses
Art.-No.
1003770
Fabric
100% polypropylene
Features The new Marinepool Floating Classic sunglasses are
the perfect sunglasses for sunny days - both on land
and on the water! The classic design is highlighted by
the angular shape with trapezoidal lenses. The lenses
are polarized and have a category 3 UV400 filter for
maximum UV protection. The temples with ear cut
provide a perfect hold. The technical Marinepool logo
on the temples integrates perfectly into the classic
design. The special feature of these glasses is the
floatability - so the glasses can not go down!
Special	100% UV400 protection
Colours
black I black/orange

MP SPORTS Sunglasses
Art.-No.
1003771
Fabric
100% polyacrylics
Features The modern Marinepool Sports sunglasses impress
with the carbon fiber design of the frame. In addition
to the carbon design, the oval lenses are characteristic of the MP Sport sunglasses. The lenses are
polarized and have a category 3 UV400 filter for maximum UV protection. The 3D-frames with the technical
Marinepool logo provide an ideal grip. The MP Sport
sunglasses complete every sportive look.
Special	100% UV400 Protection
Colours
black
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ACCESSORIES

„The new MP Floating Series sunglasses are
the p
 erfect sunglasses w
 hich never sink!
The lenses are polarized and have a cate
gory 3-UV400 filter for maximum UV pro
tection. Special feature of these glasses is
the floatability! Great value for money“

K. S.

MP TOWEL 100x180

OPTI GUARD FLOAT
Art.-Nr.
Opti Guard Float 5002931
Fabric	100% neoprene
Features	Floating retaining straps for sunglasses
Colour
black with silver print

FASHION 

Art.-No.
1003912
Fabric	100% cotton
Features	You can never go wrong with our Marinepool beach
towel. Perfect for nautical themed looks in navy, light
blue and wine. Our monochrome beach towels are
chic and simple with a timeless, unisex appeal.
Colours
wine I navy I lt.blue
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EDITION Belt W
Art.-Nr.
1002636
S – XXL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Fashionable belt out of elastic cordstring, twisted to a belttape. Two colorways in navy and white. Metall buckel with
leather elements. Sizes: S =109,5 cm, M = 115,5 cm,
L= 121,5 cm, XL= 127,5 cm, XXL=133,5 cm
Colour
navy | white

UCON TEAM Belt
Art.-No.
1002870
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	S=100cm / M=115cm / L=130cm
Colour
silvergrey

S-L

Weight 0.10kg

UCON Belt
Art.-No.
1002874
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	S=100cm/ M=115cm/ L=130cm	
Colour
black
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S-L

Weight 0.10kg

ACCESSORIES
CLASSIC SOCKS Pack of 3
Art.-No.
1003430
XS - XXXL
Fabric	80% cotton, 13% polyamide, 7% elastane
Features	Comfortable fine knit socks made of soft cotton blend
to complete your crew uniform. Reinforced toe and heel,
seamless toe closure and soft piquÈ knitted top.
≈Colours: navy

CLASSIC SNEAKER SOCKS Pack of 3

TEC SNEAKER SOCKS
Art.-No.
1003432
36 - 45
Fabric	80% polypropylen, 18% polyamid, 2% elastane
Features	Function socks for water sport shoe. Made of polypropylene
and with included heat regulation channels for sweat and
odor control. Reinforced toe, heel and instep and a soft
piquÈ knitted top for maximum comfort.|
Colours: white

FASHION 

Art.-No.
1003431
36 - 45
Fabric	80% cotton, 13% polyamid, 7% elastane
Features	Comfortable fine knit sneaker socks made of soft cotton
blend to complete your crew uniform. Reinforced toe and
heel, seamless toe closure and soft piquÈ knitted top.|
Colours: navy
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CAPS

LAZER PROMO Cap
Art.-No. 1003415
one size
Fabric	91% polyamid, 9% elastane
Features	High quality water and stain repellent elastic fabric
with UV protection 40.|
Colours grey

MARSTRAND Cap
Art.-No.
1003607
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	quick dry, 50+ UV
Colours navy I black

one size

FOLDABLE TEC VISOR

FOLDABLE TEC Cap
Art.-No.
1003443
one size
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Unique breathable cap with adjustable fasterner. Very
light, easily foldable and brandable with UV protec
tion.
Colours bright white

FASHION 

Art.-No.
1003444
one size
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Unique breathable sunvisor with adjustable fasterner.
Very light, easily foldable and brandable.|
Colours bright white
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GYRO Hat
Art.-Nr.

1000037

S – XL

Fabric	100% polyester,
Features	DWR finish, teflon coated, stain and water resistant,
Colour

UV Protection 50+.
lt. grey

CREW Hat
Art.-No.
1003117
S - XL
Fabric	100% polyester, UV protection 50+
Features	Remake of the well known Gyro hat. Functional p
 olyester
hat ideal for Ccew wear. DWR finish, Teflon coated, stain
and water resistant, UV protection 50+
Colour
lt.grey
Weight 0.12kg

TEAM Hat



S/M + L/XL

Art.-No.
1002328
S - XL
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	This sunprotection hat is light weight and quick drying. With
adjustable straps and chin cord, the fit is always perfect.
Colour
white
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HEAD WEAR
CREW & CAPTAIN Cap
one size

CAP WITH RETAINING STRAP
Art.-Nr.
1001519
Fabric	100% cotton
Colour
navy | white | black

Art.-Nr.
1001697 Speed
one size
Art.-Nr.
1001746 Speed Promo (black w/o front logo)
one size
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Elastic and flexible cap with clip to attach it to a shirt, elastic
tape at back for perfect fit, water repellent, UV protection
50+.
Colour
white | black

WATERPROOF CAP
one size

Art.-Nr.
1000401
Fabric	100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane
Features
Waterproof and breathable
Colour
black

WATERPROOF Hat

SOU‘WESTER

Art.-Nr.
1000406
M - XL
Fabric	100% nylon, coating 100% polyurethane, lining 100% nylon
Features
Waterproof fabric and breathable
Colour
black

Art.-Nr.
5000304
Fabric	100% nylon
Features
Waterproof fabric
Colour
red

one size

M-XXL

FASHION 

Art.-Nr.
captain 1000451 | crew 1000452
Fabric	100% cotton
Colour
navy

SPEED & SPEED PROMO Cap
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ELEMENT Boot
Art.-No.
1003550
37 - 47
Fabric	
Outer: 55% nubuk leather, 45% polyamid,
sole: 100% rubber
Features Sportive waterproof and breathable high performance sailing boot with anti-slip and abrasion safe
sole for nautical purposes. Comfort fit and adjustable
bootleg to stop soaking moisture problems. Reinforced toe and heel cap. Also usable for offshore
purposes.
Colours black
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TEC SHOES
Art.-No.
1003511
37 - 47
Fabric
Upper: 80% mesh, 20% TPU, outsole: EVA+RB
Features High technical looking sailing sneaker with special
sole for excellent grip on wet and slippery surfaces.
Front with abrasion resistant toe protection. Provides
high wearing comfort.
Colours ocean blue | black

SHOES 

IMPACT Deck Shoe
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A-Clima is a special sole system that was designed for the
challenges of marine use and consists of three units which
are combined to provide outstanding comfort and performance under all boating conditions. The outer non-marking rubber sole by Vibram® with its integrated sticky brake
structure offers excellent grip on wet and dry surfaces. The
midsole uses the latest EVA technology and provides quick
and reliable drainage, ventilation and is shock absorbant,
while being super light weight. The anatomical, fabric lined
footbed is removable.

TEC SHOES

TECHINFO A-CLIMA:

TEAM PRO TEC Deck Shoe
Art.-No.
Fabric

1002760
36 - 47
 pper microfibre 45% polyamid, 55% polyurethane, upper
U
mesh 100% polyamide
Features Very light weight (app. 260g) sailing sneaker, quick drying
breathable mesh. Front with abrasion resistant toe protection.
Highly innovative A-Clima sole system. The rubber sole offers
excellent grip on wet and dry surfaces alike. The midsole with
EVA technology for quick and reliable drainage, footbed with
antibacterial coating.
Colours white/antracite | black 36-48 I navy/antracite
Weight
0.90kg

Art.-No.
1002767
36 - 46
Fabric	TPU/Mesh
Features	Ultra-light functional shoe with special water outsole, quick
dry synthetic shell fabric, high breathability and wearing
comfort, mesh inserts in sportive contrast silver, additional
laces in red and neon yellow.
Colour
white | ocean blue | black
Weight 0.90kg

SHOES 

ICO Water Shoe
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Photo: © E. Groeger

BIRDY Deck Shoe Men
Art.-No.
1002926
40M - 47
Fabric
Upper: suede leather, sole: rubber
Features Deck shoes are made of suede premium leather and decorated with traditional, hand-made ornamental seams on the
upper side. 360-degree rawhide lacing system provides a
custom fit. 3/4-length leather-lined EVA footbed.
Colours dazzling blue
Weight 1.00kg

KETCH Deck Shoe Men
Art.-No.
1002928
39 - 47
Fabric
Upper: grained leather, sole: rubber
Features Deck shoes are made of pitstop waxed premium leather
and decorated with traditional, hand-made ornamental
seams on the upper side. 360-degree rawhide lacing
system and three eyelets provides a custom fit. 3/4-length
leather-lined EVA footbed.
Colours dk.brown
Weight 1.12kg
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footwear technology to p
 roduce world class products for the most demanding environments. The
front part of all our moccasins is still handstiched
over the last, surround-lacing-system provides
excellent foot hold.

DECK SHOES

MARINEPOOL’s tradition began in 1991 with
handsewn moccasins. Since then Marinepool
has further enhanced this heritage and expertise,
combining the generations of skilled craftsmanship with the best of modern d
 evelopments in

COWES II Deck Shoe
Art.-No.
1000236
36-40; 40M-47
Fabric
Upper: grained leather, sole: rubber
Features Deck shoes are made of full grained premium leather and
decorated with traditional, hand-made ornamental seams on
the upper side. 360-degree rawhide lacing system provides
a custom fit. 3/4-length leather-lined EVA footbed.
Colours navy

ANTIGUA I Deck Shoe
Art.-No.
1000245
36-40; 40M-47
Fabric
Upper: grained leather, sole: rubber
Features Deck shoes are made of full grained premium leather and
decorated with traditional, hand-made ornamental seams on
the upper side. 360-degree rawhide lacing system provides
a custom fit. 3/4-length leather-lined EVA footbed.
Colours brown

CLASSIC Deck Shoe
Art.-No.
1000316
37-40; 40M-47
Fabric
Upper: leather, sole: rubber
Features Deck shoes are made of crazy horse antique premium
leather and decorated with traditional, hand-made ornamental seams on the upper side. 360-degree rawhide lacing
system provides a custom fit. 3/4-length leather-lined EVA
footbed.
Colours antique brown

Art.-No.
1004116
36-40; 40M-47
Fabric
Upper: leather, sole: rubber
Features Deck shoes are made of dark brown pt premium leather and
decorated with traditional, hand-made ornamental seams on
the upper side. 360-degree rawhide lacing system provides
a custom fit. 3/4-length leather-lined EVA footbed..
Colours dark brown

SHOES 

MILOS Deck Shoe
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MAIA Rubber Boots W
Art.-Nr.

1002709
36-41
100% rubber
Features	Functional ladies rubber boot with non slip outsole. Maritime
color makeover in brightful yellow. Embossed Marinepool CI
design on side part.
Colour
yellow
Fabric
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RUBBER BOOTS

HIDDENSEE Rubber Boots
Art.-Nr.

1001559
36-47
100% rubber
Features	Functional rubber boot, reinforcements at heel and arch, pull
off system, 55% natural rubber, non slip sole
Colour
navy
Fabric

BORKUM Rubber Boots
Art.-Nr.

1001561
36-47
100% rubber
Features	Functional rubber boot, reinforcements at heel and arch, pull
off system, 55% natural rubber, adjustable cuff, non slip sole
Colour
navy

JUIST SHORT Rubber Boots M
Art.-Nr.

1002791
36-47
100% rubber
Features	Functional rubber boot, reinforcement at heel and arch, pull
off system, 55% natural rubber, non slip sole,
Marinepool flag logo design
Colour
navy
Fabric

SHOES 

Fabric
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RR CANVAS SHOPPER
Art.-No.
1003411
57cm x 38cm
Fabric	Outshell: 100% cotton (canvas), lining:
100% polyester
Features	Maritime canvas shopper with main compartment
and small pocket for personal belongings inside. Fashionable shoulder carrying straps with twisted cord.
Two Régates Royales artworks at front and backside.
Colours beige/dk. brown
Weight 0,450kg

RR CANVAS LADY BAG
Art.-No.
1003412
33cm x 20cm x 22cm
Fabric	Outshell: 100% cotton (canvas), lining:
100% polyester
Features	Classic Canvas handbag with main compartment
and small pocket for personal belongings inside. Fashionable shoulder carrying straps with twisted cord.
Two Régates Royales artworks at front and backside.
Colours beige
Weight 0,280kg
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RR CANVAS YACHT BAG
Art.-No.
1003413
27cm x 49cm
Fabric	Outshell: 100% cotton (Canvas), lining:
100% polyester
Features	Stylish Canvas Yacht bag with main compartment,
small pocket for personal belongings at front side.
Shoulder carrying strap, one removable and adjust
able shoulder strap with hooks. Two Régates Royales
artworks at front and backside.
Colours beige/dk. brown
Weight 0,750kg

RR CANVAS SEA BAG

RR CANVAS WEEKENDER BAG
Art.-No.
1003414
50cm x 27cm x 38cm
Fabric	Outshell: 100% cotton (canvas), lining:
100% polyester
Features	Modern Canvas Weekender bag with main compartment, small pocket for personal belongings at front
side. Shoulder carrying straps, one removable and
adjustable shoulder strap with hooks. Two Régates
Royales artworks at front and backside.
Colours beige/dk. brown
Weight 1,090kg

R É G ATES RO YA LE S / BA GS

Art.-No.
1003410
30cm x 47cm
Fabric	Outshell: 100% cotton (Canvas), lining:
100% polyester
Features	Maritime Canvas sea bag with main compartment,
adjustable carrying strap. Twisted cord drawstring.
Rich maritime embroideries Régates Royales at front
and backside.
Colours beige/dk. brown
Weight 0,500kg
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TEAM TEC FOLDABLE Bag
Art.-No.
1003549 		77cmx 38cm x 72cm
Fabric
100% polyester
Features The Team Tec Foldable Bag is part of the Team Bag
range. Highlighting the foldable function with one
extra cover to store easily and its sportive designed
look makes this bag the perfect companion for
travelling. One big main compartment and small
zipper pocket at top. Comes with removable carrying
straps. W
 ithout retractable handle.
Colours black
Weight 2,00kg
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TEAM TEC CABIN Trolley
Art.-No.
1003407
35cm x 19cm x 55 / 35l
Fabric
100% polyester
Features Upholstered cabin trolley with quality retractable
handle and solid bottom. One big main compartment
with extra closure. Mesh pocket inside padded cover. Front pocket for personal belongings outer side
cover. LightWeight to allow maximum load according cabin restrictions.
Special
Fits airplane bag cabin size
Colours black | grey
Weight 2,580kg

TEAM TEC BACKPACK

B AG S

Art.-No.
1003406
Fabric
100% polyester
Features Backpack with adjustable shoulder straps. Main
compartment, front compartment with details for
personal belongings and one small pocket at cover.
Mesh pocket at side for small bottle, integrated raincover.
Special
Raincover
Colours
navy | black | grey
Weight 0,670kg
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TECHINFO CLASSIC
COLLECTION:

140 l

The classic within our bags collection! Great
design and looks, naval colours red and navy and
extremely hard wearing 900D polyester with tough
1200D polyester reinforcements in specific areas
make this line the perfect luggage for travelling,
boating and all leisure activities. W
 ater resistant
vinyl coating on the inside of the fabric makes sure
your belongings stay safe and dry.

CLASSIC WHEELED bag
Art.-Nr.

90 l

B AG S

1001504
80x42x42 cm
140 l
1003081
83x37x36 cm
110 l
1001508
77x35x34 cm
90 l
Fabric	100% nylon
Features	1000D nylon shell fabric, edge reinforcements, four inside
compartments, outside pockets, lockable zipper cars,
retractable handle
Colour	90l red | 110l red/navy | 140l red | navy/neon melon | grey/
neon yellow

110 l
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SE CLASSIC WHEELED BAG 

140L

Art.-No.
1003556
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	The SE Wheeled Bag 140L is an over-sized multi-purpose gear bag perfect for sailor. It has reinforced carry
handles and a rigid bottom to help carry your gear,
and plenty of room.
Special	600D Fabric
Colours
navy/neon melon I grey/neon yellow

W
N E LOUR
O
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SE CLASSIC WHEELED BAG

110L

Art.-No.
1002576
Fabric	
100% polyester
Features	
Special edition for the 25th anniversary of
Marinepool. Functional polyester shell fabric, edge
reinforcements, four inside compartments, U-shaped
opening for easy access, retractable handle,
Marinepool embroidery artwork on side part
Colours:	berryy/neon melone | navy/neonmelon | ocean
blue/neonyellow | royal/neon yellow | dk. blue/neon
melone | black/neonmelon | grey/neonyellow | steel/
neon yellow
Weight
3,500kg
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CLASSIC UNIVERSITY Bag 

32L

Art.-No.
1000768
Fabric
100% polyester
Features	Keep your swiming togs separate with this stuff-andgo sea sack. Stash your wet or dry clothes in the
bottom zip compartment of this sea bag. Adjustable
straps make it versatile.
Special	50cmx35cm
Colours: red/navy | navy/red | grey/neon yellow

CLASSIC SEA SACK II

CLASSIC CITY BACKPACK
Art.-Nr.
Fabric
Features
Colour

1001391
32x45x15 cm | 20 l
100% polyester
Various details and pockets, integrated rain cover
black

B AG S

Art.-Nr.
1001791
Ø 38x90 cm | 110 l
Fabric	100% nylon
Features	1000D nylon shell fabric, bottom compartment for shoes or
laundry, stowable shoulder straps, two handles
Colour
red/navy
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AQ CARRIER Bag
Art.-No.
1003400
35cm x 13cm x 40cm
Fabric	100% polyester Backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	Modern Carrier Bag in Tarpaulin with roll closure
and shoulder carrying straps, one removable and
adjustable shoulder strap with hooks.|Loop to attach
to trolley handle bar. Maritime design details.|
Special	Bag is waterproof / 35cm x 13cm x 40cm
Colours navy | silver
Weight 0,620kg

AQ SHOPPER-NAVY-ONE SIZE Bag
Art.-No.
1003401
35cm x 13cm x 40cm
Fabric	100% polyester Backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	Modern Shopper Bag in Tarpauline with shoulder
carrying straps and inner pocket for valuables. Maritime design details.|
one sizeColours
navy
Weight 0,440kg
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AQ TROLLEY 

90L

B AG S

Art.-No.
1003402
75cm x 40cm x 30cm
Fabric	100% polyester Backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	Big trolley in Tarpauline with one big main compartment. Additional pocket on cover. Carrying straps
and compression straps. Solid bottom and quality retracting handle big wheels. Semi-waterproof (seams
not waterproof). Maritime design details.|
Special	Detachable cover function / 75cm x 40cm x 30cm
Colours navy | silver
Weight 3,960kg
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AQ WASH BAG
Art.-No.
1003132
Fabric
100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features Thanks to the intelligent design, the AQ Wash Bag offers
comprehensive storage space for all toiletries. The wash
bag is divided into four different zipped pockets and a mesh
pocket. Due to the practical hanger, the toilet bag can be
hung to save space. The AQ Wash Bag is the ideal toilet
bag for small bathrooms and washrooms on board.
Colours navy | silver
Weight 0.38kg

AQ BACK PACK 20
Art.-No.
1003136
20 l
Fabric	100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	backpack with roll closure, waterproof main compartment,
padded backpart
Colour
navy 
Weight 0.73kg
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AQ BACK PACK 60
Art.-No.
1003137
60 l
Fabric
100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features Backpack with roll closure, waterproof main compartment,
padded backpart
Colours navy | silver
Weight 1.07kg

AQ SPORTSBAG 40

AQ BIG BAG 70
Art.-No.
1003139
70 l
Fabric	100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	elaborate big bag with stowable shoulder straps, can transform to backpack
Colour
navy | silver
Weight 1.06kg

B AG S

Art.-No.
1003138
40 l
Fabric	100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	elaborate duffle bag with roll closure, waterproof main
compartment, seperate padded shoulder strap, stowable
shoulder straps, can transform to backpack
Colour
navy | silver
Weight 0.68kg
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AQ SEA SACK 30
Art.-No.
1003135
Fabric	100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	waterproof bag with roll closure, one shoulder strap,
transparent window for easier handling
Special	30L
Colours: red | navy | black | silver
Weight 0,457kg
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AQ SEA SACK 15
Art.-No. 1003133
Fabric	100% polyester, backing: 100% polychlorid
Features	waterproof bag with roll closure, one shoulder strap,
transparent window for easier handling
Special	15L
Colours: red | navy | black | silver
Weight 0,325kg

WP SERIES 100
Art.-Nr.
1001715
70x38x38 cm | 100 l
Fabric
100% TPU
Features Very lightweight high tech bag, waterproof drysuit zip, taped
seams, backpack with adjustable shoulder straps, ti-zip
Colours black

WP SERIES 60
Art.-Nr.
1001714
62x33x29 cm | 60 l
Fabric
100% TPU
Features Very lightWeight high tech bag, waterproof drysuit zip, taped
seams, backpack with adjustable shoulder straps, ti-zip
Colours black

TECHINFO DRY BAGS:

DRYBAG 8
Art.-Nr.
1000771
58x36x23 cm | 62 l
Fabric	500D tarpaulin vinyl
Features	Can be carried as backpack with padded straps
Colour
black/silver | red/black

B AG S

Our dry bags keep your belongings safe and
protected even in the harshest e
 nvironment!
Extremely hard wearing tarpaulin with vinyl
coating and the easy to handle furl-in sealing
make the bags w
 aterrepellent and the ideal
companion for all kinds of watersports and
outdoor activities.
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MP PROMO BACKPACK
Art.-No.
1002212
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	robust 600D polyester promotion backpack. Great
to put your stuff in when going for a trip or to take a
swim.
Special	600D Fabric
Colours 	pink I melon I lt.blue I aqua I black I grey I lt.grey I
ocean blue

MP PROMO SPORTS BAG
Art.-No.
1003901
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	This small Marinepool duffle bag is no exception:
made with 100% polyester, it is a supple, lightweight
item. Great for your next sailing trip, vacation or everyday.
Special	600D Fabric
Colours
lt.blue I grey
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NEO SPORT BAG
Art.-No.
1003162
Fabric	80% rubber / 20% polyester, lining 100% polyester
Features	Basic sport bag with three outside compartments.
Colour
black/orange
Weight 0.65kg

NEO GYM BAG
Art.-No.
1003161
Fabric	80% rubber / 20% polyester, lining 100% polyester
Features	Mixture between classic sea sack and basic gym bag. One
outside mesh pocket.
Colour
magenta | ocean blue | black
Weight 0.25kg

NEO BOTTLE COOLER
Art.-No.
1003158
Fabric	80% rubber / 20% polyester, lining 100% polyester
Features	Classic champagne bottle cooler, with a zip fastening an
trim fastener to top.
Colour
magenta | ocean blue | black
Weight 0.90kg

NEO DOCUMENT FOLDER

NEO DOCUMENT FOLDER SMALL
Art.-No.
1003160
Fabric	80% rubber / 20% polyester, lining 100% polyester
Features	Padded document folder, fits DIN A5 (14,8x21cm) documents
Colour
magenta | ocean blue | black
Weight 0.12kg

B AG S

Art.-No.
1003159
Fabric	80% rubber / 20% polyester, lining 100% polyester
Features	Padded document folder, fits DIN A4 (21x29,7cm) documents
Colour
magenta | ocean blue | black
Weight 0.17kg
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BLACK VISION OFFICE BAG
Art.-No.
1003927
Fabric	
Features	
Special	
Colours
black

Weight 0kg

BLACK VISION OFFICE BAG BIG
Art.-No.
1003928
Fabric	
Features	
Special	
Colours
black

Weight 0kg

BLACK VISION LAPTOP SLEEVE
Art.-No.
1003925
Fabric	
Features	
Special	
Colours
black

Weight 0kg

BLACK VISION OFFICE WHEELED BAG
Art.-No.
1003926
Fabric	
Features	
Special	
Colours
black
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Weight 0kg

EXECUTIVE WASH BAG
Art.-No.
1003070
Fabric	100% nylon, contrast fabric 100% tarpaulin,
lining 100% polyester
Features	all zips by YKK, wash/toilet bag with four different zipper
compartments
Colour
black
Weight 0.38kg

EXECUTIVE MULTIBAG
Art.-No.
1003119
Fabric	100% nylon, contrast fabric: 100% tarpaulin, lining: 100%
polyester
Features	all zips by YKK, various details and pockets, stowable
shoulder straps, with shoe or laundry compartment
Colour
black
Weight 1.12kg

Art.-No.
1003122
Fabric	100% nylon, contrast fabric: 100% tarpaulin, lining: 100%
polyester
Features	all zips by YKK, backpack with rain cover ibnside, pocket
and exit for earphones at shoulder strap, v arious details and
compartments
Colour
black
Weight 1.23kg

B AG S

EXECUTIVE BACK PACK II
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EXECUTIVE WHEELED MEDIUM BAG

EXECUTIVE WHEELED LARGE BAG

Art.-Nr.
1001740
75x35x35 cm, 90 l
Fabric	Shell: 100% nylon, contrast fabric: 100% tarpaulin,
lining: 100% nylon ripstop
Features	All zips by YKK, PU reinforcement at bottom, separate shoe
compartment
Colour
black

Art.-Nr.
1002215
85x40x38 cm | 120 l
Fabric	Shell: 100% nylon, contrastfabric: 100% tarpaulin, lining:
100% polyester
Features	Wheeled large bag, telescope handle, reinforcement at
bottom, separate shoe compartment, two separate inside
compartments, various details
Colour
black
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EXECUTIVE INSIDE BAG

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BIG BAG

Art.-Nr.

Art.-Nr.
1002221
40x30x16 cm | 18 l
Fabric	100% nylon, lining: 100% polyester
Features	Execlusive office bag, two separate inside compartments,
various details, padded laptop compartment, small separate
bag for electronic equipment or charger, shulder strap, slips
over the handle of the executive office wheeled bag and the
executive carry on bag
Colour
black

S 1002364
37x16x7.5 cm
M 1002365
37x33x7.5 cm
L 1002366
37x33x15 cm
Fabric	shell: 100% nylon, contrast fabric: 100% tarpaulin,
lining: 100% nylon ripstop
Features	The inside bag keeps everything in place in you trolley
Colour
black

TECHINFO EXECUTIVE SERIES:
Great design and look, colours black/anthacite,
extremely hard wearing 1000D dernier nylon,
contrasting reinforcements in specific area. Water
resistant vinyl coating on the inside of the fabric
makes sure your belongings stay safe and dry.

EXECUTIVE WHEELED CARRY ON BAG
Art.-Nr.
1002216
58x34x28 cm | 50 l
Fabric	Shell: 100% nylon, contrastfabric: 100% tarpaulin,
lining: 100% polyester
Features	Wheeled carry on bag/handluggage, reinforcement at
bottom, separate shoe compartment, two separate inside
compartments, various details
Colour
black

B AG S

Combination Carry On Bag with Office Bag
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SAILCLOTH DOCUMENT FOLDER medium
Art.-No.
1003893
Fabric	sailcloth: 100% polyester
Features	A4 document folder with zip made from 100% genuine sailcloth.|
Special	38 cm X 27 cm (A4)
Colours: white

SAILCLOTH DOCUMENT FOLDER small
Art.-No.
1003894
Fabric	sailcloth: 100% polyester
Features	small document folder with zip made from 100%
genuine sailcloth.
Special	27,5 cm X 19 cm
Colours: white
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SAIL CRUISE BIG BAG
Art.-No.
1003536
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Sail bag with zip made from 100% genuine sailcloth, small pocket at front side and maritime zig zag
stitchings at front and backside.
Colours white
Weight 0,300kg

SAIL CRUISE SMALL BAG

SAIL SHOPPING BAG
Art.-Nr.
1002293
50x37x34 cm
Fabric	sailcloth: 100% polyester, shell fabric: 100% nylon
600D
Features	shopping bag, made from 100% genuine sailcloth,
small inside pocket
Colour
navy/white

B AG S

Art.-No.
1003537
Fabric	100% polyester
Features	Sail bag with zip made from 100% genuine sailcloth, small pocket at front side and maritime zig zag
stitchings at front and backside. |
Colours
white
Weight 0,300kg
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